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Abstract

In a context-aware service platform, service providers adapt their ser-
vices to the current situation of the service users using context infor-
mation retrieved from context information providers. In such a service
provisioning platform, important trust and privacy issues arise, because
different entities responsible for different tasks have to collaborate in the
provisioning of the services. Context information is privacy sensitive by
nature, making the communication and processing of this information a
potential privacy threat.

The main goal of this thesis is to learn how to support users and provi-
ders of context-aware services in managing the trade-off between privacy
protection and context-based service adaptation. More and more pre-
cise context information retrieved from trustworthy context information
providers allows context-aware service provider to adapt their services
more reliably. However, more and more precise context information also
means a higher risk for the service users in case of a privacy violation.

User acceptance of context-aware services depends on the users’ per-
ception of how the context-aware service platforms deal with their pri-
vacy. Users of context-aware services need to control who is authorized
to access their context information, and how their context information is
communicated and processed after the access is granted. Providing users
with control over their privacy is especially difficult in context-aware ser-
vice platforms, since users’ privacy desires are personalized to the context
situation these users are in. Users have, for example, different wishes
regarding privacy of their health data when they are being treated in a
hospital than when they are in their working environment.

For users to feel in control of their privacy, the mere specification
of their privacy preferences is not enough in the trade-off between pri-
vacy and context-aware service adaptation. Users must also be confident
that the specified privacy preferences are being enforced by the entities
of the service platform that are responsible for communication and pro-
cessing their context information, such as the context information provi-
ders. Trust, therefore, is an integral part of the users’ privacy concerns in
context-aware service platforms.
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In the trade-off we address in this thesis, context-aware service provi-
ders are more concerned with their capability of providing reliable context-
based service adaptation because this is their primary business goal. To be
able to reliably adapt, service providers depend on the trustworthiness of
the context information providers that provide the context information
about the service users. Privacy issues are also important for service pro-
viders because the reporting in the media of privacy incidents involving
their service provisioning infrastructure also impact their primary busi-
ness due to the loss of reputation.

Existing trust and privacy solutions targeted at context-aware service
platforms fail to address the different trust aspects and dependencies be-
tween the entities participating in a context-aware service provisioning
platform. Existing solutions focus on at most one trust aspect at a time,
for example, privacy enforcement or identity certification, and do not
consider dependencies between the different aspects that are present in
the trade-off we address in this thesis. Other concerns of users and ser-
vice providers such as reliability of the context-aware service adaptation,
or the relationship between quality aspects of the context information and
trust are not addressed by existing solutions in an integrated way. Further-
more, existing trust and privacy management solutions for context-aware
service platforms offer poor support for personalized context-based pri-
vacy management.

In this thesis we present the analysis, design, implementation, and
evaluation of a trust and privacy preferences management solution to
support service users and service providers of a context-aware service
platform. The functionality of this solution consists of three major con-
tributions that focus on trust and privacy issues from the perspective of
users and service providers.

The first major contribution of this thesis is a trust-based selection
mechanism that support users of context-aware services in selecting trust-
worthy service providers to interact with. This mechanism supports the
users in this selection process, taking into account the users’ goals, trust
beliefs, and the trust dependencies between the service users and the
entities that collaborate in the context-aware service provisioning. The
service users’ goals we use as input to our mechanism are related to the
trade-off between privacy protection and context-aware service adapta-
tion.

The second major contribution of this thesis is a trust-based selec-
tion mechanism that support context-aware service providers in select-
ing trustworthy context information providers. This mechanism supports
service providers in selecting context information providers taking into
account their trustworthiness to provide context information about a
specific user and quality level. This mechanisms contributes to the im-
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provement of the context-based adaptation capabilities of context-aware
service providers.

The third major contribution of this thesis is a generic context-based
policy management concept called a Context-Aware Management Do-
main (CAMD). The CAMD concept is used by us in our case studies
to support the specification of trust and privacy policies by means of
context-based authorizations and obligations. Our CAMD concept is re-
alized using policy-based management, and uses context information as
input for the policy management task. The objective of our CAMD con-
cept is to support users and system administrators in managing policies
aimed at controlling who is authorized to access the users’ context infor-
mation at what quality level, and which actions these entities are obliged
to execute after access is granted. One example of a privacy obligation is
to delete all location information about a user after a context condition is
satisfied.

We have evaluated the technical feasibility of our contributions through
case studies and prototype implementations. We have also evaluated the
usability and usefulness aspects of our contributions from a user perspec-
tive through an user survey. Our technical and user survey evaluations
show that our solutions are technically feasible and that the majority of the
survey participants were able to understand and believe that our contri-
butions are useful. Furthermore, our technical feasibility and user survey
evaluations contribute to increased knowledge about the trust and pri-
vacy requirements of a context-aware service platform with examples of
context-based policies and user goals when using a context-aware service.
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Chapter1

Introduction

This thesis proposes trust and privacy management extensions for context-
aware service platforms in order to increase users’ control over their pri-
vacy and to improve the context-based adaptation capability of context-
aware service providers.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 1.1 presents background
information on context-aware service platforms. Section 1.2 motivates
the research and describes the research problems we address. Section
1.3 presents the main goal of this thesis and its sub-goals. Section 1.4
explains the approach we follow. Section 1.5 describes the scope of this
thesis. Section 1.6 ends this chapter with a concise description of the
thesis structure.

1.1 Background

The evolution of computers, sensors, and wireless networks is leading to
the pervasive availability of computers and information technology (IT)
services in people’s daily lives. With this evolution, it became techni-
cally possible and economically viable to automatically measure detailed
physical properties of objects and environments. Examples of these mea-
surements are ambient temperature and geolocation coordinates that can
be determined unobtrusively and without human intervention by sensors
in a mobile phone.

The availability of these measured properties enables the realization
of certain types of services, that adapt to specific user needs considering
changes on these objects and environment properties. These new types of
services are known as context-aware services [37]. The measured prop-
erties that are associated to a service end-user describe the service user
context.
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The benefit of context-aware services for users depends on how well
the service adaptation fulfill the user needs, which in its turn depends
on how well the user context is measured. The added value of context-
aware services, compared to traditional IT services, lies in the automated
context-based adaptation. Traditional IT services could also fulfill the
service users’ needs in specific situations by requesting manual user input.
However, the effort required from users with manual input is too much
to justify the adaptation benefits.

Examples of context-aware services are:
– A weather forecast service that automatically provides the weather

forecast based on users’ current location and his or her next planned
or predicted destinations;

– An office service that helps colleagues working in a company to find
each other faster when needed based on their location, scheduled
appointments, and activities;

– A tourist guide service that personalizes the tourist advice for users
based on their location, weather conditions, and traveling interests;

– A health service that chooses the most suitable and nearby caregivers
to help a patient if needed based on the patient’s real-time health
data, the patient’s location, and the caregivers’ location and availabil-
ity.
Service providers capable of providing context-aware services are

Service 

User

Mobile 

Operator

Weather Forecast 

Service

User 

Location

Figure 1-1
Context-aware weather
service example

not necessarily also responsible for capturing the context information of
the service users. One example that illustrates this is a weather forecast
service that automatically determines the city/region of the service user
from the location of the GSM cell the user is currently connected to. In
this example, presented in Figure 1-1, the context information provider
(in short, context provider) could be the user’s mobile phone operator
which is part of a different administrative domain than the weather fore-
cast service provider.

For the weather forecast service, only the context information of the
service user is relevant. However, other context-aware services may re-
quire context information about other entities than the user of the ser-
vice. In the office service example, if a service user wants to find one
specific employee, only the context information of that employee is im-
portant. Even though their privacy might be affected, employees might
agree to use this service, and have their context information accessed, if
they see a potential benefit in facilitating contact with other colleagues1.

The weather forecast service and the office service examples illustrate
the importance of the users’ identity2 for providing context-aware ser-

1In this thesis, we use the term context-aware service user to refer to the user who
requests a context-aware service or whose context is relevant to the requested service.

2In this thesis we refer to the term identity meaning a digital identity.
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vices. In the weather forecast service, not all identity attributes of the
service user are important for the service provisioning as they are in the
office service. In the office service, the true name of the entities is of
crucial importance, since the service users are interested in context infor-
mation about specific colleagues. For privacy reasons, the anonymization
of the users’ identities for services like the weather forecast service might
be desired but not for all services.

Solutions for identity management such as identity federation and Sin-
gle Sign On SSO are being used in context-aware service platforms to
identify and manage the identities of context-aware service users [59].
These identity management solutions allow users to choose one of their
identities and configure which services are authorized to access their pro-
file information. Some of the existing solutions also provide support for
full or partial anonymization of the users’ identity and context informa-
tion [10, 108]. These solutions contribute to reduce the privacy risks for
service users.

The examples in this chapter illustrate that the provisioning of context-
aware services depends on the cooperation of service providers, con-
text providers, and identity providers. Each of these roles is responsi-
ble for specific tasks and might be located in different administrative do-
mains. In order to facilitate this cooperation and reduce the complexity of
the design, implementation, and deployment of context-aware services,
context-aware service middleware has been developed [119].

Context-aware service middleware provides generic support for con-
text acquisition, reasoning, and distribution to applications that provide
context-aware services. In this thesis, we are particularly interested in
developing extensions to existing context-aware service middleware to
include trust and privacy management from the point of view of context-
aware service users and context-aware service providers.

Figure 1-23 shows the classification we defined for the existing trust
and privacy management approaches and how they relate to each other.
Our classification is inspired by the analysis of trust management ap-
proaches done by Gollmann [46] and on our own literature study. Ex-
isting work on trust management focuses on distributed authentication
and authorization schemes, reputation and reliability measurements, and
integrity and attestation using tamper proof hardware. Existing work on
privacy management focuses on protection of personal data from unau-
thorized usage, reputation and reliability approaches that focus specifically
on privacy protection issues, and approaches focusing on data obfuscation
or quality degradation to reduce by design the observation capabilities of
other entities and consequently the privacy risks.

3This classification also reflects the structure of Subsection 2.2 and 2.3 of this thesis.
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The arrows in the Figure 1-2 shows the functional interrelation be-
tween the different trust and privacy management classes of work. Ex-
isting trust management approaches to support distributed authentica-
tion and authorization are related to privacy management approaches that
support the protection of personal information from unauthorized usage
because both classes focus on authorizations. Existing work focusing on
reputation and reliability can not be clearly separated in privacy and trust
management classes because most of the time the word trust is used inter-
changeably with privacy meaning trust with respect to privacy protection.
Therefore, we show the interrelation between these two classes using a
thicker arrow. Existing trust management approaches using tamper proof
hardware for integrity checking and attestation are related to privacy man-
agement approaches because the provisioning of these integrity measure-
ments contributes to increase the reputation and reliability with respect
to privacy protection.

Figure 1-2
Classification of trust
management and
privacy management
approaches

Trust Management Privacy Management

Distributed Authentication and 

Authorization

Reputation and reliability 

measurements

Integrity checking and attestation 

using tamper proof hardware 

Protection of personal information 

from unauthorized usage

Reputation and reliability with 

respect to privacy protection

Reduction of observation 

capabilities

The focus of the work described in this thesis is on reputation and
reliability aspects both for trust and privacy management, and on privacy
management to protect personal data from unauthorized usage. This fo-
cus is highlighted with a dashed line polygon in Figure 1-2. The other
classes of privacy and trust management approaches are out of the scope
of this thesis.

1.2 Motivation and Problem Description

In this section, we present the trust and privacy management problems of
context-aware service platforms that are addressed in this thesis:

Users Need to Feel in Control of Their Privacy to Accept Context-Aware
Services
Context-aware service platforms process and communicate context in-Context is

privacy-sensitive formation related to the service users in order to increase the usability
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and usefulness of the services provided. This particular feature of context-
aware service platforms implies both an opportunity and a risk for the ser-
vice users. The opportunity is the possibility of services customized to the
service users’ environment and needs. The risk for service users’ is related
to the possible privacy violations that may occur when privacy-sensitive
user context information is processed and communicated by the entities
that collaborate in the provisioning of context-aware services. The actual
risk is that context information is used for purposes not agreed upon or
intended by the service user, by entities collaborating in the service pro-
visioning or by outsiders that are able to acquire the context information.
Outsiders are not within the scope of this thesis.

In this thesis, we address the privacy control support required forUser acceptance
depends on the
service users’ feeling
regarding privacy
control

users when their context information is processed and communicated by
context information providers to context-aware service providers. For
privacy reasons, users will be more likely to use context-aware services if
they feel in control of who accesses their context information and how
their context information is used after it is released [67]. An example of
user control is the possibility to select a privacy preference that states that
only entities authenticated by the service user’s company are authorized
to access the context information. Furthermore, privacy preferences can
also include obligations stating, for example, that all context information
accessed by authorized entities should be deleted one day after it has been
retrieved from the context information providers.

The privacy risk is a problem for users of context-aware servicesPrivacy risks and
privacy preferences
requirements

mainly due to the privacy-sensitive nature of the users’ context infor-
mation, and the implicit gathering and combining of this information
in a pervasive context-aware service provisioning environment. When
context information is accessed by malicious entities, serious privacy vi-
olations and security infringements such as unauthorized user tracking,
unauthorized sophisticated user profiling, and subsequent identity theft
are enabled. To avoid these privacy violations and consequently user dis-
trust in and abandonment of context-aware services, users should be able
to specify their privacy preferences in a personalized and understandable
manner.

Privacy preferences for context-aware service users differ from tradi-Privacy preferences
are context-based tional privacy preferences because they depend on the context situation

the users are in. For example, users might have different wishes regard-
ing privacy when they are in a health emergency situation than when they
are in a normal working day. For example, when an user is in a health
emergency situation, he would be more willing to authorize indiscrimi-
nate access to all his context information. Furthermore, changes in con-
text situations can trigger privacy obligations. For example, when the
health emergency situation has passed, all the context information col-
lected during the health emergency should be deleted.
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Solutions for privacy preferences management targeting context-awareLimitations of existing
context-based privacy
solutions

service platforms [75, 29, 27, 28] offer poor support for personalized
context-aware privacy management and do not address context-based
privacy obligations. These approaches are also limited with respect to
the privacy support they provide because they mostly focus only on ac-
cess control aspects of privacy. Privacy in these approaches is defined by
means of authorization rules using policies that govern the access to the
user’s context information. These context-based privacy management so-
lutions have not been evaluated with respect to their usability, usefulness,
and user acceptance. In Figure 1-2 these solutions are part of the class
Protection of personal information from unauthorized usage in Privacy Management.

Selection of Trustworthy Entities with Respect to Privacy Protection
The mere specification of their privacy preferences is not enough forTrust and privacy

requirements users to accept using context-aware services. Users will only feel in con-
trol of their context information if they also trust that the privacy pref-
erences they have specified are honored by the platform that handles and
communicates their context information. Trust, therefore, plays an im-
portant role and is an integral part of the privacy concerns of context-
aware service users.

In a pervasive context-aware service platform, users may have a choiceTrust aspects for
different roles of different entities that are capable of collaborating and providing a spe-

cific context-aware service. The trustworthiness of a context-aware ser-
vice depends on the trustworthiness of the entities that collaborate dur-
ing the service provisioning process for different trust aspects, namely,
context providers, service providers, and identity providers. For privacy
reasons, users are likely to accept context-aware services only if they can
trust that:
1. The context providers are releasing privacy-sensitive context infor-

mation only to entities authorized by the user;
2. The service providers receiving context information are enforcing

the users’ privacy preferences.
The trustworthiness evaluation of a context-aware service dependsTrust leads to user

acceptance on all the trust aspects mentioned above. Based on their trustworthiness
evaluation users may decide to have more or less strict privacy preferences
or may decide not to use a context-aware service at all. Existing solutions
that address trust management for context-aware service platforms do
not consider the dependencies between the different trust aspects for the
entities that collaborate in the provisioning of the context-aware service.
Trust management solutions for context-aware services [34, 28] adopt a
simplistic approach where trust is claimed to be related to privacy but
actually is related only to authorization policies or identity certification
issues. In Figure 1-2 these solutions are part of the class Reputation and
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reliability measurements in Trust Management and Reputation and reliability mea-
surements with respect to privacy protection in Privacy Management.

Trust management support is important when users interact with en-Trust management
mechanisms support
users when they
interact with unknown
entities

tities that they do not know or with which they have not interacted before.
In this case, a trust management mechanism for context-aware service
platforms should support users in evaluating the entities’ trustworthiness
based on other trust sources such as trust recommendations. Further-
more, trust management solutions should support quantification of un-
certainty about trustworthiness (e.g. [71]) when entities are unknown
and recommendations about trustworthiness are not available. The major
benefit of a trust management mechanism is a systematic trust support
that enables users to assert the trustworthiness values of the known and
unknown entities that collaborate in the provisioning of a context-aware
service and to select the more adequate entities considering the entities
trustworthiness, the users’ goals and privacy risks.

Selection of Trustworthy Entities with respect to Reliable Context-Based
Service Adaptation
From the context-aware service providers’ point of view, the primary con-
cern is not the privacy of the service users. Service providers are mainlyContext-aware service

providers depend on
context providers to
adapt reliably

concerned with their ability to provide a reliable context-based service
adaptation meaning that the context-aware service adapts consistently to
the users’ current situation and needs. For some service providers privacy
issues are also important because the reporting of privacy incidents in the
media also impact their primary business due to the loss of reputation.

A service provider can only adapt consistently if the context infor-
mation provider is trustworthy to reliably measure and communicate the
context information values with the required quality characteristics. For
this reason, service providers depend on the trustworthiness of the con-
text information providers that provide the context information about the
service users. The trustworthiness of the context providers is important
also for users who value the context-aware adaptation even though they
are less concern with their privacy being protected.

For users that are concerned with a reliable context-based serviceUsers want a reliable
context-aware service adaptation, the trustworthiness of the service providers and context pro-

viders is important for trust aspects other than privacy. These users must
trust that:
1. The context-aware service providers are providing reliable context

information about them;
2. The service provider, by receiving reliable context information, is

adapting reliably to their context and thereby providing a context-
aware service with an added end-user value;

3. The identity providers are capable of correctly and reliably identify-
ing them.
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Identities provided by trustworthy identity providers are required toTrustworthiness of
context information
providers depends on
trustworthiness of
identity providers

ensure that the retrieved context information corresponds to the correct
users’ identity. A trustworthy identity provider is capable of reliably au-
thenticate users and provide identity attributes that truly belong to the
user holding the identity. A context-aware service user that uses an iden-
tity provided by an insecure identity provider might be more vulnerable
to fake or incorrect context information being delivered due to the in-
fluence of malicious entities. An insecure identity provider might allow
a malicious entity to create a fake identify and impersonate an user. De-
pending on the user and service provider goals - for instance, if both are
interested in reliable service adaptation - the most trustworthy identity
and context providers are preferred in order to increase the reliability of
the context-based service adaptation.

The capability of service providers to reliably adapt their context-Relationship between
Quality of Context
(QoC) and trust

aware services depends on the trustworthiness of the context information
providers. The trustworthiness of a context provider relates to the quality
level of the context information provided by this provider, which can be
quantified using Quality of Context (QoC) attributes [18]. Therefore,
service providers should select context information providers considering
their trustworthiness and the QoC level they support.

Trustworthy context information providers capable of providing con-
text information at high QoC levels contribute to the reliability of context-
based service adaptation, but it also increases the privacy risks of users.
Privacy risks of users are increased because more precise and reliable in-
formation about them will be exposed in case of privacy violations. De-
spite being considered part of a QoC specification, trustworthiness is not
concretely addressed in existing QoC modeling approaches [18, 113].

1.3 Research Goal and Sub-Goals

The main goal of this thesis is: to learn how to support users and providers
of context-aware services in managing the trade-off between privacy protection and
context-based service adaptation. The following sub-goals detail the main goal.
We have classified each sub-goal as a knowledge or a design sub-goal 4.
The classification into design and knowledge is indicated between paren-
theses for each of the sub-goals:
– To research the role of trust in context-aware service platforms and

to identify the relevant roles and trust relationships that influence the
reliability of the context-based service adaptation and the protection
of the users’ privacy (knowledge);

4A knowledge sub-goal focuses on learning something new and a design sub-goal
focuses on improving the way something is done. Most of the time, knowledge and
design sub-goals are composed of sub-sub-goals of both types [122].
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– To identify the relationship between trust and Quality of Context
(QoC) (knowledge);

– To propose solutions to support service users in selecting trustwor-
thy identity providers, service providers, and context providers. The
objective of these solutions is to fulfill the users’ goals in the trade-
off between privacy protection and reliability of the context-based
service adaptation (design);

– To propose solutions to support context-aware service providers in
selecting trustworthy context providers. The objective of these solu-
tions is to improve the reliability of the context-based service adapta-
tion (design) and fulfill the service providers’ goal of reliable context-
based service adaptation;

– To propose solutions that allow users to manage their trust and pri-
vacy preferences, including support for context-based personalized au-
thorizations and obligations (design);

– To validate the technical feasibility of our work through case studies
and prototype implementations (knowledge);

– To evaluate if users need the solutions we propose, are able to under-
stand the concepts involved (usability), and benefit from (usefulness)
these concepts (knowledge). It is also part of this sub-goal to learn
about trust and privacy preferences requirements of service users.

1.4 Approach

We followed the steps below in our research:
1. Research the state of the art on trust and privacy management in

general for distributed systems and specific for context-aware service
platforms;

2. Analyze the roles and responsibilities of each role in a context-aware
service platform. The roles we consider are: service user, context
owner, identity provider, service provider, and context provider;

3. Identify the trust relationships between the roles related to the trade-
off between privacy and context-based service adaptation;

4. Design a trust management model, architecture, and selection mech-
anisms for context-aware service platforms considering our analysis
of the trust relationships related to the trade-off between privacy and
con-text-based service adaptation.

5. Design a context-based trust and privacy management solution that
uses context as input for the trust and privacy management tasks
and supports the specification and of context-based authorizations and
obligations;
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6. Conduct case studies and implement proof-of-concept prototypes to
validate the technical feasibility of our contributions;

7. Validate the designed and implemented models and mechanisms from
a user perspective through an interactive user survey.

1.5 Scope

The contributions proposed in this thesis focus on the trust aspects of
context-aware service platforms from the points of view of context-aware
service users and context-aware service providers. Our contributions are
not aimed at supporting identity providers and context providers in man-
aging their trust relationships with other entities.

Our trust and privacy management mechanism provides generic
context-based management support for users using a policy-based ap-
proach. However, in our case studies and prototype implementations, we
focus on personalized context-based usage control and trust management
policies. The usage control policies comprise authorization and obliga-
tion policies for the users’ context information specifying who has access
to the users’ context information and the rights and duties that should be
enforced after the information is accessed. The trust management poli-
cies specify the possible evolution of the trustworthiness values according
to specific conditions.

From the context-aware service user’s point of view, we provide trust
and privacy management support for users that are concerned with the
goal of privacy protection or with the goal of reliability of context-based
service adaptation. These goals are related to the trade-off between pri-
vacy protection and context-based service adaptation. The trust man-
agement mechanism we describe to support the selection of trustworthy
context providers targets the reliability goal. It is not our objective in this
thesis to support other user goals, for example, goals related low service
cost or service availability.

From the service provider’s point of view, we provide trust manage-
ment support to allow the selection trustworthy context providers. We do
not focus on trust aspects related to internal components of the context-
aware service that might influence its capabilities of correctly adapting to
he context of the users, such as optimized and reliable implementations
of the service. We also do not support any external factor other than
trustworthiness values associated with the identity providers and context
providers.

Although extensible, the trust model we have developed is designed
to support context-aware service users and service providers focusing on
trust aspects related to identity provisioning, privacy enforcement, con-
text information provisioning, and context-aware service provisioning.
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1.6 Thesis Structure

The structure of this thesis follows the same structure as the approach
described in the previous sub-section and is explained in the list below.
– Chapter 2 - State of the Art. This chapter presents a description of

the state of the art in context-aware systems, trust management, and
privacy management;

– Chapter 3 - Trust-based Selection of Context and Service Providers. This chap-
ter presents the trust management model and mechanisms we pro-
pose for context-aware service platforms. In this chapter, we validate
the technical feasibility of our contributions by means of a prototype
implementation for supporting context-aware service users and pro-
viders. Our objective in this chapter is to support:
1. Users of context-aware services in selecting trustworthy context-

aware service providers considering the trade-off between pri-
vacy and context-based service adaptation;

2. Service providers in selecting trustworthy context information
providers considering the relation between trustworthiness and
Quality of Context (QoC) that is also detailed in this chapter;

– Chapter 4 - Context-Based Trust and Privacy Management. This chapter
presents a new approach for context-based management of person-
alized trust and privacy policies from the service user perspective.
The main contribution of this chapter is a generic context-based pol-
icy management concept called Context-Aware Management Domain
(CAMD) and its specific use in the management of context-based
authorizations, privacy obligations, and trust management obligation
policies. In this chapter, we validate the technical feasibility of our
CAMD concept by means of two prototype implementations;

– Chapter 5 - User Survey. This chapter presents the user survey we con-
ducted to validate the usability and usefulness of our trust and privacy
management solutions from the service user’s point of view. We de-
scribe the validation scenario, the method, our results, and the anal-
ysis of our results;

– Chapter 6 - Conclusions. This chapter summarizes the contributions
of this thesis together with a critical analysis of these contributions.
The critical analysis of the contributions leads to the identification of
open issues that require further investigation.
Figure 1-3 graphically presents the structure of this thesis and how the

chapters are related to each other. The solid lines represent the temporal
precedence and the dashed lines show how the contents of the chapters
are related.
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Chapter2

State of the Art

This chapter presents the state-of-the-art in context-aware systems, trust
management, and privacy management from a social science and informa-
tion technology point of view. The remainder of this chapter is organized
as follows: Section 2.1 describes existing work in the area of context-
aware systems; Section 2.2 presents trust management solutions; Section
2.3 discusses related work on privacy management focusing in the speci-
fication of privacy preferences and techniques to enable privacy by design;
Section 2.4 ends this chapter with a summary and discussion.

2.1 Context-Aware Systems

Context awareness is the ability of applications to utilize information about the
user’s environment (context) in order to tailor services to the user’s current situation
and needs [39]. In this section we describe existing work on:
– Context information modeling to support context-aware application

developers;
– Quality of Context (QoC) modeling to specify quality levels when

context information is obtained from imperfect sensors in the envi-
ronment;

– Context management middleware that facilitates context information
acquisition, reasoning, discovery, and distribution;

– Reference context-aware service platforms that uses middleware so-
lutions to provide context-aware services.

2.1.1 Context Information Modeling

Context can be defined at an abstract level [39], without taking intoAbstract and concrete
context account its digital concrete representation that is handled by computer

systems. This level is useful for establishing what context is relevant in the
user-application interaction under consideration, while abstracting from
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the way in which the application will be able to capture, process, and
use this context. An abstract context model helps designers of context-
aware applications to understand better and early in the development pro-
cess the application domain without the added complexity of considering
technology dependent aspects. The abstract context model can be speci-
fied and later refined in the application implementation phase to consider
the technology specific issues.

Abstract context
definition We adopt in this thesis the abstract definition of context from

Merriam-Webster [64]: Context is the set of, possibly interrelated, conditions
in which an entity exists. This definition refers to the general concept of
context as a real-world phenomenon, and not to the digital representa-
tion of this phenomenon in computer systems.

The context modeling approach of Dockhorn Costa [39] providesContext modeling
approaches conceptual foundations that can be extended and specialized with specific

concerns. These foundations include the (meta-)concepts of Entity, Con-
text, and Context Situation, depicted in Figure 2-1. An Entity is associated
with instances of Context and Context Situations. A Context instance has a
value modeled as a data type, a timestamp indicating the moment in time
the context information value was determined. A Context Situation has a
duration, which is defined by the moment the situation begins to hold
(initial time) and the time the situation ceases to hold (final time), and a
value that is also modeled as a data type.

Figure 2-1 Context
information model

ContextEntity

-initialTime : Time

-finalTime : Time

Context Situation

contexts
1..*

**

entities
1..*

isContextOf

1..*

hasContext
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The context information model of Dockhorn Costa has a broaderComparison of context
modeling approaches scope for context modeling with respect to temporal aspects in compar-

ison to the context modeling approaches of Henricksen & Indulska [55]
and Chen [23]. These approaches, in contrast to Dockhorn Costa’s ap-
proach, do not consider a suitable notion of time. Therefore, temporal
aspects such as context situations, duration and precedence of situations
cannot be explicitly defined.

The context information model of Dockhorn Costa supports tempo-Context situations and
events ral aspects through the concept of context situations, which represents

changes of interest in a set of context information attributes. When
changes in a context situation occur, situation events are generated when
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the situation begins to hold (enter true situation event) and when the
situation ceases to hold (enter false situation event). For example, it is
possible to model a context situation in which a person stays within a cer-
tain distance to another given person for a certain period, or a situation
in which a patient has had a body temperature above a certain threshold
during the past day. Context information events that are not related to
context situations are called primitive events.

A Context Situation is defined as "a particular state-of-affairs that is of in-Context situation

terest to applications. A situation is a composite concept whose constituents may
be (a combination of) entities and their context conditions". A Context Situation
is a composite class that captures situations of interest that can be used
by any context information consumer, including a context-aware service
provider1. A context situation allows the definition of concepts like close
by, which models the situation in which a person stays physically close
at a certain pre-defined distance (e.g., five meters) from another person
during a certain period of time. The context situation close by can be re-
used in a composite context situation that expresses that a person has
been close to another one more than three times during one day. Con-
text Situations are defined graphically at a higher level of abstraction using
UML class diagrams enriched with constraints defined using the Object
Constraint Language (OCL) to capture the particular state of affairs of
interest.

Context-aware service developers can use a context information model
to specify the concepts of interest for their context-aware service domain.
For instance, developers of context-aware health applications might spe-
cialize a context information model to support the specification of an
entity called patient, a context type called body temperature, and a context
situation called Fever. Context information can be of different types and
can also be acquired using different technologies. Examples of context
information instances and context providers are:
– The speed and location of a user retrieved from the user’s portable

GPS device;
– The availability and presence (online, off-line) of a user retrieved

from the user’s instant communication application (e.g., MSN mes-
senger or Skype);

– The physical activity (walking, running, cycling, or sitting) of a user
inferred from accelerometers and sensors placed in the user’s devices
and environment;

– The schedule of a user retrieved from the user’s calendar application
(e.g., MS Outlook).

1In this thesis, we refer to Service Provider as always meaning a Context-Aware Service
Provider.
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In order to represent the abstract concept of context in a computer
system, we adopt and extend in this thesis the context model of Dockhorn
Costa. We extend this model with digital identities in Chapter 3 and we
use the concept of Context Situations in the specification of context-based
policies in Chapter 4 of this thesis. We chose Dockhorn Costa’s model
because of its expressiveness and also because it was available through an
open source implementation that could be specialized and used by us in
our case studies in Chapter 3 and 4.

2.1.2 Quality of Context Modeling

One of the first papers about Quality of Context (QoC) was written by
Buchholz et al. [18]. They define QoC as "any information that describes the
quality of information that is used as context information" and complement their
definition by saying that "QoC refers to information and not to the process or the
hardware component that possibly provides the information". The importance of
modeling QoC is detailed in the work of Buchholz et al. [18] and Sheikh
et al. [113]. QoC modeling is important for specification of privacy pref-
erences, to improve the adaptation capability of context-aware services,
and to allow the establishment of QoC level agreements.

The specification of QoC levels is useful for defining privacy prefer-
ences, by providing lower quality levels of the context information in the
source that produces this information. The assumption is that context
information of lower quality is less privacy-sensitive because less detail
about the user environment is exposed to receivers of the information.
Therefore, lower quality context information implies the information is
less privacy sensitive.

Quality-of-Context representation is important to improve the adap-
tation capability of context-aware services. Context-aware service provi-
ders benefit more from context information if they received high quality
information and are informed about the quality level of the information
they receive. It is important for the service providers to know the quality
level to allow them to make adaptation decisions. High quality context
information increases the service provider capabilities of adapting reliably
their services to the context of the service users.

Quality-of-context specification is important to allow the establish-
ment of QoC level agreements. Context providers and consumers need
a way of specifying contracts with respect to provisioning of context in-
formation, for example, a service provider to correctly adapt its services
might require the almost real time provisioning of GPS location infor-
mation of the service users. QoC agreements can be defined based on
specification of minimum QoC requirements for correct service opera-
tion.
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Table 2-1 presents the QoC attributes defined by Buchholz et al. and
Table 2-2 describes the QoC attributes defined by Sheikh et al., which are
a specialization of Buchholz et al. Buchholz et al. position trustworthiness
as one of the QoC attributes and states that trustworthiness is used by the
context provider to rate the quality of the actor from which the context provider
originally received the context information. However, their definition of QoC
contradicts with the definition of trustworthiness because they explicitly
state that QoC is about the information and not the process nor hardware
component that provides the information.

Table 2-1 QoC
attributes proposed by
Buchholz et al. [18]

Attribute name Definition

Precision how exactly the provided context information mirrors the

reality

Probability of Correctness the probability that a piece of context information is correct

Trustworthiness how likely it is that the provided information is correct

Up-to-dateness the age of context information

Resolution the granularity of information

Table 2-2 QoC
attributes proposed by
Sheikh et al. [113]

Attribute name Definition

Precision the granularity with which context information describes a

real-world situation

Probability of Correctness the probability that an instance of context accurately repre-

sents the corresponding real world situation, as assessed

by the context source, at the time it was determined

Trustworthiness mentioned but not defined, out of their scope

Freshness the time that elapses between the determination of context

information and its delivery to a requester

Spatial Resolution the precision with which the physical area to which an in-

stance of context information is applicable is expressed

Temporal Resolution the period of time to which a single instance of context

information is applicable

Sheikh et al. [113] specializes the QoC definition of Buchholz et al. by
splitting the resolution quality attribute into two different types: temporal
and spatial resolution. These two resolution operations specify the granu-
larity of the context information provided with respect to the timestamp
information and with respect to the physical space the context informa-
tion refers to. According to Sheikh et al., their proposed quality attributes
do not apply to all types of context and are only relevant for context in-
formation about physical entities. For example, the spatial resolution
attribute does not apply to the context information of a person’s body
temperature.
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Sheikh et al. go one step further than the other QoC models because
they not only propose a QoC model but also quantification strategies for
the quality attributes and show how QoC can be used for privacy protec-
tion. Sheikh et al. do not develop further the concept of trustworthiness
because it is out of the scope of their work.

Huebscher et al. [60] propose a QoC model and an algorithm to
rank context providers according to their QoC capabilities using QoC
attributes, including a QoC attribute related to the trustworthiness of the
context information. They represent QoC levels as points in a multi-
dimensional space where each dimension represents the measurement
of one QoC attribute. For example, considering only precision (x) and
refresh rate (y) the QoC level is a point in a two dimensional space (x,y).

Using a multidimensional point representation for QoC levels Hueb-
scher et al. proposes to compare the different QoC levels by computing
the Euclidean distance as a ranking metric for context providers. A con-
text information consumer could specify its requirements using a point,
and is able to select the best context provider that satisfies the specified
requirements by computing all the euclidean distances to the available
providers and select the one with the shorter distance. Their QoC model
does not present details about the quantification of the QoC attributes,
nor do they specifically mention which set of quality attributes should be
included in their model. Huebscher et al. [61] also propose a learning
model for QoC trustworthiness that calculates the trustworthiness values
based on binary positive/negative feedback from the users.

2.1.3 Context Management Middleware

In this section we discuss existing middleware solutions for context man-
agement. We start by presenting an overview of the functionalities found
in middleware solutions for context-aware systems in general followed by
a detailed description of two approaches: the Context Handling Platform
(CHP) and the Context Management Framework (CMF). We chose to de-
scribe in detail these two approaches because they are adopted by us and
are part of the AWARENESS research project [119], which also includes
the work developed in this thesis. The focus of the AWARENESS research
project is precisely an infrastructure that enables rapid and easy development of
context-aware and pro-active applications in a secure and privacy-conscious manner.

Functionalities
According to two surveys conducted by Chen & Kotz [22] and Baldauf et
al. [7], existing context-aware middleware solutions address the follow-
ing aspects: sensing infrastructure, context modeling, context processing, historical
context data, resource discovery, and security and privacy.
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The sensing infrastructure consists of hardware (sensors) and software
components distributed in the environment to capture context informa-
tion. These components provide an interface to access the context infor-
mation, which is represented using a context information model. There
is no standard interface or context information model and each of the ex-
isting middleware solutions adopt their own specific solution. Examples
are Semantic Web approaches using ontologies for context modeling and
Web Services interfaces to retrieve context information from the sensing
infrastructure2.

Context information retrieved from the sensing infrastructure is in
most cases of low level of abstraction. An example of low level context
is the list of the physical addresses of all Bluetooth devices in the vicinity
of a Bluetooth dongle. This low level information is not particularly use-
ful for context-aware adaptation of services because the service user can
not be identified and the location information is not explicitly declared.
However, this information can be further processed using additional in-
formation to infer that a person, the device owner, is located in a position
nearby the current physical location of the Bluetooth dongle. Processing
of context information includes also advanced reasoning techniques using
rule engines and knowledge bases that are capable of inferring higher level
information based on the low level information retrieved from the sens-
ing infrastructure. Context processing approaches also include support
to historical context data, which allows prediction of context information
considering past patterns and learning algorithms.

The discovery of resources is a generic functionality also found in gen-
eral purpose middleware solutions like CORBA and Web Services. In the
particular case of context-aware systems, resource discovery is tailored
to the context-aware functionality. Example of tailored functionality is
the discovery of context provisioning components capable of providing
context about specific entities, Quality of Context (QoC) requirements,
and at specific situations. In most cases, users of context-aware systems
are mobile, which requires special resource discovery support to identify
sensing infrastructure components when roaming in foreign domains.

Considering the aspects addressed in existing context-aware middle-
ware, a common set of roles can be identified, namely: the Context Pro-
vider, the Context Registry, and the Context Consumer. The context provider
acquires raw data from sensors in the environment and produces context
information about a specific set of entities 3 at a certain quality level. The
context type, supported QoC level, and the entities that the context pro-

2For further details about context modeling see Subsection 2.1.1
3In a context-aware service platform, context providers may not interact directly,

only with sensors. They may also reason about and combine context information from
other context providers. We consider this scenario outside the scope of this thesis.
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vider can produce context about (a.k.a. Context Owners) are advertised to
the context registry. When a context consumer needs context about a
certain entity, it queries the context registry and may inform a minimum
quality level in the discovery request. The context registry returns to the
context consumer a list of context providers together with the supported
QoC level and supported context owners.

Figure 2-2 Context
discovery and
provisioning
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In Figure 2-2, the context registry is a registry of context providers
with similar functionality of a service registry [121]. However, a context
registry may also perform negotiations [17], in case the context owners’
privacy preferences are considered in the discovery process. For a de-
scription of a negotiation strategy where the context provider QoC con-
straints, the QoC requirements of the context consumer, and the context
owner’s privacy constraints are taken into account in the discovery pro-
cess, we refer to the work of Sheikh et al. [113].

After the discovery of the context providers (Figure 2-2), the context
consumer requests context about a specific context owner and receives
the context information together with a reference to the QoC attributes
associated to the context information provider. The QoC attributes ad-
vertised by the context providers may not correspond to the QoC level
advertised by the context provider, because the supported QoC level may
change dynamically according to the environment conditions. For this
reason, the QoC attributes are always sent with the respective instances
of the context information to indicate the current capabilities of the con-
text provider.

Security and privacy is implemented in existing systems using policy
languages to express security requirements about context information dis-
tribution and processing. This policies specify usage rules with respect to
context information and security schemes for authentication and secure
communication between the components that handle context informa-
tion. Considering that trust and privacy are the focus of this thesis, we
discuss these topics in detail in Sections 2.2 and 2.3.

Context Handling Platform (CHP)
The Context Handling Platform (CHP), proposed by Dockhorn Costa
[39], consists of a context model and a context management architecture.
The context model used in the CHP was already introduced in Subsection
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2.1.1, including the concepts of context information and context situa-
tions. The CHP introduces an architecture with context management
components to realize the concepts specified in the context information
model.

Context situations are realized in the CHP using a rule-based ap-Context Providers,
Context Managers,
and Controllers

proach that allows the detection of context situations. In the architecture
of the CHP (see Figure 2-3), context information is captured by sensors
in the environment and is accessed through the Context Provider compo-
nents (a.k.a. Context Sources4). The Context Manager component uses the
context information retrieved from the Context Providers to detect the con-
text situations and to generate context situation events accordingly, when the
context situations begin and end.

Figure 2-3 Context
Handling Platform
(CHP) architecture
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The situation events are captured by a Controller component that
implements Event-Condition-Action (ECA) rules and is responsible for
triggering, for example, application adaptation actions. ECA rules are de-
ployed in the Controller component by a Context-Aware Component, which
is a component interested in adapting its behavior according to changes
in context information or context situations. A Context-Aware Component
might also deploy ECA rules to trigger specific actions, which are car-
ried out by an Action Resolver component. By deploying ECA rules, the
Context-Aware Component can delegate context-aware functionalities to the
Controller component.

Developers of context-aware components use the CHP by subscrib-Architectural benefits
of the Context
Handling Platform

ing to the Context Providers and Context Managers, respectively, to receive
context information values and context situation event updates. Another
possibility is to subscribe directly to the Controller component using an

4In the Context Handling Platform, the Context Provider components of this thesis are
referred to as Context Source.
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ECA rule that specifies occurrences of events, context information val-
ues, situation events, and actions. Rules in the Event-Condition-Action
(ECA) format can be specified using a specialized ECA rule language for
context-aware service platforms called ECA-DL [39]. The CHP has no
support for sensing, context information discovery, and also does not im-
plement security or privacy functionalities. The main focus of the CHP is
on context modeling and processing.

Context Management Framework (CMF)
The Context Management Framework (CMF) [118] is a middleware so-
lution developed by the Novay Research Institute. CMF supports context
sensing, processing, discovery, and security and privacy aspects for in-
teraction between administrative domains. Figure 2-4 depicts the CMF
architecture. Each administrative domain running the CMF framework
has an User Manager, Context Providers, and Context Sources.

Figure 2-4 Context
Management
Framework (CMF)
architecture
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The context source component acquires and process sensor data from
the environment, and makes it available to context providers, acting as a
Context Wrapper. Context sources are also capable of combining and pro-
cessing context information from other context sources acting as Context
Reasoners and forming an hierarchy of context sources/providers. Context
providers implement synchronous (get) and asynchronous (publish/sub-
scribe) interfaces to allow Context-Aware Components access to context in-
formation. Context providers are capable of providing information about
many users in the domain, and the User Manager is responsible for keeping
track of all context providers associated to a specific user.
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The security and privacy support in the CMF framework include au-
thorization policies and privacy by design with respect to discovery of
context providers. The CMF framework implements authorization poli-
cies specified by the system administrators [57] using XACML. The con-
text provider discovery process has built in privacy when roaming users
want to use the context sensing and processing infrastructure of a foreign
domain [56].

2.1.4 Reference Context-Aware Service Platform

In this subsection, we describe the reference context-aware service plat-
form we adopt in this thesis. We specified this reference context-aware
service platform based on our experience in the AWARENESS research
project [119].

Roles and Interactions
Figure 2-5 illustrates the five roles we distinguish, namely the Service User,
Context Owner, Identity Provider, Context Provider, and Service Provider. The ar-
rows in Figure 2-5 indicate the basic interactions between the roles when
a user accesses a service provider. The box with a dotted line that sur-
rounds the Context Owner represents sensors in the environment that col-
lect context information about this entity.

Figure 2-5 Roles in a
context-aware service
platform and their
interactions when a
user accesses a
service provider
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First, the Service User authenticates with the Identity Provider and receives
an identity token (1). After the authentication is performed, the Service
User requests access to a service provided by the Service Provider (2), which
will verify the identity token of the user in order to grant access to the
service (3). To be able to adapt the service to the relevant context, the
Service Provider requests context information about the Context Owner from
the Context Provider (5). This context information is retrieved by the Context
Provider from sensors in the physical environment of the Context Owner and
might be, for instance, the current activity or location of the Context Owner.
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The list below presents the description of each of the roles we present:
– Service User: the entity that uses a context-aware service;
– Context Owner: the entity to which the context information refers;
– Context Provider: the entity that is capable of providing context in-

formation about another entity;
– Identity Provider: the entity that authenticates other entities’ creden-

tials;
– Service Provider: the entity that provides services customized to the

context information of context owners relevant to the service being
provided. Context-aware services perform context-based adaptation
of the service provided.
In Figure 2-5 we show the service user and the context owner asContext owners and

service users may be
the same entity

different entities; however, they may be roles played by the same entity.
We show these two entities as separate roles to emphasize that the service
provider may use context information about other entities that are rele-
vant for the context-aware service being provided other than the service
user.

Even though Figure 2-5 presents (for reasons of simplicity) only user
authentication and identity verification, with only one identity provider
(arrows 1 and 3), the Context Owner, the Service Provider, the Context Provider,
and the Identity Provider itself should also provide digital identities when in-
teracting with other entities. Even so, we not expected for all the entities
to be authenticated with the same identity provider component.

The service provider may use context information that references
more than one context owner as well. In a particular context-aware ser-
vice provisioning scenario, it is possible that multiple entities play the
same role, and that one entity plays more than one role. For example, a
person holding a GPS device may play, at the same time, the roles of the
user, the context owner, and the context provider when accessing a ser-
vice from a service provider that uses the location information retrieved
from the GPS device.

Example Context-Aware Service
Figure 2-6 presents a fictitious example context-aware service. In this
example, an user authenticates with an Identity Provider and receives an
identity token. This identity token is used to access the navigation service
that helps the user to find the directions to a destination based on the
user’s current location. The location of the user is retrieved from the
user’s mobile phone provider by the navigation service provider using the
identity token. The mobile phone provider determines the user’s location
based on the GSM access point the user is currently connected to.
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Figure 2-6 Example of
context-aware service
instance
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2.2 Trust Management

In the context of computer security there is no consensus about the se-
mantics of the terms trust and trust management. Different research com-
munities use these terms with different meanings. According to Gollmann
[46], the term trust is used formally and informally in existing computer
security research to refer to a trusted computing base (TBC), trusted
code, trust management approaches, security policies and mechanisms,
and trusted computing technology.

In this thesis, we adopt a definition of trust inspired by Abdul-RahmanTrust Definition

& Hailes [2], Jøsang [68], and Quinn et al. [107]. We define trust as the
measurement of the belief from a trusting party point of view (trustor) with respect
to a trusted party (trustee) focused on a specific trust aspect that possibly implies a
benefit or a risk 5. This trust belief is represented as a trust relationship
between a trustor and a trustee. For example, Bob (trustor) believes that
Alice (trustee) is reliable to arrive on time for her appointments.

With respect to trust management, we adopt the definition from JøsangTrust Management

et al. [74]: trust management is the activity of creating systems and methods that
allow relying parties to make assessments and decisions regarding the dependabil-
ity of potential transactions involving risk, and that also allow players and system
owners to increase and correctly represent the reliability of themselves and their sys-
tems. Existing trust management approaches support the specification,
bootstrapping, and evolution of trust relationships.

5Our trust definition and formalization are described in Section 3.3 of this thesis.
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Figure 2-7 illustrate the relation between trust and privacy manage-
ment6 and our classification of the existing work in trust management in
three main areas presented in this section:
1. Distributed Authentication and Authorization: trust values associated to

identities and credentials are computed in a distributed system and
used in combination with a set of rules to decide if actions re-
quested by subjects should be allowed (positive authorization) or de-
nied (negative authorization a.k.a. refrain authorization);

2. Reputation and reliability measurements: trust values focusing in spe-
cific aspects are computed based on direct experiences or indirectly
through recommendations from third parties. These trust values are
used to support the selection of entities, services, or products;

3. Integrity checking and attestation using tamper proof hardware: focus in
trust guarantees using technical solutions that are theoretically or
practically proven secure. Trusted computing chips such as the
Trusted Platform Module (TPM) and smart card solutions are part
of this research area.

Figure 2-7 Trust
management research
areas
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These three main research areas are reflected in the structure of this
subsection. In addition to these main areas, we start this subsection with
related work on trust from a social perspective, and we explicitly discuss
existing work in trust management that uses context information as an
opportunity to enhance their functionalities in the end. Existing work
in trust management focusing in reputation and reliability measurements
with respect to privacy protection is also described in this subsection.
Furthermore, existing work in privacy management that address autho-
rization and access control that is not explicitly labeled as trust management
is not described in this section. The trust management models we de-
scribe in this section were selected because they are seminal work (e.g.
PolicyMaker), they are authoritative references in the area (e.g. RT and
Sultan), or focus in scenarios connected to context-aware service scenar-
ios (e.g. PTM and COMITY Framework).

6the classification of the existing work in privacy management is detailed in Section 2.3
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2.2.1 Social Trust

Mcknight & Chervany [88] identify six inter-related social trust con-Six trust-related
constructs structs (see Figure 2-8) based on a broad literature study. These con-

structs are: trusting behavior, trusting intention, trusting beliefs, situa-
tional trust, system trust, and dispositional trust. The main idea behind
these constructs is that a set of trusting beliefs leads to a trusting in-
tention that is manifested in a trusting behavior, or, in the authors’
own words, "when one has trusting beliefs about another, one is willing to de-
pend on that person, then one will behave in ways that manifest that intention to
depend".

Figure 2-8
Relationship between
the six social trust
constructs

Trusting Behavior

Trusting Intention

System TrustSituational Trust
Belief Formation 

Process
Dispositional Trust

Trusting Beliefs

The constructs of trusting beliefs, trusting intention, and trusting be-
havior are summarized below:
– Trusting beliefs: is the extent to which one believes (and feels con-

fident in believing) that the other person in a specific situation will
function or react in a specific way. Trusting beliefs are person- and
situation-specific and are influenced by the dispositional trust;

– Trusting intention: is the extent to which one is willing to depend
on another person to perform a task on his/her behalf;

– Trusting behavior: is the extent to which one person voluntar-
ily depends on another person in a specific situation with a feeling
of relative security, even though negative consequences or harm are
possible.
From the six trust constructs, Trusting Beliefs, Intention, and Be-

havior include both cognitive and affective components of trust. The
cognitive component of trust is related to the rational subjective prob-
ability while the affective component is the pure human feeling of confi-
dence. The most prevalent concepts related to the construct of trusting
beliefs are clustered into four categories of behaviors: benevolence, hon-
esty, competence, and predictability. For a detailed description of these
categories and behaviors we refer to Mcknight & Chervany [88].

The belief formation process (see Figure 2-8) is a subjective process re-
lated to the perception and feelings of the person and his/her previous
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experiences. The outcome of this process is a subject belief to trust and
is not formally defined. The construct of trusting beliefs is the most
important but not the only decisive determinant of trusting intention and
trusting behavior. Dispositional Trust, System Trust, and Situational Trust
also influence the trusting intention and behavior, and are defined below:
– Dispositional trust (basic trust): means that a person can mani-

fest trust intentions because of a pre-disposition to trust in a cross-
situational, cross-personal way. Dispositional trust is the tendency
of a person to trust across a broad spectrum of situations and per-
sons. As illustrated in Figure 2-8, the disposition to trust influences
the trust belief and the trusting intention constructs [89]. Disposi-
tional trust is, for instance, the trust an employee has in his/her new
colleagues even though (s)he does not know any of them personally
yet;

– System trust (impersonal trust): is a trust concept that does not
consider personal attributes of the other, but rather the impersonal
structural assurances and situation normality such as regulations, safe-
guards, and the perception that things appear normal. System trust
could be described as the trust an employee has on his/her company
taking into consideration that working laws and regulations are in
place;

– Situational trust: means that one has formed an intention to trust a
non-specific other party every time a particular situation arises. This
is an individual situation strategy and is, for instance, the trust a per-
son has in tourist activities when traveling to a specific country that
has a good reputation with respect to the safety of its tourists.
Dispositional, System, and Situational Trust are types of trust. Dis-

positional Trust or "basic trust" describes the general trusting attitude of
an entity. System Trust or impersonal trust refers to a trust that is not
based on any property or state but rather on the perceived properties of
or reliance on the system on which the trust exists. Situational Trust rep-
resents the extent to which one party intends to depend on a non-specific
other party in a given situation.

In the trust model proposed by this thesis, we adopt the concepts
of trusting beliefs and situational trust from Mcknight & Chervany and
we consider the other types of trust out of scope. We relate the situa-
tional trust concept with our context-based policy management mecha-
nism, which supports context-based trust management policies. Situa-
tional trust is important in context-aware services because the focus is
also in the adaptation of the services to the situation of the service users.
Furthermore, trusting beliefs is an important concept to support the se-
lection of entities to interact with in this service scenario.
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2.2.2 Authentication and Authorization

Identity Management
Existing research on identity management addresses the problem of digi-
tal identification in networked computer systems. This problem includes
techniques to represent digital identities, verify identities, communicate
digital identities to third parties, and models for identity-based access
control. Authentication and access control are therefore one integral
part of identity management solutions. Jøsang et al. [72] introduce four
identity management architectures and describe the trust requirements in
each of these architectures.

In the isolated identity architecture each administrative domain man-
ages their own digital identities and no identity information is propagated
to other domains. In the federated identity architecture each administrative
domain manages their own digital identities and these different identities
are used across different administrative domains. In centralized identity
architectures one specific third party (a.k.a. identity provider) is respon-
sible for the provisioning of digital identities and these identities are used
in multiple administrative domains. Finally, in a personal authentication
management architecture the identity holder him/herself manages his/her
different identities and identities are not shared across different admin-
istrative domains. In the personal architecture Jøsang et al. suggest that
users should manage their identities with help of a tamper-proof personal
authentication device.

According to Jøsang et al. [72], the trust issues in the different ar-
chitectures are related to many different aspects, for example, privacy
protection, authentication mechanisms, care with respect to identity han-
dling, correctness of identity mapping, compliance with data correlation
policies, and tamper-resistance. Furthermore, the different identity ar-
chitectures can be combined, and is is not clear how the trust issues and
the relation between the different trust aspects in the resulting hybrid
identity management architecture looks like. Furthermore, the personal
identity architecture is positioned as the most flexible and low trust re-
quirements because the identity holder does not depend in heavily on
third parties to protect his/her privacy.

Liberty Alliance [106] and MSN Passport are examples of identity
architectures to support Single-Sign-On (SSO). When using these ap-
proaches, credentials of an user accessing a service in one domain is com-
municated through assertions to an identity provider, which is responsible
for verifying the authentication information. In spite of being aimed only
at identification issues, identity management approaches are sometimes
wrongly applied to other trust aspects. Some approaches assume that,
if the identity of some entity is certified, this also means implicitly that
the privacy policies or context information provided by this entity can be
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trusted as well [84]. The study of Jøsang et al. [72] shows that in identity
management architectures different trust aspects are relevant and should
be explicitly addressed.

PolicyMaker, Keynote, and REFEREE
The term Trust Management was introduced by Blaze et al. in the Policy-
Maker [16], KeyNote [15, 14], and REFEREE [25] trust management
systems. Blaze et al. were the first to study trust management and to
define a generic framework for policies and trust relationships that sup-
ports the specification of authorized actions based on the trustworthiness
of credentials. Trust management is defined by Blaze et al. [16] as a
unified approach to specifying and interpreting security policies, credentials, and
relationships that allows direct authorization of security-critical actions.

In PolicyMaker, KeyNote, and REFEREE [43] policies specify that the
right to execute an action should be granted to the holder of a specific
public key. Prior to the work started by Blaze et al., authorization policies
were specified in the applications, and there was no generic support for
specification or reasoning about trust that could be used by application
developers. The specification of trust decisions was hard coded in the
application logic and could not be easily changed or adapted by the ap-
plication developers or system administrators considering changes in the
application’s trust requirements.

Role-based Trust Management (RT)
Role-based Trust Management (RT) [31] is a family of languages (RT0,
RT1, RT2, RTT , RTD, and RT⊖) for distribute authorization and delega-
tion. The main motivation behind RT is that an authorization decision in
a distributed system depends on attributes of a principal that are in some
cases unknown to the decision maker. For example, an web shop which
decides to give a discount to the students of all universities member of
the 3TU Federation in the Netherlands does not necessarily knows the
member universities nor the enrolled students.

In RT, authorities are responsible for issuing statements in the form
of credentials or certificates. These statements are maintained in a dis-
tributed manner and have their integrity ensured through cryptographic
signatures. When an entity needs to take an authorization decision, these
statements are analyzed using delegation rules to determined if an entity
is member of a role. Authorization policies are defined by assigning per-
missions to a role. An example of a role definition is WebShop.User. In this
example User is the role and WebShop is the role owner, which is the only
entity authorized to determine the role members. The semantic of a role
in RT0 is simply of a set.
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In RT0 there are four types of credentials that can be issued by a prin-
cipal: Simple Member (a), Simple Inclusion (b), Linking Inclusion (c), and In-
tersection Inclusion (d). Informally, the objective of each of this credentials
is to assign principals to a role, to specify that role includes all members
of another role, to specify delegation of role ownership, and to specify
partial delegation. In the RT terminology a set of credentials issued by a
principal is called a policy. To illustrate these different types of credentials
we introduce an example with the following policy:
– UniversityOfTwente.EnrolledStudent ← Ricardo: UniversityOfTwente states

that Ricardo is part of the role EnrolledStudent (a);
– UniversityOfTwente.Student← UniversityOfTwente.EnrolledStudent: Univer-

sityOfTwente states that all members of EnrolledStudent are members of
the role Student (b);

– 3TUFederation.University←UniversityOfTwente: 3TUFederation states that
UniversityOfTwente is a member of the University role (a);

– WebShop.Student← 3TUFederation.University.Student: WebShop delegates
the membership of Student role to members of the role 3TUFedera-
tion.University (c);

– WebShop.Discount ← WebShop.Student ∩ WebShop.RegisteredUser: Web-
Shop states that members of Discount role are all the members of the
role Student that are also members of the role RegisteredUser (d);
Permissions in RT are specified through the association of authoriza-

tion semantics to roles. For example, Webshop.AllowAccess does not specify
explicitly which access should be allowed. The meaning of the authoriza-
tion policy must be expressed elsewhere and there is no implicit meaning
associated with this role. For further examples of policies and credentials
please consult Czenko et al. [31].

In addition to the formalization of credentials and policies RT0 also
specifies thr formalization of a credential chain discovery algorithm. This
algorithm specify types of queries that are needed to be performed in
order to determine, given a set of policies, all members of an specific role.
Furthermore, RT also specifies a distribute credential storage system.

RT0 is only one of the members of the RT family of languages. RT1
extends RT0 with parametrized roles to allow more flexibility in the defi-
nition of credentials. RT2 extends RT1 with logical objects that constrain
the set of possible values occurring in credentials. RTT supports thresh-
old and separation of duty policies. RTD supports delegation of role ac-
tivations that can be used to temporarily delegate authority. Finally, RT⊖
adds non-monotonic extensions to the RT family of languages allowing
negation of role memberships in a particular context.
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Sultan Framework
Sultan is a high-level trust specification and analysis framework for In-
ternet application providers developed by Grandinson & Sloman [50, 49]
and is considered representative in this area by the trust management
community. In the Sultan framework, trust management is defined as "the
activity of collecting, codifying, analyzing and presenting evidence relating to com-
petence, honesty, security or dependability with the purpose of making assessments
and decisions regarding trust relationships for Internet applications". Evidence is
related to identity and qualification proofs, risk assessments, user experi-
ence, or recommendations from third parties.

The Sultan framework specifies trust following the same basic notion
of trust relationship that has also been adopted by many other researchers
[48]. Trust is broadly defined as a relationship between two entities, the
Trustor and the Trustee. The subject that places trusts in a target is the
trustor, and the target entity that is trusted is called the Trustee (Figure
2-9).

Trustor

(trust subject)

Trust 

Relationship

Trustee

(trust target)

Figure 2-9 Trust
relationship

In the Sultan framework, a trust relationship has associated with it a
value, adheres to some action, and it has auxiliary properties that influ-
ence it. For example, it is possible to specify a trust relationship using the
following abstract syntax: { trust (Trustor, Trustee, action(parameter),
level ) ? property(Trustee) } , which means that Trustor trusts Trustee at
level level to perform action if ?property of the Trustee is equal to true. A
concrete trust relationship example stating that the system administrator
(superuser) trusts the user neisse at the maximum trust level (100) to ac-
cess files at his home directory when the user is not on holidays is { trust
(superuser, neisse, open(homeFolder), 100) ? NotOnHolidays(neisse) }

The Sultan framework makes an explicit distinction between trust and
authorization. For example, if a trust relationship states that an entity is
trusted to perform network security tests, this does not necessarily mean
that this entity will be given unrestricted access to the network. In the Sul-
tan framework, authorization statements have to be made explicit, taking
into account the specified trust relationships. The authorization state-
ments are considered a refinement of the trust relationship specifications.

The Sultan framework is divided into four major components available
to the system administrator: the specification editor, the analysis tool, the
risk service, and the monitoring service. The specification editor is a user
interface for trust specification, storage, and translation. The basic prim-
itives for trust specification are trust, distrust, positive recommendation
and negative recommendation.

Trust and distrust statements are in the format "Trustor trust/distrusts
Trustee at Level if Constraint is true". Levels of trust are specified between -
100 and 100, where distrust is quantified using zero or negative numbers
and and trust is represented with positive numbers. Positive and negative
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recommendations are in the format "Recommender recommends/does not rec-
ommend Recommendee at recommendation Level to perform Action if Constraint is
true". After the initial trust specifications are entered, the analysis tool al-
lows querying using logic programming statements in Prolog. Queries can
be specified to find conflicting trust relationships and recommendations,
for example, to find a set of trust relationships that lead to conflicting
authorization decisions.

The system administrator has to manually define queries to analyze
specific scenarios, for instance, to verify if a certain action is allowed,
or to verify if there are conflicting trust specifications. The analysis tool
is used together with the risk service to support decision-making and
conflict analysis, and to allow calculation of risk levels. The concept of
Risk is beyond the scope of this thesis and for this reason is not detailed
here. The monitoring service provides an interface for users to provide
feedback and generates notifications for the system administrator if the
user feedback results in conflicts and ambiguities. The monitoring service
does not provide output to the users of the system; it works simply as a
unidirectional communication channel.

Pervasive Trust Model (PTM)
The Pervasive Trust Model (PTM) [3] is a decentralized trust manage-
ment model for pervasive computing environments where each device is
responsible for managing its trust relationships with other entities. The
basic idea behind the PTM model is to provide support for ad-hoc trust
relationships, recommendations from third parties, and trust evolution
based on user feedback. The PTM trust model is targeted at constrained
portable devices and for this reason has been designed with simplicity in
mind. The simplicity of the model is demonstrated by its limited func-
tionality, which allows computation of trust values based only on the trust-
worthiness of entities’ certificates and uses a simple algorithm to exchange
and combine trust recommendations.

PTM adopts a trust definition from Jøsang [68], which is similar to the
definition we adopt and defines trust as "the belief that an entity has about
[an] other entity, from past experiences, knowledge about the [latter] entity’s nature
and/or recommendations from trusted entities. This belief expresses an expectation on
the entity’s behavior, which implies a risk." In our trust definition we state that
trust implies not only a risk but also a benefit. The PTM model supports
two types of trust relationships: direct trust by previous knowledge and
indirect trust based on recommendations. The final indirect trust degree
for an entity is calculated as the average of the recommendations and only
recommendations from trusted identities are processed. The calculated
trust degrees are used by PTM to specify access control policies, allowing
access to information owned by trustors to trustees with a trust value
above a certain threshold.
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COMITY Framework
The COMITY framework developed by Corradi et al. [28] is a mid-
dleware solution for pervasive systems that supports the adaptation of
trust relationships based on the context conditions. The main idea of
COMITY is to associate context attributes with trust degrees, in the sense
that trustees will be associated with trust degrees if their context infor-
mation satisfies a set of context conditions. Trust degrees are then associ-
ated with authorization and negative authorization (a.k.a. refrain) policies
specifying which actions are allowed and not allowed to be performed
for trustees that acquire a certain trust degree. The dynamic associa-
tion of trust degrees with context conditions allows, as a result, context-
dependent management of trust and authorization decisions.

The context model adopted by COMITY differentiates context into
physical and logical context. The physical context type references phys-
ical spaces delimited by geographical coordinates. The logical context
type references other types of context, for example, user role, user ac-
tivity, temporal conditions, and resource availability. Trust is represented
as levels in the set {very trustworthy, trustworthy, untrustworthy, very
untrustworthy}.

2.2.3 Reliability and Reputation

Reputation in Peer-to-Peer Systems
Many decentralized trust models to assess reputation of entities in Peer-
to-Peer (P2P) systems have been proposed. Authoritative models in this
area are Poblano [24] for Java JXTA [65], and Eigentrust [77] for general
purpose data distribution P2P systems.

The main objective of the Poblano trust model is to assess trustwor-
thiness of nodes’ certificates and trust values to rank and select nodes that
are good sources of information for specific keywords. Eigentrust has a
similar objective, however, a unique trust value is computed and assigned
to each node reflecting the combined experience of all other nodes in the
P2P network. This combined trust values indicates that a node has not
lied to its own benefit or provided inappropriate material to other nodes
in the network.

Privacy Protection Reliability
Daskapan et al. [34] propose a trust model that specifically addresses
trust aspects related to the privacy of context-aware service users. Their
approach provides a heuristic model to evaluate the trustworthiness of
context consumers in order to influence user privacy policy decisions. If
the evaluated trust of the context consumer is under a certain pre-defined
threshold, then user consent is required to authorize access to the context
information. If the evaluated trust is above a certain threshold then the
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context provider decides, on behalf of the user, to authorize access to the
context information.

The resulting trust value of a context information consumer (trustee)
in the trust model of Daskapan et al. is a function of the number of
previous experiences of the service user (n), the distance between the
trustor’s trusted certification authority and the trustee’s digital identity
certification authority in number of hops (m), and the a priori probability
of the trustor to distrust the trustee based on a given function (p).

Daskapan et al. define the trust function based on the assumption
that trust grows gradually and has a maximum of full trust/distrust that is
never reached. To model this trust behavior, they chose to use an adapted
arctangent function (see Figure 2-10). They chose the arctangent
function because this function starts from the origin and increases ex-
ponentially over time never reaching an upper limit, which is the same
behavior the authors believe trust values should assume over time because
it is impossible to be completely sure about the trustworthiness of an
assumption (there is always uncertainty).

Figure 2-10
Arctangent function

The mechanism proposed by Kolari et al. [79, 78] enhances the P3P
framework7 to include trust values associated with the websites. The en-
hanced P3P framework proposed by Kolari et al. uses the REI policy
language as the implementation choice to specify the privacy preferences
in the enhanced P3P framework and the concept of trust is modeled us-
ing a reference ontology. One instance of the trust ontology concept is
presented in Figure 2-11.

In their trust ontology, the trust value depends on many aspects, in-
cluding the popularity of the website calculated from the number of ref-
erences to the website (e.g., retrieved from Google PageRank [47]), the
presence of a P3P policy, and the domain name extension. Kolari et al.
do not detail in their work how precisely the concepts of this ontology in-
fluence the resulting trust values or how the trust calculations are made.

Reputation from End-user Point of View
Reputation mechanisms are implemented as a user-centered approach for
realability trust evaluation, for example, in E-bay [40] and the Internet

7P3P is introduced in the following section.
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Movie Database (IMDb) [35]. These reputation mechanisms focus on the
feedback users give about content provided by the applications or about
other users of the systems with respect to specific trust aspects, such as
reputation as a buyer, reputation as a seller, or personal taste regarding a
film. The objective of these reputation mechanisms is to support users in
selecting content or other users to interact with.

Figure 2-11
Trust-enhanced web
privacy framework

2.2.4 Context-based Trust Management

Toivonen et al. [114, 115] propose using context information as input
for trust evaluation to improve existing trust management frameworks.
These proposals are based on the observation that the context situation
influences trust decisions in real-world scenarios. In these proposals, the
inference of different levels of trustworthiness of a piece of data depends
on the currently active context of the data provider. These approach is
different than other trust management approaches (e.g. PolicyMaker and
Sultan) [48] that associate a trust degree with an specific entity (trustee).
Taking an entity-centric perspective it is possible to state with the same
effect that the trust degree is associate with the entity for that specific
moment in time when the data was provided.

Trustworthiness of context information instances is also addressed by
Hulsebosch et al. [62]. In their approach, the trustworthiness of context
information providers previously unknown is determined by comparing
the context information values retrieved from these providers with the
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context information values retrieved from trustworthy context providers.
If the context information values of the unknown and the trustworthy
context providers match, then the unknown context providers are con-
sidered trustworthy sources.

They have implemented and tested their approach in a scenario that
compares the location context information provided by train travelers
with the location and velocity of the train, which is the trustworthy source
of context information. The final objective of their work is to use the re-
sult of the comparison as input for a less intrusive user authentication
process because the train travelers can prove they are on the train without
presenting their identity. The proof of identity is the correct location and
speed information that can not be easily predicted by users that are not
indeed traveling in the train.

2.2.5 Trusted Computing

In existing research on computer security, the term trust is also used to re-
fer to hardware secure tamper proof solutions using the Trusted Platform
Module (TPM) chip proposed by the Trusted Computing Group (TCG)
[51, 52, 53, 54]. In TPM enabled hosts, the trusted computing support
is disabled by default, and in order to activate it the ownership of the chip
must be taken. The TPM chip must be enabled in the computer BIOS
and then the ownership can be set using a configuration password. After
the ownership is set the TPM generates a set of owner-associated keys
that are bound to a read-only protected key stored in the TPM memory
called the Endorsement Key (EK).

The EK is written in the TPM chip at manufacturer time and is asso-
ciated to the storage keys and integrity measurements. All the keys gener-
ated by the TPM chip are protected using the EK and are not stored in the
TPM chip due to memory limitations. Nonetheless, the owner generated
keys are protected because they are encrypted using the EK key that never
leaves the TPM chip.

The TCG standard defines Core Roots of Trust for MeasurementTCG’s Core Roots of
Trust (CRTM), Storage (RTS) and Reporting (RTR). The core roots of trust

are entities that provide a bootstrapping of trust and should be trusted by
default. The CRTM is responsible for measuring the first pieces of code
that are executed when a system is started. Common implementations
of the CRTM are the BIOS or the CPU. The Root of Trust for Storage
(RTS) and the Root of Trust for Reporting (RTR) are implemented in the
Trust Platform Module (TPM) chip, which is a fundamental component
in the TCG architecture. The RTS serves as a root of trust to tamper
proof storage of encryption keys for software components running in the
TPM enabled host.
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The RTR is a root of trust root for remote reporting of integrity mea-
surements (hash codes) computed by the CRTM. In practice, the RTR
is mapped to an asymmetric RSA keys stored in the TPM chip that is
used to sign the hashes of the hardware and software components com-
puted by the CRTM. The hash codes are also stored in the TPM protected
memory in registers called the Platform Configuration Registers (PCRs).
The PCRs store SHA1 hash values in the TPM tamper protected internal
memory.

The RTS and RTR are both supported by the hardware secure storage,
and cryptographic operations using the keys and cryptographic proces-
sors implemented in the TPM chip. The roots of trust for storage and
reporting depend on the manufacturer of the TPM chip that must ensure
the secrecy of the keys written down to the internal and protected TPM
memory at manufacturing time. If the internal keys are exposed then
these roots of trust are compromised.

In the trusted boot process the Core Root of Trust for Measurement
(CRTM) is the first code executed (see Figure 2-12). The CRTM hashes
the operating system loader code and the boot configuration parameters
(dashed lines) before passing control to the operating system loader (solid
lines). The operating system loader code must be trusted and will pass
control to the operating system. Examples of measurements performed
are hashes of the OS kernel, the services that are initialized, security policy
enforcement mechanisms daemons, and the files containing the deployed
security policies.

Figure 2-12 The
trusted boot process
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As depicted in Figure 2-12, integrity checking is implemented at dif-
ferent levels of abstraction, for example, the BIOS code, the operating
system loader, the operating system kernel and libraries, up to the appli-
cation level [95]. The dependency between the different levels is called
the chain of trust. The result of the trusted boot is the record of all
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components executed in the chain of trust, which is stored in the tam-
per proof hardware and securely reported to remote entities through the
remote attestation process. Trusted computing is also used to certify the
identity of remote platforms and to strength identity management archi-
tectures [124].

2.3 Privacy Management

From a social perspective, privacy can be defined as the quality or statePrivacy Definition

of being apart from company or observation, freedom from unauthorized intrusion
[64]. According to this definition, full privacy could only be achieved by
a solitary person who is completely unobservable and in total control of
who is authorized to accompany and observe his/her life. Except for few
cases where people choose to live in complete isolation [80], the social
nature of human behavior makes full privacy impossible to achieve. People
are then left with the other two options, namely, to maximize control over
who is authorized to observer their life and to reduce the observation
capabilities of others.

From an information technology point of view, privacy issues are re-
stricted to digital access to information about people. In particular,
context-aware services have a huge impact in users’ privacy because sen-
sors embedded in the environment constantly capture and store detailed
information about the service users’. In this thesis we focus in privacy as-
pects from the information technology point of view, more specifically we
focus in usage control aspects of users’ context-information when using
context-aware services. In context-aware services, the perceived privacy
in the system impacts the user acceptance [66].

Figure 2-13 illustrate the relation between trust and privacy manage-
ment and our classification of the existing work in privacy management in
two areas that are introduced in this section:
1. Protection of personal information from unauthorized usage: this area is con-

cerned with specification and enforcement of privacy preferences fo-
cusing in data usage control specification and enforcement;

2. Reduction of observation capabilities: solutions are concerned with ob-
fuscation and anonymization of information to enable privacy in in-
formation systems by design.

2.3.1 Usage Control Specification and Enforcement

Specification and enforcing of usage control policies can be achieved us-
ing computer security models. Examples of classical formal security mod-
els are Bell-La Padula Model [8], Biba Integrity Model [13], and Clark-
Wilson Model [26]. These models describe rules to ensure access control,
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Figure 2-13 Privacy
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integrity, and data confidentiality when subjects access data objects. With
respect to access control, two classical approaches have been proposed
[1]: Discretionary Access Control (DAC) and Mandatory Access Control
(MAC). In DAC access rules are defined based on the identity or group
to which a subject belongs and delegation of access permissions to other
subjects is allowed. In MAC the system decides based on subject/object
attributes if an access attempt should be allowed or denied and subjects
are not allowed to delegate their permissions.

Newer alternative approaches to MAC and DAC are Lattice-based
Access Control (LBAC) [36, 111], Role-based Access Control (RBAC)
[112], and Attribute-Based Access Control (ABAC) [87]. The main trig-
ger for these different approaches is the operational difficulty to express
some security requirements using the conventional MAC and DAC ap-
proaches. Existing studies show that these models cam simulate each
other, for example, RBAC can simulate MAC and DAC [38]. Therefore,
the choice of security model is a matter of operational convenience de-
pending on the application domain and security requirements.

Policy language implementations and policy frameworks are the con-
crete operation instances of security models. The eXtensible Access Con-
trol Markup Language (XACML) [45], for example, is a language that im-
plements ABAC. Policy-based management approaches have their roots in
the network management area, and allow the specification of part of the
system functionalities using rules. The specification using rules makes the
maintenance and configuration tasks more manageable because rules can
be easily replaced or adapted without modifications in the system imple-
mentation [91]. Policy-based approaches also reduce the complexity in
large systems because they allow reuse and modularization [102].

Usage control extends the problem of access control to the specifica-
tion of future constraints in usage of data. Access control policies are re-
stricted to the specification of provisions and authorization rules while us-
age control policies also include the specification of obligations that must
be fulfilled after the data is released [11, 12]. Examples of policy models,
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languages, and frameworks that support the specification of usage control
policies are the UCON model [103], the Obligation Specification Lan-
guage (OSL) [58, 105], and the Ponder2 framework [33, 32, 110, 117].

The Platform for Privacy Preferences (P3P) [30] is a World Wide
Web Consortium (W3C) protocol that specifies the P3P policy language
for websites to describe their privacy practices. The Enterprise Privacy
Authorization Language (EPAL) [6] is the user counterpart of P3P for
users to describe their privacy preferences. Users can configure their web
browsers using EPAL to block access or receive a warning when the pri-
vacy practices of the website they are accessing specified in P3P do not
match their privacy preferences.

The P3P framework only provides policies languages and no guaran-
tees or trust evidence for users with with respect to the enforcement of
the privacy practices presented by the websites. In other words, users
have no guarantees and no support to trust the websites’ stated privacy
practices. Furthermore, P3P and EPAL do not define enforcement sup-
port, they only provide a conceptual language framework for specification
of usage control policies and user requirements. Zuidweg et al. [125]
propose to use P3P in a web services-based context-aware application
platform.

All existing security models and policy-based approaches have a basic
set of shared concepts (e.g. authorizations and obligations) that can be un-
derstood by a detailed description of one of these approaches. Therefore,
we describe in this subsection the Ponder2 policy framework, which is an
established and well-known academic policy framework for usage control
specification and enforcement. We use Ponder2 and XACML in our pro-
totyping efforts for context-based policy specification and enforcement
in Chapter 4. We chose Ponder2 because it supports authorizations and
obligations, and was the only language with public available implementa-
tion that could be extended by us. We also describe in this section policy
languages that support specification of context-base policies.

Ponder2 Framework
The Ponder2 framework is a general purpose policy-based solution for
specification and enforcement of authorizations and obligations. The
Ponder2 framework policy information model is depicted in the diagram
in Figure 2-14. The main concept in the Ponder2 policy language are
Managed Objects that represent all the entities in an administrative domain
that can be managed and controlled using the framework. Managed ob-
jects include application objects that communicate through message pass-
ing, Management Domains, amd Policies. The execution language for the
Ponder2 framework is called Ponder Talk.
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The current Ponder2 distribution is implemented in the Java program-
ming language, and the application managed objects are mapped to Java
object instances. Policies are specified to control the invocation of meth-
ods in the Java objects annotated with Ponder2 managed object keywords.
Interfaces and components are also defined and implemented to support
remote enforcement of policies on Java objects running in other virtual
machines. This interfaces also include Java enforcement wrappers that
could be used to specify and enforce policies on Web Service invocations
implemented in Java.

Figure 2-14 Ponder2
Policy Information
Model

The concept of a Management Domain is similar to a hierarchical di-
rectory structure, and helps in the policy management process because
Policies can be specified for a set of Managed Objects instead of individ-
ual Managed Objects. The concept of Management Domain contributes to
reduce the management complexity in large systems because it is imprac-
tical to specify and apply policies individually for each entity on a large
scale. Using the management domain concept policies can be specified
considering groups of managed objects.

Figure 2-15 Ponder2
management domain
example

Figure 2-15 shows an example domain specification for a health sce-
nario. In this example the root domain (/) contains two sub-domains
called personnel and patient. The personnel domain is further divided into
nurse domain that contains the emergency room(er) sub-domain. The
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managed object Nurse1 and Nurse2 are respectively members of the nurse
and er sub-domains. The patient domain is divided into intensive care and
ward1 sub-domains, which contain respectively the managed objects Pa-
tient1 and Patient2. Policies can be specified and associated with specific
managed objects or to a particular management domain, meaning that the
policy applies for all direct and indirect members of the domain.

Management Domains are static sets, and the inclusion and removal of
entities from a management domain has to be done manually. Man-
agement domains should not be confused with administrative domains,
which are groups of resources under a common administrative entity (see
Figure 2-16) . One administrative domain might contain a set of man-

Administrative Domain

Administrator

Desktops 

and printers 

management 

domains

Figure 2-16
Administrative versus
Management Domains

agement domain specifications in order to simplify the policy manage-
ment task inside an administrative domain. In the Ponder2 terminology
an administrative domain is referred as a Self Managed Cell.

Regarding policy types, Ponder2 supports the definition of authoriza-
tion and obligation policies. Authorization policies specify actions that
subjects are allowed to perform on targets. Obligation policies describe
actions that subjects are obliged to perform when a specific event occurs.
Both authorizations and obligations also include a condition specifying
constraints on the enforcement, for example, checking the time of the
day. The following listing presents an example of an obligation policy
specified using Ponder2.

Listing 2-1 Example
Ponder2 obligation
policy

policy
event: root/event
condition: [ :value | value > 100 ];
action: [ :monitor :value | root print: "Value in event is " + value ];}

Obligation policies are specified using and Event-Condition-Action
(ECA) rule pattern. In the previous example, the obligation rule is trig-
gered whenever the event root/event is signaled. The condition part evaluates
to true if the value attribute of the event is bigger then 100. Whenever the
event is observed and the condition is evaluated to true the action part is
executed. The action represents the obligation to be fulfilled. In this ex-
ample the obligation is simply to print a message, however, more complex
obligations with a sequence of actions can be specified.

Listing 2-2 shows an example of an authorization policy specified us-
ing Ponder2. This policy specifies that whenever the subject root/person-
nel/nurse1 executes the action getrecord in the target root/patient1 this should
be allowed. The authorization policy also specifies the focus of the en-
forcement, which in this case is the target. The authorization focus in-
dicate the enforcement point, which can be in the subject (s) when the
action is triggered or in the target (t) when the action is received for ex-
ecution. Figure 2-17 illustrates this difference between the two possible
focuses of enforcement. This distinction allows more expressiveness in
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the specification of policies because actions can be denied before they
reach the target to avoid, for example, a Denial of Service (DoS) attack.

Listing 2-2 Example
Ponder2 authorization
policy

newauthpol subject: root/personnel/nurse1
action: "getrecord"
target: root/patient1
focus:"t").

Figure 2-17 Target
versus subject focus
enforcement
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In Ponder2, an administrative domain (a.k.a. Self Managed Cell) is
logically divided in two layers: a Management Layer and an Operation Layer
(see Figure 2-18). Within theManagement Layer, a Policy Administrator spec-
ifies the Management Domains and Policies, and stores them in a Policies and
Management Domains Database. The Management Domains and Policies are
then retrieved by a Policy Decision Point (PDP) that evaluates the policies
with respect to the components in the Operation Layer. The specific policy
enforcement logic implemented in the components of the Operation Layer
are referred as Policy Enforcement Points (PEPs).

Figure 2-18 Ponder2
management and
operation layers
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With respect to its expressiveness, Ponder2 is not as powerful as the
Obligation Specification Language (OSL) language or UCON policy model.
Both UCON and OSL are based on Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) and sup-
port conditions that consider temporal ordering and cardinality of events.
Ponder2 supports only simple propositional operators in the condition
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part of an ECA rule. In contrast to Ponder2, at the time this thesis was
written there was no public implementation of UCON or OSL available.
A policy framework implementation using the OSL language was further
developed by the author of this thesis [96].

Context-based Policy Specification
Joshi et al. [75] have extended the Role Based Access Control (RBAC)
standard to support the definition of parameterized access control roles.
Their proposal is called X-RBAC and provides dynamic management of
access control roles based on time and location constraints. Their focus
is specifically on access control policies for XML document sources at
different levels (conceptual, schema, XML instance, and element).

The UbiCOSM framework [27] was developed by the same authors as
the COMITY framework (see Subsection 2.1.4). The main objective of
the UbiCOSM is to support context-based access control for ubiquitous
service provisioning. The UbiCOSM framework uses the same context
model as the COMITY framework. The basic difference is that the con-
text conditions are not associated with trust degrees, but rather with ac-
cess control lists. The approach proposed by UbiCOSM is very similar to
the approach proposed by Covington et al. [29].

2.3.2 Reduction of Observation Capabilities

The work developed by Anciaux et al. [4] addresses privacy management
for databases that store context information. In their approach, context
information is stored in a database together with a privacy policy that de-
scribes the information life-cycle. The life-cycle policy (LCP) describes
how the quality degradation of the information should take place in dif-
ferent quality dimensions, which are modeled as context states. In their
approach, context information is modeled as a triplet, composed of the
identity of the entity to which the instance of context information refers
(a.k.a. context owner), the time when the context information was ac-
quired, and the context information value. Each of these context triplets
can have a different context state. Figure 2-19 [4] presents the set of
context states for context of the type location. For each state, the values
of the triplet assume different accuracy levels. A life-cycle policy (LCP)
defines the initial state and the transitions for the context information
instances. The authors prove that the solution is feasible and show the
performance impact through a prototype and workload evaluations with
and without the presence of LCPs.

Quality of context with a focus on privacy protection has also been ad-
dressed by Sheikh et al. [113]. Sheikh et al. go one step further than the
other QoC models because they not only propose a QoC model but also
quantification strategies for the quality attributes and show how QoC can
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Figure 2-19 Cubic
representation of
location context states

be used for privacy protection 8. Reduction of observation capabilities
is also the focus of the k-Anonymity approach developed by Bettini et al.
[10]. In the k-Anonymity work users are identified through pseudonyms
and their location information is always communicated to service pro-
viders with a reduced quality. This type of privacy preserving technique
using pseudonyms and identity anonymization is not the focus of the con-
tributions in this thesis.

Hesselman et al. introduces an approach for privacy-aware discovery
of context information providers [56]. In their solution, they introduce
a context agent that is responsible for managing context information about
a specific entity that roam across different administrative domains. Each
entity’s context agent is responsible for enforcing authorization policies for
the entity’s context information and to anonymize the identity of the en-
tities in foreign domains. Following this approach, entities are able to
benefit from context providers managed by foreign domains and remain
anonymous to protect their privacy when roaming.

2.4 Summary and Discussion

In a context-aware service platform the provisioning of context-aware
services depends on the collaboration of different service providers,
namely context-aware service providers, identity providers, and context
providers. When these service providers collaborate, trust relationships
related to different trust aspects should be addressed considering the
specific service functionality. For example, identity providers should be
trusted with respect to identity provisioning services while context provi-
ders should be trusted with respect to context provisioning services.

While trust management support related to the provisioning of iden-
tities [3] and authorization roles [31] is already addressed in the litera-

8For a more complete overview of QoC modeling approaches, we refer the reader to
Subsection 2.1.2
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ture, trust management support considering trust aspects related to the
provisioning of context information is not properly supported. Existing
approaches for trustworthiness evaluation of context providers propose
to address trust as an attribute of the context information, and position
trustworthiness as one of the Quality of Context (QoC) attributes. From
a trust management perspective we believe this is not adequate because in
existing trust management approaches [48] trust is a degree associated to
service or data providers and not to the data itself. The QoC model de-
scribed by Buchholz et al. [18] suggest associating a trustworthiness value
to the context information provider but they do not concretely support
trust issues in their QoC model. Furthermore, the complexity in existing
QoC models makes it difficult for developers of context-aware services
to adopt these models and to understand precisely the meaning of the
different QoC attributes.

In addition to the inadequate support for trustworthiness assessment
of context information providers, existing trust management solutions do
not support trustworthiness assessment when different trust aspects are
combined. This is necessary a a context-aware service platform because
when assessing the trustworthiness of a context-aware service provider, a
service user should also consider the trustworthiness of the context pro-
viders and identity providers that cooperate in the service provisioning.
Furthermore, the trustworthiness assessment depends on the choice of
service users with respect to the trade-off between privacy and context-
based service adaptation. For example, when users favor context-based
adaptation instead of privacy the trustworthiness of context providers to
provide context information is more important then the trustworthiness
of context providers to protect the users’ privacy. Existing trust man-
agement solutions focus on at most one trust aspect (e.g. identity [3],
roles [31], or privacy [108, 34, 83, 78, 79]), and do not provide support
for trustworthiness assessment when more trust aspects are combined or
when user goals (e.g. privacy or context-based adaptation) should be con-
sidered in order to tailor the trust assessment strategy. We are not aware
of any existing work describing a systematic analysis of the different trust
aspects in context-aware service platforms.

Finally, in a context-aware platform users have different privacy and
trust preferences depending on the situation they are in. For example9,
an user may decide to authorize access to their context information by
a doctor in an emergency situation if this information is deleted by the
doctor after the emergency situation is over. In addition to privacy, users
may also define trust assignment strategies that depend o their situation.
An example is an user that trust a set of service providers at home and
do not trust this set of providers in his/her work environment. Exist-

9See Chapter 5 of this thesis for more examples
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ing privacy management approaches focus on context-based authorization
policies for context information [82, 62, 75, 29] and do not consider
context-based obligations nor context-based trust policies. One possibil-
ity is to add context-based support to one general purpose policy language
that supports obligations and trust policies, however, to the best of our
knowledge this context-based support is not present in any of existing
general purpose languages (e.g. Ponder2 [116] or OSL [58]).

In summary the following shortcomings were identified by us in the
existing literature and are the focus of the contributions of this thesis:
– there is no adequate trust management support focusing on trust

aspects related to the provisioning of context information and clear
relation between trust and QoC attributes;

– existing trust management support does not consider user goals and
combination of trust focusing on different trust aspects;

– there is no systematic analysis of trust issues in a context-aware ser-
vice platform;

– existing privacy management solutions do not support context-based
obligations;

– exiting trust management solutions do not support context-based
trust policies.



Chapter3

Trust-based Selection of Context
and Service Providers

This chapter 1 proposes a trust management model and mechanisms
to support trust-based selection of context information providers and
context-aware service providers. The objective of these mechanisms is
to assist context-aware service users and service providers in managing
the trade-off between privacy protection and context-aware service adap-
tation.

This chapter is further organized as follows. Section 3.1 describes an
analysis of the trust relationships between the roles in a context-aware
service platform. Section 3.2 describes our simplified QoC model that
is used in the mechanism for trust-based selection of context providers.
Section 3.3 introduces our abstract trust management model. Section
3.4 describes our mechanism for selection of context providers. Section
3.5 describes our mechanism for selection of service providers. Section
3.6 describes our two case study implementations where we apply our
mechanisms in simulated context-aware service scenarios. Section 3.7
concludes this chapter with a summary of the contributions and final con-
siderations.

3.1 Trust Relationships in a Context-Aware Service Plat-
form

Trust management is necessary in context-aware service platforms be-
cause users and service providers, which are expected to be pervasive and
numerous, need to judge whether new, existing, and previously unknown

1Parts of this chapter have been published in papers [98], [99], and [100] which were
co-authored by the author of this thesis.
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entities are (un)trustworthy to interact with. In this thesis we focus in
trust issues related to identity provisioning, privacy enforcement, context
information provisioning, and context-aware service provisioning. Figure
3-1 presents a summary of the trust relationships between the roles in a
context-aware service platform we address in this thesis.

Figure 3-1 Trust
relationships in a
context-aware service
platform
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In Figure 3-1 the Service User and Context Owner roles are assigned to
the same entity meaning that the service adapts its behavior to the con-
text of the service user only. We acknowledge that this may not always be
the case. For the a detailed discussion about the different roles and in-
teractions between the respective roles we refer the reader to Figure 2-5,
Subsection 2.1.4.

The Service User should trust the Service Provider to reliably provide a
specific context-aware service. The Context Owner should trust the Context
Provider and the Service Provider to handle his/her context information. The
Context Owner expects that his/her context information is released only
when his/her privacy preferences authorize the access, and (s)he can only
accept his/her context information to be communicated if (s)he trusts
that both the Context Provider and the Service Provider are able and willing to
adhere to his/her privacy preferences.

The Service User and the Service Provider should trust the Context Provi-
der with respect to the provisioning of context information. This is im-
portant in order to guarantee that the information is provided with the
required quality characteristics and consequently can be used in the ex-
pected context-aware service adaptation. Trust in the Context Provider from
the Service Provider’s point of view is also required in case dynamic context-
based security solutions requiring trustworthy context information are in
place. One example is a service provider that only authorizes access to a
service if the service user is at a specific location, for example, inside of
an office building.

All the entities should trust the Identity Provider because it is responsible
for the authentication and verification of credentials to allow the entities
to identify themselves to other entities in the service platform.

The trust management model we describe allows the specification of
trust relationships targeting the trust aspects depicted in Figure 3-1. Each
trust relationships focus on a specific trust aspect depending on the func-
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tionality provided by the role. The set of trust relationships we address in
Figure 3-1 is by no means exhaustive. Other trust relationships targeting
different aspects may be required in other service scenarios depending
on the functionality provided by the roles. Our trust management model
proposes a basic set of trust aspects, based on our reference context-
aware service platform, and motivates the definition of trust relationships
focusing on these trust aspects. Our trust management model also in-
cludes trust assessment support considering the dependencies between
these trust aspects.

For each of the trust relationships presented in Figure 3-1 it is possible
to establish a trust value according to a certain aspect-specific metric.
The following subsections present a detailed analysis of the aspect-specific
trust relationships we identify and shows example trust metrics from the
literature for obtaining trust values related to the set of trust aspects we
consider. We also refine further the trust relationships giving more details
about the trust relationships specified in Figure 3-1. Our objective with
this discussion is to motivate our trust management model and trust-
based selection mechanisms described in Section 3.3.

3.1.1 Trustworthiness of Context Providers

Figure 3-2 shows the interaction and trust relationships between the Con-
text Owner and Context Provider roles. The Context Owner registers his/her
identity with the Context Provider and informs the Context Provider of his/her
privacy preferences. The Context Provider stores the (Context Owner)’s
privacy preferences and is expected to enforce the privacy preferences
when the context information about the Context Owner is released to third
parties (authorization enforcement), or to delete, reduce the quality, or
anonymize the context information [85] after a certain period of time
(obligation enforcement).

Figure 3-2 Trust
relationships between
user and context
provider
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We identify two types of trust relationships between the Context Owner
and the Context Provider. The Provide context at specified QoC level trust re-
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lationship is related to the reliability and competence of the Context Pro-
vider to provide context information according to a Quality of Context
(QoC) level. The Enforce privacy preferences trust relationship is related toTrust relationships

between context
owners and context
providers

the competence and honesty of the Context Provider to enforce the (Context
Owner)’s privacy preferences. These two relationships are respectively a
refinement of the Context provisioning and Privacy enforcement trust relation-
ships in Figure 3-2.

One existing approach [82] to evaluate the trustworthiness of contextTrust metrics for
context information
provisioning

information providers takes into account the cryptographic trustworthi-
ness of the context provider’s identity. This approach is not adequate
because the fact that the identity of a context provider uses trustwor-
thy cryptography has no relation to the capabilities of this context pro-
vider with respect to the provisioning of context information. Other ap-
proaches to evaluating the trustworthiness of a context provider propose
using the following metrics and mechanisms: reputation of the context
provider established by a community, statistical analysis of the context in-
formation [60], and aggregation of context information from redundant
context providers in order to increase the trustworthiness [62].

In the Context Handling Platform (CHP) context information is also
realized using the concept of context situations and situation events (see
Subsection 2.1.3). Context situations values are a composite of con-
text information instances and the same trustworthiness evaluation ap-
proaches applicable to context information can be used. To evaluate the
trustworthiness of situation detection components (a.k.a. Context Man-
agers) trust values associated to the honesty and competence to observe
and report situation events can be defined. Examples of these trust as-
pects are:
– Competence to observe situation events: a context manager com-

ponent is capable of detecting all situation events meaning that all
changes in the situation conditions are observed and there is no rel-
evant context change that is not observed;

– Honesty to report situation events: a context manager component
reports all observed situation events, is not omitting the reporting of
observed events, and is also not deliberately reporting non-observed
(fake) events;

– Competence to report events: the quality of context information val-
ues reported in situation events conforms to a specification;

Trust metrics for
privacy enforcement Trust mechanisms for evaluating privacy enforcement trustworthiness

take into account the existence of information handling privacy policies
defined by the context provider (e.g., P3P policies) [79]. The assump-
tion made by this approach is that the existence of these privacy policies
alone already contributes positively to the trustworthiness of the context
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provider. Furthermore, if the privacy policies defined by the context pro-
vider match the privacy requirements of the context owner, there are no
guarantees that the privacy requirements will be followed. We believe that
such assumptions can only be made if tamper proof auditing mechanisms
(e.g. using TPM devices) are in place to verify the enforcement of the
privacy policies. Trust with respect to privacy can be also increased if
manual Electronic Data Processing (EDP) audits are conducted (contrary
to technology audits) and if the stated privacy policies are bound to legal
liability of the context or service providers in case privacy violations are
observed.

The following metrics are proposed by Daskapan et al. [34] and Kolari
et al. [79] to calculate trust values regarding privacy enforcement aspects:
user interest in sharing the information, confidentiality level of the in-
formation, number of positive previous experiences with the information
consumer, number of hops between a provider and a consumer, a priori
probability of distrusting, and service popularity in search engines. The
number of hops is related to identity certification and the chain of certifi-
cate authorities between the information source (provider) and the target
of the information (consumer).

Indirect privacy enforcement trust values can also be obtained through
trust recommendations received from trusted third parties specialized in
privacy protection issues. Privacy protection organizations take care of
privacy policies certification in the same way identities are certified to-
day by certification authorities [104]. Privacy recommendations might be
provided also by informal organizations such as virtual users’ communities
and consumer protection organizations.

3.1.2 Trustworthiness of Identity Providers

Figure 3-3 shows the interaction and trust relationships between the Ser-
vice User and the Identity Provider roles. The Service User subscribes and
registers his/her identity profile information with the Identity Provider and
provides his/her privacy preferences. The Identity Provider delivers as a
result a digital identity, which can later be verified cryptographically by
anyone. The Identity Provider is supposed to enforce the privacy prefer-
ences when someone requests access to the identity profile information,
and should release only the allowed information if any information at all2.

We identify two types of trust relationships between an identity pro-Trust relationships
between identity
holders and identity
providers

vider and an identity holder. The first trust relationship is related to the
provisioning of identities that are reliable in the sense that they correctly
identify an entity and the entity’s profile attributes. The second trust
relationship is related to the competence and honesty of the identity pro-

2One privacy preference might state that the identity should be completely
anonymized.
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vider in enforcing the identity holder’s privacy preferences for the identity
attributes.

Figure 3-3 Trust in
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One metric that influences trust in the identity is the authenticationTrust metrics for
identity provisioning method used. Identity providers that use very strong authentication, e.g.

using SmartCard technology, can be relied on more to securely authen-
ticate someone than identity providers that use only username/password
authentication. The user registration policy also influences the identity
provisioning trust. Identity providers that allow users to freely register
without verifying the identity attributes of the user (e.g. Google and Ya-
hoo) might not be trusted as much as identity providers that do not al-
low registration without doing some form of identity proofing, such as
a university or a bank. With respect to privacy enforcement of identity
attributes, similar techniques to those described for the context providers
can be used.

3.1.3 Trustworthiness of Context-Aware Service Providers

Figure 3-4 shows the interactions and trust relationships between the Ser-
vice User and the Service Provider roles. The Service User accesses the context-
aware service provided by the Service Provider and includes in the access
request his/her digital identity. The service provider verifies the service
user’s identity and requests context information about the Service User or
other (Context Owners) relevant to the service being requested.

In Figure 3-4, we assume that the Service User is also the Context Owner
of interest for the service being provided. In some scenarios, a service in-
vocation might not require the context information of the Service User. In
this case, the privacy enforcement trust relationship does not apply, since
the (Service User) is only concerned with the reliability of the context-
aware adaptation. One example of this scenario could be a Friend Finder
service that does not require the location information of the friend us-
ing the service. Only the location information of the target friend being
located is relevant. However, users of a friend radar service will also be
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targets of their friends and we expect that subscribers of context-aware
services will, in most cases, also provide their context information for the
service they will be using.

Figure 3-4 Trust in
service provider
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We identify two types of trust relationships between context owners,Trust relationships
between service users
and service providers

service users, and service providers. The first trust relationship is related
to the enforcement of the privacy preferences of the Context Owner with
respect to the context information that is being accessed by the Service
Provider. Similar techniques to those described to evaluate the trustwor-
thiness of context providers with respect to privacy enforcement can be
used to assess trust values related to this trust relationship.

The second trust relationship is related to the competence of the Ser-
vice Provider to reliably adapt to the context information. If the Service
Provider is not competent, the result can be that the service provided is
of less value. One example is a context-aware service that provides poor
personalized tourist advice for a user in the sense that the advice is not
correctly customized for the user’s location.

With respect to the adaptation of the context-aware service, it is pos-
sible that the incorrect context-based adaptation is not the fault of the
Service Provider. The Service Provider might be faulty due to untrustworthy
context information retrieved from the context providers. Therefore,
the context-aware service provider depends on his own competence to
provide context-based adaptation and also depends on the reliability and
competence of the Context Provider to provide context information about
the context owners.

In this thesis we assume that the service provider is always competent,
and that an unsuccessful context-based adaptation is related to context
information provided by untrustworthy context providers. It is possible
that a service provider does not reliably adapt despite receiving trustwor-
thy context information at the required QoC level. This situation could
be detected by analyzing the service implementation and the context in-
formation instances retrieved, and we consider it outside the scope of this
thesis.
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Table 3-1 Summary of
trust aspects for each
role

Role⇒
Identity Provider Context Provider Service Provider

Trust Aspect ⇓

Identity provisioning (IDP) • - -

Privacy enforcement (PE) • • •

Context provisioning (CIP) - • -

Context-aware adaptation (CA) - - •

Table 3-2 Summary of
trust dependencies Role dependency⇒

Identity Provider Context Provider Service Provider
Role ⇓

Identity Provider IDP - -

Context Provider IDP - -

Service Provider IDP CIP -

Service User IDP CIP CA

Context Owner IDP/PE PE PE

3.1.4 Trust Aspects and Dependencies Summary

Table 3-1 and Table 3-2 summarize the roles, trust aspects, and trust de-
pendencies we motivate. We do not present trust dependencies in the
Service User and in the Context Owner roles because our initial set of trust
aspects and mechanisms does not address any dependency on these roles.
In this thesis, we focus on the trust aspects related to the trade-off be-
tween privacy and context-based service adaptation. An example of a
dependency and trust aspect that could be considered, but is outside the
scope of this thesis, is the dependency of the Service Provider on the Service
User in the trust aspect of paying for the service costs.

In Table 3-1, the trust aspect of (identity provisioning) applies to the
Identity Provider role. The privacy enforcement trust aspect applies to the
Context Provider and Service Provider roles, which manipulate the (Context
Owner)’s context information. The context provisioning trust aspect ap-
plies only to the Context Provider role, and the context-aware adaptation (a.k.a.
context-based adaptation) applies only to the Service Provider role.

In Table 3-2, all roles including the Identity Provider itself depend on
the Identity Provider role with respect to the provisioning of identities (IDP)
aspect3. The Service Provider depends on the Context Provider with respect
to the provisioning of context information (CIP) trust aspect. The Service User
depends on the Context Provider with respect to the provisioning of context
information (CIP) trust aspect. The Context Owner depends on the Context
Provider with respect to the privacy enforcement (PE) trust aspect.

3We address this circular trust dependency in our trust management model.
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3.2 Quality of Context Model

The following quality of context (QoC) attributes are identified as relevant
in the literature [18, 60, 113]: accuracy, precision, probability, probability of
correctness, trustworthiness, temporal resolution, spatial resolution, up-to-dateness,
freshness, and refresh rate. Analyzing these attributes and the respective def-
initions, there is a clear agreement in the literature with respect to the
set of quality attributes that are important; however, different names are
given to the same quality concept. For instance, the concepts of accuracy,
precision, and probability found in the literature are all measurements of
precision.

Our QoC model relates the terminology of existing QoC models,
based on an international standard for metrology [21], and models QoC
as attributes of context information instances, with the exception of trust-
worthiness, which is defined as an attribute of the context provider 4 and
is not considered a QoC attribute of the context information. There is no
consensus in existing QoC models [113, 18] with respect to the inclusion
of trustworthiness as one QoC aspect, and trustworthiness is not con-
cretely supported by the any of the existing QoC models. Furthermore,
existing QoC models do not describe precisely how trustworthiness re-
lates to the other QoC concepts.

As already motivated in the previous subsection, in this thesis we sup-
port the proposition that trustworthiness is a property of the context pro-
vider from the context consumer’s point of view, and is not a quality con-
cept related to the context information itself [99]. Trustworthiness is re-
lated to the capability of the context provider to reliably describe the QoC
levels he is capable of providing context information, and is not part of
the quality concepts associated to the context information instances. Due
to this different nature, we address trustworthiness in our trust manage-
ment model as a trust aspect in the trust relationships with the context
provider role in Section 3.3.2., and do not include trustworthiness in our
QoC model.

We require a QoC model in this thesis because the trust management
model we propose in Section 3.4.3 defines the trustworthiness level of
context providers for a specific context information type with respect to
a QoC level specification. For example, a location context provider might
be trustworthy to provide location information with an error between
10 and 20 meters. This trustworthiness level is specified in our trust
management model and is used in our trust management mechanism to
support context consumers in selecting trustworthy context providers.

Existing QoC models specify QoC using quality attributes related to
the context information instances to represent the quality aspects of the

4In this thesis, we refer to context information providers as context providers.
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context information, and we follow the same approach in our QoCmodel.
Our QoC model is based on existing QoC models (see Subsection 2.1.4)
and contributes to the understanding of the existing QoC models. Exist-
ing QoC models define a variety of QoC attributes that overlap semanti-
cally, which makes it difficult to understand and choose a QoC model to
adopt.

In our QoC model, we adopt as a reference the quality concepts and
vocabulary proposed by the International Organization for Standardiza-
tion (ISO) [21], and compare these standardized concepts with the QoC
terms and concepts from existing QoC models in order to define our
own QoC reference model. More specifically, we analyze and compare
the quality concepts of accuracy, precision, and resolution from the ISO
standard with the QoC attributes accuracy, precision, probability, spatial
resolution, temporal resolution, and freshness from existing QoC models
[18, 81, 60, 113].

Accuracy and Precision
The ISO standard defines accuracy as how close a measurement is to the
real or to an accepted reference value, while precision is defined as how
close together or how repeatable the results from a measurement are.
Furthermore, according to the ISO definition [21], "accuracy can not be
expressed as a numeric value", only inaccuracy can be measured as the error
or percentage error 5. For this reason, we do not consider accuracy and
inaccuracy as relevant concepts in our QoC model. We assume that it is
impossible for the context provider to determine for every context infor-
mation request the real known value of the context information, so the
inaccuracy can never be determined.

For illustration purposes, let us assume that the ambient temperature
of a room is 25 degrees Celsius and a sensor in the room indicates 26
degrees; the error is then 1 degree Celsius. The inaccuracy informa-
tion in this case is useful only for the calibration of context providers
and for precision calculation when the real context information values are
known, by repetitively comparing the context provider readings with the
real known values in a controlled environment. It is impossible for a sen-
sor to determine at every reading the real temperature value and provide
a measurement of the inaccuracy together with the readings.

Using a graphical analogy, the repeated readings of a context provider
can be related to shots at a target, where the center of the target (the bull’s
eye) is the true value of the context. Figure 3-5 represents the pattern of
shots and how this would be interpreted as accuracy (low error) and pre-
cision of the context provider. Shots near the target center have a lower
error and are considered more accurate while shots further away from the

5For simplicity reasons, we use the term accurate as meaning low error.
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target’s center are less accurate. Considering a sequence of shots, they are
precise if they are all clustered together even tough they are inaccurate
and not close to the center of the target.

Figure 3-5 Target
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For numeric context information, precision can be expressed by
means of significant digits, and in this case the average deviation is un-
derstood, even if not explicitly stated, as being one-half the value of the
last significant digit. For example, the ambient temperature measurement
of a room that records 25 degrees implies a variability of± 0.5 degrees or
2% (0.5 divided by 25). In this case, the implicit precision is directly de-
termined from the value representation of the context information, and
may be used if no explicit precision information is defined. The standard
measurements of probability, percentage difference, standard deviation,
and variance can also be used to measure the precision of a context pro-
vider.

It is common for a context provider to reply with Boolean or dis-
crete sets of values instead of numeric values, for instance, to determine
if an entity is in a room or not. In case the context provider replies with
Boolean values, the precision can be measured as the percentage pro-
portion of true positive and true negative results in relation to the total
number of results including the false positives and false negatives. For a
presence sensor, for example, a precision of 100% indicates that the con-
text provider always correctly identifies the presence/absence of an entity
in a room. The ISO concept of precision overlaps with the concepts of
precision and probability defined by Sheikh et al. [113] and Buchholz et
al. [18] because both authors define precision and probability by means
of repeatability of context information readings. Therefore, we believe
that these concepts should be considered as a measurement of precision
as recommended in the ISO standard for metrology [21] and should not
be expressed as another QoC attribute with a different name.

Quality Attributes Related to the Timestamp
Existing QoC models define quality attributes related to the timestamp
associated with the context information instance that are not related di-
rectly to the context information value. Examples of these attributes
are freshness [113], up-to-dateness [18], and temporal resolution [113].
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Freshness and up-to-dateness measure the age of the context information
instance, from the moment it was determined by the context provider up
to the time it is made available to the context information consumer.

Temporal resolution has been defined by Sheikh et al. [113] as the period
of time to which a single instance of context information is applicable or the best
possible approximation of time at which a context was determined. In our QoC
model, we consider temporal resolution an implicit precision quality at-
tribute of the timestamp associated with the context information, which
can be measured by the number of significant time units available (e.g.,
year, month, day, hour, minute, etc.), or by a time duration, for example,
by stating that the context information instance is valid for 2008/01/01
from 10PM until 12PM. To allow a time resolution on the level of seconds,
the context provider should include the second time unit in the timestamp
of a context information instance.

Precision of Location Information
Spatial resolution has been defined by Sheikh et al. [113] as the precision with
which the physical area, to which an instance of context information is applicable,
is expressed. From the examples of spatial resolution presented by Sheikh
et al. [113] we conclude that spatial resolution is only associated with
the resolution of the location of a physical entity; therefore, we do not
include spatial resolution as a separated QoC attribute in our QoC model.
We adopt a more specific approach where temporal resolution is simply
the precision of the location information.

Analysis and QoC Model
Table 3-3 summarizes our analysis of the QoC attributes from existing
models and how they are related to the quality concepts of the ISO stan-
dard. Our conclusion is that the QoC models refer to accuracy, precision,
and probability as always meaning the concept of precision with respect
to the repeatability of measurements. Precision can be expressed by dif-
ferent means; however, we believe it is confusing to refer to the same
concepts using different names. Therefore, we chose to adopt in our
QoC model only the concept of precision without restricting the way that
this precision attribute is measured (e.g., variance or standard deviation).

Figure 3-6 presents our QoC reference model, which is part of our
reference context information model. In our QoCmodel, the Context Value
instances are associated with a specific moment in time called Timestamp.
Both Context Value and Timestamp have a precision measurement associated
with them. The precision measurement covers all the definitions from the
literature for precision, probability, and spatial resolution. The precision
class is abstract, and depends on the context type; for example, numeric
precision is represented in a different way than geographic location [63]
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or timestamp precision. The implicit precision attribute is the precision
measurement derived from the context value representation, which for
numeric values is derived from the number of significant digits that have
been used in the numeric representation.

Table 3-3 Mapping of
QoC attributes to ISO
concepts

Quality Attribute ISO Concept

Accuracy Precision

Precision Precision

Probability Precision

Spatial Resolution Precision of Location

Temporal Resolution Precision of Timestamp

Freshness -

Figure 3-6 Quality of
Context model

One example of a numeric context information instance could be a
room temperature measurement with a value of 24.5 degrees Celsius, with a
precision value of ±1 degree Celsius, and with a timestamp value of August
16, 2009, 23:30. The implicit precision can be calculated as ±0.5 degree
Celsius and the timestamp resolution as minute. Freshness can be calculated
as the difference between the current time and the timestamp value.

In our QoC model, the implicit precision of the context information
value, and the resolution and freshness of the timestamp, can be calcu-
lated from the context information value and the timestamp. For this rea-
son, we do not explicitly include these concepts as classes in our model.
Implicit precision and timestamp resolution are included in our model
as methods of the Timestamp and Context Value classes. Our QoC model is
generic, extensible, and supports QoC attributes related to the timestamp
and context information values. Other QoC attributes can be defined fo-
cusing on other context types. The determination of the precision of the
timestamp concerns issues related to clock synchronization and is beyond
the scope of this thesis.
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3.3 Trust Management Model

In this section, we present our trust management model, which supports
the specification of aspect-specific trust relationships as identified in Sec-
tion 3.1. Our trust management model instantiates well-known concepts
like direct trust establishment through personal experience or beliefs, and
indirect trust establishment through recommendations. Our trust man-
agement model quantifies trust using Subjective Logic (in short, SL) [69],
which is a probabilistic logic capable of explicitly expressing uncertainty
about the probability values.

We use our trust management model in two trust-based selection
mechanisms to support users and service providers of context-aware ser-
vices in managing their trust relationships and in selecting trustworthy
entities to interact with. The first trust management mechanism we in-
troduce supports service providers in selecting trustworthy context pro-
viders with respect to a QoC level. The second trust management mech-
anism supports service users in selecting context providers and service
providers, taking into account the trade-off between privacy and context-
based service adaptation.

Most of the existing trust management models (see Chapter 2 of
this thesis) refer to a specific application domain and, as such, propose
special-purpose solutions that are not easily portable to other domains.
Our context-aware service platform domain requires a specific formal-
ism of combining trust relationships focusing on specific trust aspects
we have not found treated appropriately in the literature. For reasons of
simplicity, we specify our trust formalism using a simple set of rules; how-
ever, we do not exclude that existing formalisms for trust (e.g. Nielsen
& Krukow [101]) could be specialized to express and combine multiple
trust aspects as required by our domain.

We formalize trust as a relationship between two entities, the Trustor
and the Trustee, as widely accepted by the literature [48, 2, 68, 107]. In
this thesis, we define trust as the measurement of the belief from a trust-
ing party point of view (trustor) with respect to a trusted party (trustee)
focused on a specific trust aspect that possibly implies a benefit or a risk.
For example, Bob (Trustor) may trust to a high degree (measurement) Alice
(Trustee) concerning her competence in coding in Java (trust aspect). The
risk implication is only present when Bob accepts to depend on Alice to
code a Java program on his behalf or to use a Java code provided by Alice.

We refer to the term trust and trust relationship interchangeably, always
meaning the relationship between two entities. We use the term trustwor-
thiness to refer to the amount, measurement, or degree of trust in a trust
relationship. Furthermore, the entities in a trust relationship that we re-
fer to as Trustor and Trustee are digitally represented in an information
system using digital identities.
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The trust aspect models different scopes that can be tackled by the
trust relationships. As motivated in Section 3.1, we address the fol-
lowing aspects of our reference context-aware service platform: identity
provisioning, privacy enforcement, context information provisioning, and
context-aware service provisioning. In Section 3.1 we also show examples
of existing approaches for obtaining trust values for each of these aspects.

Trustors can perceive or interpret the trust aspects as an isolated or
combined measurement of, for example, honesty, competency, reputa-
tion, usability, credibility, and reliability to perform a specific action. In
this thesis, we assume that part of the trust aspect6 always refers to a com-
bination of the concepts of "honesty, competence, and reliability for a
certain criteria", because this is the most common interpretation of trust
observed by an extensive survey conducted by Mcknight and Chervany
[88]. Other trust concepts are also important and are considered future
work in this thesis. A list of possible trust concepts and their correlations
based on user studies can also be found in [107].

Regarding the choice of the domain of trust degrees, existing trust man-
agement models have different proposals. Some authors quantify trust
as a real numeric value (e.g., between −1 and 1), a discrete value (e.g.,
trust or distrust), or a combination of both, where each element in the
discrete set has a numeric equivalent (e.g., values in (0, 1] mean trust,
values in [−1, 0) denote distrust, and 0 means unknown). Our proposal
is independent of any particular solution; we assume a generic domain
TV alue.

In this thesis, we instantiate TV alue in the set of opinions of the
Subjective Logic (in short, SL) [69]. SL is a probabilistic logic capable of
explicitly expressing uncertainty about the probability values. The basic
assumption is that there is always uncertainty and that the truth is always
expressed from an individual perspective. The SL formalism has been
proven to be an appropriate formalism for addressing trust calculations
because it allows more realistic modeling of real-world situations that re-
flect ignorance and uncertainty [73] compared to traditional probabilistic
approaches [3]. In Subsection 3.4.2, we describe in detail the SL formal-
ism, which is used in our trust mechanism to instantiate our TV alue
domain.

With the expression

A
∗;a
−→
v

B

we indicate a trust relation between A (the Trustor) and B (the
Trustee) that tackles the trust aspect a and that has degree v.

6The trust aspect can be decomposed into the two parts: the goal and the criteria.
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B can also represent a category here. "∗" is a placeholder for classes of
trust relation. In this thesis, we consider two classes of trust relations: di-
rect functional (df ) and indirect functional (if ) relations, so ∗ ∈ df, if .

Direct trust originates from A’s direct experiences or evaluations of
B. We distinguish two different sub-classes of direct trust: arbitrary and
experience. Arbitrary trust is the trust determined based on personal
beliefs without previous experience. Experience trust is trust determined
based on A’s direct evidence that contribute to belief or disbelief.

Indirect trust originates when A’s resorts to indirectly evaluating B’s
trust, for example, by combining trust values or asking for recommenda-
tions from other entities (see also [74]).

In our formalism,A andB are entities that belong to a set ID. Iden-
tities are assigned to different roles in different instances of our platform.

Aspect a ranges over identity provisioning, privacy enforcement, and
context information provisioning, that is a = idp, pe, cip. We consider
the set of rolesR = {US,CO, IP,CP, SP} from our context-aware
service platform, namely, user (US), context owner (CO), identity provi-
der (IP), context provider (CP), and service provider (SP). The function
role: ID → R returns the role that, at the present moment, a given
entity identified by an identity ID plays; initializing and updating this
function is the exclusive competence of identity providers, but it can be
invoked by any entity that has registered its identity.

We assume that entities can access a set of functions that calculate
the direct trust value from a Trustor to a Trustee based on the evaluation
of its privacy enforcement (pe), identity provisioning (idp), and context
information provisioning (cip) qualities. These functions receive as input
the Trustor and Trustee identities (ID ID) and return the trust value for
the specific trust aspect:

trust_PE : ID × ID → TV alues
trust_IDP : ID × ID → TV alues
trust_CIP : ID × ID → TV alues

For example, trust_PE(Alice,Bob) is the evaluation of Bob’s
honesty, competence, and reliability in its privacy enforcement aspect
from Alice’s point of view. Considering the metrics in Subsection 2.2, it is
easy to image that Alice provides a trustworthiness profile against which
Bob qualities are compared and evaluated. Here we assume a trusted
third-party role, namely the Trust Provider whose task is to run those
functions on demand and on behalf of the Trustors. These functions are
our starting point for trust evaluation; on their output we can establish
the degree of trust between the Trustor and the Trustee. If we specify our
reasoning in term s of an inference system, i.e., in terms of axioms and
deductive rules of the form premises/conclusion, the functions we have
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identified in this section can be used, at a meta-level, to define our set of
axioms. In all the following rules that express our algorithm, we assume
that role(A) = US, that is, Trustor A is a service user.

[trust_PE(A,B)=v]

A
df;pe
−−−→

v
B

role(B) ∈ {CP, IP, SP}

[trust_IDP (A,B)=v]

A
df;idp
−−−→

v
B

role(B) = IP

[trust_CIP (A,B)=v]

A
df;cip
−−−→

v
B

role(B) = CP

For example, in the first rule when trust_PE is invoked with pa-
rameters A and B, it returns a value v, which states that A has degree v of
(direct) trust in B, with respect to the aspect pe (privacy enforcement).
This aspect is significant when Trustee B is a context provider, an identity
provider, and a service provider. In the following, we use the deductive
style formalization to depict the main characteristic of our algorithm of
trust evaluation and composition.

Figure 3-7 is our trust meta model showing how the concept of Trust
Belief is related to the social trust concepts of System Trust, Dispositional
Trust, and Situational Trust [86]. The concept of Dispositional Trust is the
intrinsic/inherent disposition an entity has to trust any other given entity
in the absence of evidence or previous experiences, which we believe can
be used to support trust bootstrapping. The concept of System Trust is the
impersonal trust perception an entity has regarding the set of regulations
and safeguards of the system as a whole. For a complete description of all
social trust types, consult Section 2.1.1 of this thesis.

A Trust relationship in our meta model is a class that references a
trustor, and is composed of the degree of belief for the specific trust
aspect. The Situational Trust represents the impersonal trust a Trustor has
in one particular or all Context Situations, and the Trust Belief represents the
trust a Trustor has in a specific Trustee and Context Situation with respect to
a specific Trust Aspect.

In our trust management model we extended the context information
model from Dockhorn Costa [39] (see Section 2.1) by adding an identities
attribute to the Entity class. This attribute specifies that an entity may have
one or more digital identities associated with it. The concept of identity
is important in our trust management model to support identity-related
trust issues and because entities may hold multiple digital identities. By
identity we mean a digital identity that is issued and certified by a third
party that we refer to in this thesis as an Identity Provider.

Figure 3-8 shows our identity meta model. In our identity meta model
we support Identities issued by identity providers (issuer) and also the con-
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cept of Self Signed Identities, which are identities that are hold and are cer-
tified by the identity provider itself.

Figure 3-7 Trust types
model

Figure 3-8 Identity
model

Subjective Logic
In this thesis, we adopt the formalism of Subjective Logic (SL) [69, 73,
71] to quantify the degree of trust in a trust relationship specified in
our trust management model. SL has been proven to allow a more re-
alistic representation of real-world situations because it supports the ex-
pression of uncertainty regarding propositions. Traditional probabilistic
approaches limit themselves to expressing belief and disbelief mass only.
The strongest point of SL is that it combines the structure of binary logic
with the capacity of probabilities to express the degrees of truth and un-
certainty about propositions.

The basic assumption of SL is that nobody can ever determine whether
a proposition about the world is true or false. Furthermore, the truth
about a proposition is always expressed from the point of view of a spe-
cific individual, in the sense that it is subjective and unique to the person
experiencing it and does not represent a general or objective point of view.
In SL, the probability regarding a proposition is expressed through a Sub-
jective Logic Opinion7. An Opinion is represented using the symbol: ωA

x ,

7We refer to Opinion from now on as meaning a Subjective Logic Opinion.
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where A is the belief owner and x is the proposition. The opinion ωA
x is

a ordered quadruple (b, d, u, a) ∈ [0, 1]4, where:
– b: is the belief mass supporting that the specified proposition is

TRUE;
– d: is the belief mass supporting that the specified proposition is

FALSE;
– u: is the uncertainty amount or uncommitted belief mass (neither

TRUE or FALSE);
– a: is the base rate or atomicity that indicates the a priori probability

that the specified proposition is TRUE in the absence of a committed
belief mass.
To represent opinions graphically, SL adopts a two-dimensional equi-

lateral triangle representation, presented in Figure 3-9. A point inside
this triangle represents an opinion. To clarify how to interpret the sub-
jective logic triangle, we present on the left the reference axes and on the
right the position of an example opinion.

Figure 3-9 Subjective
Logic triangle of
opinions A

x
ω

Uncertainty

Disbelief Belief

Probability axis

0

1
0

1

0

1
Atomicity

Expectation 

(0.6, 0.3, 0.1, 0.5)

In the left-side triangle of Figure 3-9, the belief, disbelief, and un-
certainty axes run from the opposite side of the edge with the respective
label, assuming the maximum value of 1 (one) in the edge with the label
and zero in the opposite side. The probability axis is the bottom axis of
the triangle, which is equivalent to the traditional probability axis because
it represents opinions with zero uncertainty.

In the right-side triangle, we omit the axes and present an example
opinion ωA

x = (0.6, 0.3, 0.1, 0.5). The opinion represents 60% of
belief mass, 30% of disbelief mass, and 10% of uncertainty. We also show
the atomicity as a line dividing the triangle in the middle, indicating an
equal 50% a priori probability of the proposition being TRUE or FALSE.
Table 3-4 presents the equivalence between a subjective logic opinion and
traditional probability theory.

The semantic of a subjective logic opinion can be better understood
by means of an example. Imagine that the observer Ricardo wants to
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quantify his opinion about a proposition x related to his friend Rodrigo.
The proposition x states that "Rodrigo arrives on time for his appointments",
meaning that Rodrigo is never late for any given appointment. In the
absence of evidence, Ricardo’s opinion about proposition x is of com-
plete uncertainty, and is represented in subjective logic as: ωRicardo

x =
(0, 0, 1, 0.5). This opinion means that Ricardo has no belief mass to sup-
port that the proposition x is either TRUE or FALSE, and that from the
complete uncertainty belief mass there is 50% atomicity, or a priori prob-
ability, that the proposition is TRUE or FALSE.

Table 3-4 Subjective
logic opinions
equivalence

Subjective Logic Equivalent To

belief = 1 TRUE of binary logic

disbelief = 1 FALSE of binary logic

belief + disbelief = 1 traditional probability

belief + disbelief < 1 degrees of uncertainty

belief + disbelief = 0 total uncertainty

Now let us imagine that Ricardo, after meeting with Rodrigo ten times,
has experienced that in seven of these meetings, Rodrigo was on time. For
the other three times, Ricardo himself was late, so he is uncertain about
Rodrigo’s punctuality. Considering his experience, Ricardo’s opinion has
changed, and his new opinion about proposition x now is ωRicardo

x =
(0.7, 0, 0.3, 0.7). This opinion means that Ricardo has 70% of belief
mass about proposition x, and 30% of uncertainty. From the uncertain
belief mass it is possible for Ricardo to assume that, if Rodrigo continues
with his behavior, the a priori probability (atomicity) that he will be on
time is now 70% for the uncommitted belief mass.

In SL, the probability expectation E is calculate using the following
formula EA

x = b + ua. The intuition is that the expectation of an
observer is the sum of the committed belief mass b, and the uncom-
mitted belief u mass multiplied by the a priori probability or atomicity
a. Considering our previous example, Ricardo’s probability expectation
about Rodrigo’s punctuality for the next appointment is 0.7 + 0.3 ∗ 0.7,
which is equal to 0.91. In summary, the atomicity represents how much
of the uncertainty mass contributes to the probability expectation value
that Rodrigowill be on time for the next appointment.

Subjective logic opinions can be also derived from the number of pos-
itive (r) and negative (s) previous experiences with an entity. The follow-
ing formulas show how to calculate the belief (b), disbelief (d), and un-
certainty (u) opinion parameters from previous observations. The weight
(W ) is usually instantiated to the value 2 and represents the impact of
new experiences in the opinion parameters [70].
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b = r
r+s+W

d = s
r+s+W

u = W
r+s+W

W = 2

The advantage of subjective logic is not only the capability to express
uncertainty, but also the many operators to compute over sets of opinions.
Imagine that more than one person has different opinions about propo-
sition x - how can these opinions be combined for a final conclusion?
The combination of the opinions could be done through the consensus op-
erator, which provides a fair combination of opinions. SL also provides
operators to perform subtraction and addition of opinions. Using a tra-
ditional probabilistic approach, the combination of a 100% probability
with a 0% probability would result in a 50% probability, whereas when
the consensus operator is used, the result would be complete uncertainty
due to the conflicting opinions.

The SL logic literature suggests different ways of interpreting subjec-
tive logic opinions, using a set of concepts and mappings. Figure 3-10
shows the proposal division by Jøsang [71]. We believe that the map-
ping proposed by [71] is too fine grained for users to understand, and for
this reason we propose a different and simplified mapping strategy in this
thesis.

Figure 3-10 Fuzzy
interpretation of SL
triangle
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We have mapped the subjective opinion triple (b, d, u) to an or-
dered set {very untrustworthy, untrustworthy, unknown, trustworthy,
very trustworthy} whose elements model the judgment of user perspec-
tives [100]. An opinion op whose belief is higher than its disbelief is
considered trustworthy if it has an uncertainty of not lower than 1/3 and
is very trustworthy otherwise. An opinion op whose belief is not higher
than its disbelief is considered untrustworthy if it has an uncertainty of
not lower than 1/3 and is very trustworthy otherwise (see Figure 3-11).
The unknown mapping represents opinions with even chances of equal be-
lief and disbelief.
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Figure 3-11 The
function: [0, 1]3’ VT,
T, U, VU that maps an
SL opinion onto the
set of user judgments
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Evaluation of Trust Recommendations
A trust mechanism for supporting the evaluation of trust recommenda-
tions is required because users and service providers may interact during
context-aware service provisioning with entities that have unknown iden-
tities. If the identities are unknown, there are no trust values associated
with this entities and no record of direct previous experiences exists. The
approach adopted in this thesis for exchanging trust recommendations is
inspired by the approach adopted by Almenarez et al. [3]. However, our
approach is more complete because we take uncertainty into account and
support the exchange of trust recommendations for the different trust
aspects supported by our trust management model.

In the approach of Almenarez et al., the recommendation requests are
broadcasted and the recommendation responses are combined taking into
account only the responses of recommenders’ with trustworthy identities.
By using recommendations, indirect trust relationships can be established
based on information received from other entities. Recommendation re-
quests are only broadcasted when trustworthiness values are required for
entities that are not known from direct experience or belief.

Recommendations can be received from trustworthy or untrustwor-
thy recommenders. For this reason, it is important to support in our
trust management model trust relationships related to the trust aspect of
providing trust recommendations. Trust recommendations, despite being
a trust aspect themselves, are also related to other specific trust aspects.
For example, one entity might be trustworthy to give recommendations
only about the privacy enforcement trust aspect about other entities. Rec-
ommendation trust degrees therefore state the amount of trust belief one
trustor has in another trustee to provide recommendations about other
entities with respect to a specific trust aspect.
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In our trust management model, we merge the recommendations re-
ceived from third parties using also the consensus operator from the Sub-
jective Logic (SL), which has been proven to be a proper tool for this type
of trust combinations [73]. The SL consensus operator is used to merge
SL opinions in a "fair" way and, if conflicting opinions are received, the
amount of uncertainty in the resulting trust degree is increased.

In contrast to the approach of Almenarez et al. [3] our proposal of
combining recommendations using the SL consensus operator takes un-
certainty into account. One major drawback of not considering uncer-
tainty is a less accurate and less realistic trust result when conflicting rec-
ommendations are combined. Using the approach of Almenarez et al.,
when conflicting recommendations are received the result is an average of
the belief probabilities. Using SL, when conflicting recommendations are
received, there is an increase in the uncertainty.

Furthermore, Almenarez et al. [3] only consider the trustworthiness
of the recommenders’ identities and do not address trust values related to
different trust aspects. In our approach, we subtract the trustworthiness
of the identities from the trust recommendations, and we also support
trustworthiness values for different trust aspects, including the trustwor-
thiness of an entity to provide recommendations about specific trust as-
pects. For example, a trust recommendation received from a consumers’
privacy protection organization will be influenced by the trustworthiness
of the identity of the organization and by the trustworthiness value related
to the organization’s capability of providing recommendations about pri-
vacy enforcement trust.

In this thesis, we do not provide more complex algorithms for calcu-
lating trust from indirect knowledge. For more complex mechanisms, we
refer to Toivonen et al. [115].

3.4 Mechanism for Selection of Context Providers

In this section, we present our mechanism for the trustworthiness evalu-
ation of context providers. This evaluation is done by context consumers,
which in our context-aware service platform are context-aware service
providers. In our QoC model, trustworthiness is not addressed because it
is not a quality attribute of the context information instance but a degree of
belief from the point of view of the context consumer (e.g., the context-
aware service provider) with respect to the context provider. The trust
aspect of provisioning context information specifies the degree of belief of
a context provider to provide context information about a context owner,
and according to an advertised QoC level.
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The bootstrapping of the trustworthiness values in our QoC model is
done through pre-defined trustworthiness values or based on recommen-
dations received from trusted third parties. Pre-defined trustworthiness
values are usually defined based on the dispositional trust [88], that is,
the likelihood of trusting other entities in the absence of concrete trust
evidence. A simple and optimistic strategy would be to consider a context
provider trustworthy by default, in case no recommendations are received
or no evidence exists to believe the opposite. If multiple recommenda-
tions are received, they are combined using a "fair" combination, which is
supported by the consensus operator from SL [69].

After the bootstrapping, the trustworthiness values evolve based on
the feedback about the perception of users of the context-aware service
regarding the reliability of its adaptation. When the users of the context-
aware service notice wrong or inappropriate service adaptation, they can
provide negative or positive feedback. Our feedback mechanism was in-
spired by the work of Huebscher et al. [61]. Positive feedback is mapped
to a trustworthy opinion and negative feedback to an untrustworthy opinion.
In case a positive feedback is received, the current trustworthiness value
of the context provider for the specific context owner identity, context
type, and QoC level is increased, and for the negative feedback, the trust-
worthiness value is decreased by the same amount.

The trustworthiness value decrease/increase is also computed by ap-
plying the consensus operator of the SL to the actual trustworthiness value
of the context provider and to the feedback received. The behavior of the
trust values range in the SL triangle of opinions is outlined in Figure 3-12.
Negative feedback only affects the trustworthiness of a context provider
for a specific context type, context owner, and QoC level; in other words,
it is possible for a context provider to be very trustworthy for one context
owner and very untrustworthy for another.

Figure 3-12 Behavior
of trust values

If the context-aware service adaptation is not satisfactory, the ser-
vice users have the possibility to indicate positive or negative experiences,
and also indicate which faulty context-based adaptation behavior they are
experiencing. Based on the specific feedback from the users, the ser-
vice provider is able to detect which context provider is not fulfilling his
promises regarding the quality of context and, therefore, the trustworthi-
ness value of the context provider is decreased. The context-aware service
provider may be able to detect, depending on the granularity of the feed-
back from the users, the exact context provider and context owner that
is causing the faulty context-based adaptation. This detection is useful if
context information from multiple context providers and context owners
is being used by the service.

We do not support in our trustworthiness evaluation mappings of QoC
levels and trustworthiness value combinations. For instance, if a context
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provider is trustworthy to provide an entitie’s location with pm1 meter pre-
cision, nothing can be said about the trustworthiness of the same context
provider to provide the same entities’ location with pm1.01 meter precision.
We acknowledge that mappings between QoC levels and trustworthiness
values are possible and depend on the context type; however, mappings
of this type are outside the scope of this thesis.

In order to be able to collect relevant feedbacks, the context-aware
service provider needs to be able to map the positive and negative feed-
backs regarding the context-based service adaptation to the context pro-
vider that influences that behavior. The mapping of feedbacks allows a
service provider to identify the reasons for a faulty context-aware service
adaptation. For example, a negative feedback for a context-aware meet-
ing service stating that one meeting attendee arrived to a meeting after
the time predicted by the service may indicate that the person’s location
information provided was of low quality.

The positive and negative feedbacks capture the situation where the
context provider provides context at a lower quality than advertised be-
cause he was dishonest, incompetent, and/or unreliable. The mapping
from the user feedback (positive/negative) to the reason for lower-quality
context information (dishonesty, incompetence, and/or unreliability) can
only be evaluated if the granularity of the feedback includes enough de-
tail about the faulty context-based adaptation. We only consider in our
examples discrete positive/negative feedbacks without refining the faulty
behaviors because they depend on the type of context-aware adaptation
executed by the service.

The assumption we make is that, if the context-aware service is not
adapting properly to the context, then the context provider is the one to
blame. This might happen if the context information provided by the con-
text provider capabilities is not as good as the capabilities being advertised.
We support with our mechanism the situation where the context provider
advertises a certain quality level and always provides context at a quality
level lower than that advertised. In this case, the trustworthiness value of
the context provider will never increase for the advertised QoC level be-
cause the trustworthiness value is increased according to our mechanism
taking into account the QoC level that is associated with the context in-
formation instance. The assumption we make is that the context provider
is not being dishonest because he still provides context according to the
correct QoC specification.

We acknowledge that in some scenarios with a high number of context
types and QoC levels it is not operationally feasible nor usable for users
to manage the trustworthiness values for each combination. In scenar-
ios where the number of combinations is too numerous, simplification
strategies can be adopted; for instance, trustworthiness values for con-
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text providers could be stored only considering the context types without
distinguishing trustworthiness values for each possible QoC level.

3.5 Mechanism for Selection of Context-Aware Service
Providers

In this section, we present our mechanism for the trustworthiness evalua-
tion of the entities that collaborate in the provisioning of a context-aware
service. This evaluation is done by service users, are also the context own-
ers. In the description of this mechanism the assumption we make is that
the context-aware service always uses the context information related to
the service user in the context-based adaptation of the service provided
(see Subsection 3.3.4).

We define trust as a relationship between entities that are representedTrustworthiness of
identities through digital identities. We therefore conclude that trust in a digital

identity is influenced by the trust (regarding the trust aspect idp) in the
identity provider that has provided that identity. The trust value asso-
ciated with the provider of the trustee identity influences all the trust
values associated with that identity. Our assumption is that it is not pos-
sible to trust the trust values associated with an entity who’s identity is
not trusted. This inter-relationship between trust in identities and trust
in identity providers is synthesized by the following inference rule for in-
direct trust:

A
df;a
−−→

v
B A

df;idp
−−−→

v′
C

A
if;idp
−−−→
v⊗v′

B
role(C) = IP , C provides B’s identity

The above rule expresses the following: If A’s direct trust degree in
B regarding the trust aspect a is v, and if the identity of B is provided
by identity provider C , and if A’s indirect trust in C for aspect identity
provisioning is v′, then A’s indirect trust in B regarding aspect a is the
result of v′ ⊗ v, which represents the value v subtracted by the value v′

(e.g. v ⊗ v′ ≤ v).In the Subjective Logic (SL) domain we map ⊗ onto
the fair combination discount operator.

The identity provider himself also needs to be identified through a
digital identity. Therefore, we introduce a circular problem if the identity
provider identifies himself with a self certified identity. For this reason,
the previous rule does not apply for the identity provisioning trust as-
pect in case the identity provider provides his own identity. The trust
value of an identity provider has to be determined by different means,
for instance, through a pre-defined list of trustworthy or untrustworthy
identity providers. The trustworthiness of a self signed identity can be
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also directly mapped to the trustworthiness of the entity with respect to
identity provisioning.

Once the service user has evaluated the trust relationships with all the
entities that assume the context provider and service provider roles, the
user deduces the combined trust value in the context provider (CP) role
himself. The trust in the context provider and service provider roles has
already been influenced by the trust the user has in the identity providers.
This is a generalization step that allows the service user to evaluate his/her
trust in the context provider role when the context-aware service retrieves
context information from more than one context provider. The following
rules express this generalization step.

A
if;a
−−→

v
C [role(C)=CP ]

A
if;a
−−→

v
[CP,{C}]

A
if;a
−−→

v
C A

if;a
−−→

v′
[CP,S] [role(C)=CP ]

A
if;a
−−−→
v′⊗v

[CP,S ∪ {C}]
C ∋ S

Here a 6= idp, because identity provisioning has already been in
place. The rule on the top says that A’s trust in the CP role can be initiated
with the trust A has in members of the CP role. The rule on the bottom
says that new members can contribute to A’s trust in the CP role; so if A’s
trust in the role CP is v, and if A’s trust in member C is v’, then the new
A’s trust in the role is v v’. Here v v’ expresses a "fair" combination of the
two trust values as, for example, SL consensus operator.

The same generalization step for the context provider role could be
applied for the service provider role in a similar way. For the service pro-
vider role, this generalization step would be required if more than one
service provider were responsible for providing a context-aware service,
for instance, in case of a more complex context-aware service compo-
sition. In our examples, we do not address these more complex cases;
however, we acknowledge this possibility.

By using the consensus operator, we assume that all the entities that
play the role of context provider have the same impact on the adapta-
tion of the context-aware service and on the enforcement of the users’
privacy. It is possible that two context providers contribute differently to
the provisioning of the context-aware service and also that they have dif-
ferent impacts on the privacy of the context owners. We assume in this
thesis that the impact is always the same, and we consider more advanced
scenarios to be beyond our scope.

The final step of our mechanism consists of evaluating the service
user’s trust in the context-aware service as a whole. This evaluation de-
pends on the trust the user has in both the CP and the SP roles regarding
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the privacy enforcement and context provisioning aspects. The context
provisioning aspect is only influenced by the members of the CP role. In
this final step, we address two different user goal profiles derived from the
trade-off between privacy enforcement and privacy adaptation. The first
profile has higher priority in privacy enforcement and will accept less ser-
vice adaptation. The second profile has higher priority in context-aware
service adaptation even if privacy is not respected [9]. We name these
two profiles privacy-focused and service-focused users.

The rule that expresses how to calculate A’s (user) trust in a service
provider B when context provider role is played by entities in S is formal-
ized as follows:

A
if;pe
−−−→

v
B A

if;cip
−−−→

v′
[CP,S]

A
if;pe×cip
−−−−−→

f(v,v′)
B×[CP,S]

role(B) = SP

In this rule, the user combines his trust in the service provider role
in the privacy enforcement aspect, and the trust he has in the context
provider role in the context provisioning aspect. Function f expresses a
particular way of aggregating trust, which depends on the two user profiles
we address. In order to give an example of f, and for illustration purposes,
we map TValues onto the ordered set {V T, T, U, V U} (as described in
Subsection 3.4.2) whose elements model judgment of user perspectives:
very untrustworthy (V U ), untrustworthy (U ), trustworthy (T ), and very
trustworthy (V T ).

Informally, Figure 3-13 shows the resulting trust in the context-aware
service when the trust expectation in the service provider regarding the
privacy enforcement aspect and the trust expectation in the context pro-
vider regarding the context information provisioning increase. The best
case scenario for both user profiles is the one where the trust expectations
for both the privacy enforcement and context information provisioning
trust aspects are at least trustworthy. 8.

According to Figure 3-13 (a), for the privacy-focused profile the best
cases are when privacy enforcement is at least trustworthy. The worst
cases are when privacy enforcement is untrustworthy, because it is more
likely that trustworthy context information about the user will be under a
privacy risk. For the service-focused profile (Figure4 (b)), the best cases
are when context provisioning is at least trustworthy, and it is even bet-
ter when privacy is also enforced. The worst cases are when the context
information is not trustworthy, which results in bad service adaptation.

8We assume that the trustworthiness value for the provisioning of context informa-
tion is always associated to the same Quality of Context (QoC) level because it is outside
the scope of this thesis to provide mappings of QoC levels and trustworthiness value
combinations.
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However, in this case, it is preferable to have privacy enforcement, if pos-
sible. We assume here that a context-aware service receiving untrustwor-
thy context information is more likely to adapt wrongly to the current
user situation. From this discussion we support the conclusion that for
both user profiles, the best case is when trust in context information
and privacy enforcement is high; however, depending on the profile, the
worst-case scenario is not the same.

Figure 3-13 Resulting
trust in the service
according to a user
profile that focuses on
privacy (a) and on a
user profile that
focuses on service
adaptation (b)
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An example of the function
∫
can be obtained by first applying π to

v and v′, then applying one of the functions of Figure 3-13, and then
mapping back each user category onto a "representative" opinion of that
category. For example a representative opinion of V T can be the triple
(0.75; 0.01; 0.24), of T it can be (0.50; 0.01; 0.49), and so on. To the
best of our knowledge, functions with the properties sketched in Figure
3-13 cannot be obtained by composing existing SL operators with π.

It is also possible that the trust values for privacy enforcement and
context provisioning are unknown. If both values are unknown, we as-
sume that the resulting trust in the service provided will be unknown
as well. If only the trust value for the privacy enforcement trust aspect is
known, then the resulting trust for the privacy-focused user is the value of
this aspect and for the service-focused user the resulting trust is unknown.
If only the trust value for the context provisioning aspect is known, then
the resulting trust for the service-focused user is mapped to the value of
this aspect and for the privacy-focused user the resulting trust is unknown.

If the value is unknown, another possibility would be to inform the
privacy-focused user of the risk (s)he is taking by using the service. For
instance, if the trust value for the context provisioning trust aspect is
high, and the value for privacy enforcement is unknown, then the risk
the privacy-focused user is taking is high. For the service-focused user,
privacy is considered secondary; therefore, this risk approach does not
apply.
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3.6 Prototype Implementation

In this section, we describe a reference trust management architecture
and a prototype implementation that demonstrate the technical feasibility
of our trust management model. Our prototype implementation provides
a graphical user interface to support users and service providers in the
management of trust relationships and trust-based selection of context-
aware service providers, context providers, context situation providers,
and identity providers. The main objective of our prototype implemen-
tation is to demonstrate the decision support of the two mechanisms we
propose for selection of context providers and context-aware service pro-
viders. The trustworthiness evaluation in our prototype is implemented
using the Subjective Logic (SL) API [69] for trust calculations based on
SL opinions. In the following subsections we describe our reference trust
management architecture and the prototype that instantiate this architec-
ture.

3.6.1 Trust Management Architecture

A context-aware service platform is typically a distributed system without
a unique central point of control. In such a system, multiple administra-
tive domains may exist. To illustrate this, consider a weather service that
provides the local weather forecast for mobile phone users based on the
latitude/longitude of the GSM cell they are located in. In this service ex-
ample, the weather service provider, the mobile phone operator, and the
user’s personal device are examples of different administrative domains
controlled by different administrative entities.

In this multi-administrative domain scenario, each administrative do-
main has a different domain administrator who is responsible for the spec-
ification of the domain security policies and trust relationships. Because
the trust relationships are sensitive information, each administrative do-
main is interested in managing its own trust relationships with the entities
in other administrative domains they collaborate with. In order to sup-
port the trust management tasks in a context-aware service platform, we
propose the trust management architecture presented in Figure 3-14.

Our trust management architecture supports distributed trust man-
agement considering that each administrative domain has its own Trust
Provider component. We have divided the Trust Provider component into
sub-components that are responsible for the different trust management
functionalities we have identified in our trust management model and
mechanisms. The Trust Provider sub-components are: the Trust Management
GUI, the Trust Recommendations Database, the Trust Relationships Database, the
Trust Feedback Database, the Recommendations Manager, and the Trust Manager.
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The Trust Management GUI provides a graphical user interface to sup-
port the Domain Administrator in the specification of trust relationships,
in the visualization of the trust recommendations received from other
entities’ administrative domains, and in the input of trust feedback about
other entities. The Domain Administrator consults the Trust Management GUI
to decide which service provider to use from a list of discovered service
providers from a Service Registry.

Figure 3-14 Trust
Management
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The Trust Recommendations and Trust Relationships databases store direct
and indirect trust relationships using trustworthiness values related to
specific trust aspects as defined in our trust management model. Di-
rect trust relationships are specified by the Domain Administrator using his
own trust beliefs. Indirect trust relationships are trust relationships es-
tablished based on trust recommendations received from other admin-
istrative domains by the Recommendations Manager sub-component. The
Recommendations Manager executes the trust management mechanism for
trustworthiness evaluation of trust recommendations.

The Trust Feedback Database stores positive and negative feedbacks re-
lated to trust relationships. This feedback can be used to increase/de-
crease trust values following a trust management strategy when the do-
main administrator observes entities that do not comply with the trust
values in the trust relationships and trust recommendations databases.
In one instance of our trust management architecture, the Trust Feedback
Database is used to store feedback related to the QoC level advertised
and provided by a context provider following the feedback mechanism
we propose in our mechanism for trustworthiness evaluation of context
providers.

The Trust Manager sub-component is responsible for coordinating the
trust management tasks and for implementing the mechanisms for trust-
based selection of context providers and context-aware services. The Trust
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Manager sub-component uses as input the trust relationships specified in
the trust databases, executes the trust management mechanisms, trig-
gers the request for trust recommendations from other administrative
domains, triggers updates of the Trust Management GUI, and provides an
interface for other components in the administrative domain to query
trust values. In Figure 3-14, for example, a Policy Manager component
queries trust values from the Trust Manager sub-component to support a
policy management task.

3.6.2 Graphical User Interface

The user interface of our prototype implementation consists of a set of
tabs, each one allowing the discovery of specific service provider types,
namely: context providers, situation providers, identity providers, and
(context-aware) service providers. For each service provider type a color
coded trustworthiness value retrieved from the trust relationships database
is shown. The colors we adopt are green, light green, gray, light red, and
red to specify respectively a very trustworthy, a trustworthy, an uncertain,
an untrustworthy, and a very untrustworthy trust degree.

A double click in the respective provider shows the trust belief screen
allowing the trust relationship details to be modified. In the trust belief
screen the trust value for the trustee identity is highlighted with a color
code indicating the trustworthiness of the respective identity. Finally, the
trust belief also optionally shows the corresponding mapping of the trust
degree to the subjective logic triangle following the mapping proposed by
us. The trust evaluation mechanisms and mappings implemented in our
prototype are detailed in the description of our trust management model
in Section 3.3.

The prototype we describe also supports integrated context-based man-
agement of trust and privacy policies in the tab Context-based Policies. The
context-based support for policy management is described in Chapter 4
of this thesis.

Trust-Based Selection of Context Providers
Figure 3-15 shows the context providers tab and table with the discov-
ered context providers in our simulated scenario. Context providers can
be discovered considering the context type and respective context owner
of interest. For example, it is possible to discover all available location
providers for a specific user. In Figure 3-15 the discover result of all con-
text providers available for the user identity Ricardo Neisse are shown in the
table. For each context provider the description, context type, and trust-
worthiness value for the context provisioning trust aspect is presented.

When double clicking a specific context provider the trust belief screen
is shown. In this screen it is possible to modify the trust relationships for
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the respective context provider. Figure 3-16 shows the trust belief screen
when double clicking the Mobile phone GPS Location context provider. In
Figure 3-16 the editing of the trust aspect context information provision-
ing is shown. When editing relationships for the context provision trust
aspect the associated QoC attributes are also specified. In this example
the context provider is very trustworthy to provide GPS location with a
precison of +-10 meters, a timestamp resolution in the order of seconds,
and a refresh rate of 30 seconds. The refresh rate attribute is exclusively
an attribute of the context information provider and is not part of the
QoC attributes associated to context values.

Figure 3-15 Context
providers discovery

Figure 3-16 Trust
belief details for
context information
provisioning aspect

Figure 3-17 shows the trust belief screen for the privacy enforcement
trust aspect. For this trust aspect additional attributes related to privacy
enforcement are specified. In our prototype implementation it is possible
to indicate whether the component under the user administration, the
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presence of a policy enforcement point, and the presence of an enabled
TPM chip.

Figure 3-17 Trust
belief details for
privacy enforcement
aspect

Our context providers tab also allows a selected context provider to
be queried for context information. Figure 3-18 depicts the query result
for the Ambient Temperature context provider. The query result shows the
context value, QoC attributes, and a trustworthiness feedback option.
After reviewing the context value a negative or positive feedback value can
be provided, which triggers an increase/decrease of the trustworthiness
value.

Figure 3-18 Context
information query
result

In addition to managing the trustworthiness of context providers we
also support context situation providers. Situation providers are respon-
sible for detecting situation events representing the moments a situation
begins and ends to hold. Figure 3-19 shows the discovery interface for
context situation providers. In the example discovery result all situation
providers able to provide situation events for all situation types about the
target entity Ricardo Neisse are shown.
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Figure 3-19 Situation
providers discovery

The trustworthiness assessment of a situation provider is related to
the signaling of situation events for a specific situation type and entity
reference. Figure 3-20 shows the trust belief editor for the situation pro-
visioning trust aspect. In this example the situation provider is considered
trustworthy to report and detect situation events with a maximum delay
of 10 seconds. These trust relationship is only valid for the Nearby situa-
tion type and the target entity Ricardo Neisse.

Figure 3-20 Trust
belief details for
situation provisioning
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Trust-Based Selection of Identity Providers
Figure 3-21 shows the identity providers tab and table showing the dis-
covered identity providers in our simulated scenario. In this screen two
identity providers are very trustworthy and one is trustworthy. When
double clicking the Personal Identity Provider the trust belief screen in Fig-
ure 3-22 is shown. For the identity provisioning trust aspect the trust
relationship restricts the trust relationship to a specific administrative do-
main. For example, the Personal Identity Provider is very trustworthy to
verify identities only of entities from Ricardo’s Domain.

Figure 3-21 Identity
providers discovery

Figure 3-22 Trust
belief details for
identity provisioning

Trust-Based Selection of Context-Aware Service Providers
Figure 3-23 shows the service providers tab and table with the discov-
ered context-aware providers in our simulated scenario. Service provi-
ders can be discovered considering the service of interest. Additionally,
it is necessary to select the service user identity from the list of avail-
able identities and the context provider from the list of available context
providers. The table with the discovery results shows the list of service
providers and respective trustworthiness values for the privacy protection
and context adaptation user goals. These trustworthiness values are calcu-
lated using the mechanism implementation for selection of context-aware
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service providers, taking as input the select user identity and context pro-
vider. The user is then able to selected based on his/her goal which service
is more trustworthy considering his/her needs and goals.

Figure 3-23 Service
Providers Discovery

The trustworthiness values in Figure 3-23 indicate that Provider Z and
Provider Y are both very trustworthy considering the context adaptation
goal. However, Provider Z is very untrustworthy to protect the user’s
privacy, and is therefore less desirable. When considering the trade off
between privacy and context-based service adaptation for this specific
context-aware service the best choice is Provide Y because it will adapt
the service and also protect the user’s privacy.

Discussion and Lessons Learned
The objective of our prototype implementation was to evaluate the techni-
cal feasibility of our trust management model and mechanisms to support
users and service providers in selecting trustworthy entities to interact
with. Service users are interested in the assessment of the overall trust-
worthiness of a context-aware service provider taking their primary goal
into consideration. Service providers are interested in assessing the trust-
worthiness of context information providers to maximized their context-
based adaptation capabilities. Our prototype implementation confirms
that our QoC model and trust management mechanisms can be applied
in practice and demonstrated the feasibility of these concepts.

With respect to the usability of our prototype implementation, we
observe that the selection of context providers may be difficult if many
fine grained QoC levels and trustworthiness values are specified. One
important issue would be to allow context consumers to specify their QoC
and trustworthiness requirements by means of ranges of trustworthiness
values and QoC levels, and possibly by means of ranges of individual QoC
attributes. For example, a context consumer could state a minimum and
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maximum precision and a minimum trustworthiness value required for a
context provider without specifying the absolute required values.

Based on our practical implementation we are unable to determined
whether our trustworthiness evaluation mechanism is useful, or whether
users understand the meaning and semantics of the trustworthiness val-
ues. This open question is addressed in the user survey described in
Chapter 5 of this thesis.

3.7 Summary and Final Considerations

In the area of Quality of Context (QoC) modeling our contribution is a
simplified and concise QoC model. Our QoC model is based on the exist-
ing literature and uses as a reference an existing ISO standard metrology
vocabulary. Our QoCmodel clearly distinguishes the important quality at-
tributes and clarifies the terminology of existing QoC models, providing a
more accurate and simplified QoC vocabulary. This model directly bene-
fits developers of context-aware service platforms because it improves the
understanding of the QoC attributes. It is also part of our contribution to
show how to apply our QoC model in a trust management mechanism to
support context-aware service providers in selecting trustworthy context
providers. Through our proof-of-concept prototype implementation we
demonstrated the feasibility of our QoC model and show how it can be
applied in practice.

We propose a new trust management model that supports the quan-
tification of trust degrees for aspect-specific trust relationships that are
relevant in our target context-aware service platform. Our model is ex-
tensible and considers trust aspects related to identity provisioning, pri-
vacy enforcement, context information provisioning, and context-aware
service provisioning. We identified the interdependencies between these
trust aspects and developed mechanisms based on a formalism for com-
bining these trust aspects in order to evaluate the resulting trust users have
in a context-aware service provider. We addressed two different resulting
trust calculations considering the two different user goals we distinguish:
privacy enforcement and context-based service adaptation. These goals
are derived from the trade-off between privacy and context-based service
adaptation related to the main goal of this thesis.

Based on our trust model and mechanisms specification we have de-
signed and implemented a proof-of-concept prototype that demonstrates
the technical feasibility of our contributions and show how our model
and mechanisms can be used to assist users and service providers in their
trust decisions and in the selection of trustworthy entities to interact with.
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Our trust management model and mechanisms were designed to be
applied in our target context-aware service platform. However, we fore-
see that our contributions could be easily applied to other service scenar-
ios. Our contributions in the area of trust management are generic and
extensible, and could be applied to other sets of trust relationships related
to different trust aspects and trust management requirements. We have
learned that in service oriented architectures trust relationships should
focus on reliability issues of specific services, and may be combined in an
overall trustworthiness assessment strategy that depends on the goals of
the stakeholders considering the dependencies between the service pro-
viders.

Even though we do not support in our trust management model and
mechanisms all possible scenarios, to the best of our knowledge we are the
first to provide a systematic analysis of the trust issues in context-aware
service platforms for different trust aspects. This analysis contributes to
a better understanding of the problems and future research in this area.
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Chapter4

Context-based Trust and Privacy
Management

This chapter 1 proposes a new concept for supporting context-based
management of authorizations and obligations, which we refer to as the
Context-Aware Management Domain (CAMD). Our CAMD concept extends
and integrates the context information model and Context Handling Plat-
form developed by Dockhorn Costa [39] with the Ponder2 policy man-
agement framework [110, 116]. Our CAMD concept is motivated by the
limitations of existing context-based policy management solutions that
focus either on authorization or on trust management policies and do not
support context-based obligation policies [75, 29, 27, 28].

Context-based obligations are important because privacy and trust
management obligations in a context-aware service platform are triggered
by changes in the context of the service users. This requirement is illus-
trated in the case studies of this chapter and on the user survey described
in Chapter 5. With our CAMD concept we support integrated context-
based management of QoC-aware authorizations, privacy obligations, and
trust management obligations.

We show the technical feasibility of our CAMD concept by applying it
in two case study prototype implementations: a context-aware health service
scenario inspired by the AWARENESS tele-monitoring scenario [41] and
an office-targeted context-aware service called Colleague Radar [92]. Our
case studies confirm the expressiveness of our CAMD concept to support
specification of context-based authorizations and obligations.

In the Colleague Radar case study we learn from a real context-aware
service about context-based privacy requirements and show the design
and implementation of an interface for user-centric context-based pri-

1Parts of this chapter have been published in papers [93], [94], and [97] which were
co-authored by the author of this thesis.
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vacy management. We also show how our CAMD concept implemented
using Ponder2 can be integrated with the XACML policy model. The in-
tegration with XACML provides evidence of the general applicability of our
CAMD concept in scenarios using other policy enforcement technologies
than Ponder2.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.1 presents our CAMD
concept. Section 4.2 shows the context-aware health service case study.
Section 4.3 describes the Colleague Radar case study. Section 4.4 concludes
this chapter with a summary of the contributions and final considerations.

4.1 Context-Aware Management Domains

In this section we present an overview of our Context-Aware Manage-
ment Domain (CAMD) concept, the information model, the component
architecture, a description of the required steps to specify a CAMD, and a
description of the information exchanged by the actors and components
of our architecture.

4.1.1 Overview

The objective of our Context-Aware Management Domain (CAMD) concept
is to support context-based management of trust and privacy preferences
using authorizations and obligations. In order to fulfill this objective we
integrate a general purpose policy management framework that supports
authorizations and obligations with a context management platform. The
result of this integration is our CAMD concept, which is essentially a
context-aware extension of theManagement Domain concept from the Pon-
der2 policy framework.

The context management platform selected by us to support the spec-Context management
platform ification and operationalization of our CAMD concept is the Context Han-

dling Platform (CHP) developed by Dockhorn Costa [39]. The CHP uses
the context information model that is extended by us in Chapter 3 of this
thesis for trust management purposes, including the concepts of entity,
identity, context information, and context situation. In this chapter we
use the architectural support provided by the CHP to realize these con-
cepts that consists of Context Information Providers, Context Managers,
and a Controller component. We chose Dockhorn Costa’s model because
of its expressiveness (see Subsection 2.1.1 and 2.1.3) and also because the
CHP was available through an open source implementation that could be
specialized and used by us in the first case study we introduce in this
chapter.

From the many general purpose policy-based management frame-Policy management
framework works available (see Subsection 2.3.1 for a list) we chose the Ponder2
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policy management framework [33, 32, 110] to support the specifica-
tion and operationalization of our CAMD concept. We chose Ponder2
because it provides a generic policy information model that could be spe-
cialized by us, and because an open source implementation is available.
For a detailed description of the Ponder2 framework we refer the reader
to Subsection 2.3.1.

Figure 4-1 presents our target context-aware service platform and il-
lustrates the deployment of policies in the service platform components2.
In the picture, we divide the administrative domain into a Management
Layer and an Operational Layer following the logical division of the Ponder2
framework. In the Colleague Radar case study the Policy Administrator, the
Service User, and the Context Owner roles from Figure 4-1 are all assigned to
the same entity, the person using the context-aware service.

Figure 4-1 Policy
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The target enforcement point of the QoC-aware authorizations and
privacy obligations we support with our CAMD concept are the Context
Providers and Context-Aware Service Providers. The target enforcement points
of the trust management obligations are the Trust Provider components de-
ployed in each administrative domain as depicted by our trust manage-
ment architecture in Section 3.6.

The Ponder2 policy information model specifies policy subjects and
targets individually or in groups by means of management domains. How-
ever, even when using management domains, the set of entities that are
members of a domain is static, and the system administrators have to as-

2We removed from the operation layer the description of the arrows representing
the interactions between the components of the context-aware service platform. The
meaning of the arrows is described in Subsection 2.1.4.
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sign manually the entities to the management domains. Our concept of a
Context-Aware Management Domain (CAMD) [93, 94] is a specialization
of a Management Domain from Ponder2, which is explicitly associated with
a context situation from the context information model we adopt.

A context situation captures a particular state of affairs specified through
a set of entities and context conditions. When the context conditions
evaluate to true, the situation begins to hold, and when the context con-
ditions evaluate to false, the situation ceases to hold. Our CAMD concept
is a sub-class of a management domain of Ponder2 that is populated with
the entities that are part of a context situation. When changes in the
context situation are detected by the Context Handling Platform (CHP) and
events are generated to capture these changes in the context situations
the CAMD membership, is also updated.

In order to illustrate the CAMD concept Figure 4-2 presents an exam-
ple where the management domain "persons close to Ricardo" is mapped
to the persons for which the location is at most ten meters away from
Ricardo’s location. In other words, a person becomes part of this domain
if his/her location changes to a point equal to or less than ten meters
away from Ricardo’s location, and leaves the domain if his/her location
changes to more than ten meters away from Ricardo’s location. In order
to monitor someone’s location, the Context Handling Platform implementa-
tion provided to us assumes that the location of a person is the location
of the person’s mobile phone or personal GPS receiver.

Figure 4-2
Context-Aware
Management Domain
(CAMD) membership
changes

Associated with

CAMD

Context change

For the "persons close to Ricardo" CAMD, the system administrator
can associate policies of different types, for example:
– Authorization: allow the entities that are in the domain (subject) ac-

cess (action) to Ricardo’s detailed contact information (target);
– Privacy obligation: when an entity leaves the domain "persons nearby

Ricardo" (event), Ricardo’s detailed contact information should be
deleted (action);

– Trust management obligation: when an entity enters the domain "per-
sons nearby Ricardo" (event), the trust degree for the aspect people
usually close to Ricardo should be increased (action). Ricardo may de-
cide to allow unrestricted access to his detailed contact information
in the future to people with a high trust degree for this aspect even
when they are not close by;
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Authorization policies specify actions that subjects are allowed to per-
form on targets. Obligation policies consist of an event, a condition, and
an action that is executed when the event is observed and the condition
holds. For the exemple obligation policies described above (privacy and
trust policies) the condition is not specified meaning that it is always true
and the action is executed whenever the event is observed.

As illustrated in Figure 4-2, a CAMD specification includes the spe-
cific context situation of interest and the set of policies that should be
(de-)activated when the membership in this management domain changes.
The (de-)activation of policies is managed automatically by the Ponder2
policy engine for traditional Management Domains and for CAMD in the
same way. The difference is that for CAMDs, the membership is managed
considering the changes in context situations.

In our examples, the entities in a context situation are always persons.
However, we do not restrict entities to being persons. Context situations
may be specified with respect to arbitrary entities, for instance, comput-
ing devices and buildings. This possibility is consistent with the CHP
context information model.

4.1.2 CAMD Information Model

Figure 4-3 presents our CAMD information model. Our CAMD model
defines a CAMD as a sub-class of the Management Domain class from the
Ponder2 information model. The CAMD class is associated with a Context
Situation class and, therefore, indirectly associated with the entities that
are part of the situation. In order to allow the entities of our context
model to be part of a management domain, we specify that a Managed
Object is a possible role of an Entity class.

The association of policies with CAMD is done in the same way as
specified by the Ponder2 information model, namely by means of targets
and subjects. We specialized the Ponder2 information model to allow
the definition of Quality of Context (QoC)-aware authorizations, privacy
obligations, and trust management obligations, in addition to the already
supported authorization and obligation policies by Ponder2 (Figure 4-3).

QoC-Aware Authorization policies are a special type of authorization poli-
cies where the allowed action is access to a specific context type and a
QoC level. A QoC-aware authorization policy specifies the maximum
QoC level the context provider is authorized to provide access to. For
example, Ricardo (target) may allow everybody (subject) access to his lo-
cation (context type) but only at city level and not at street level (QoC
level).

Privacy Obligation policies describe privacy protection actions that sub-
jects must perform on targets under certain conditions. A privacy obli-
gation policy could state, for instance, that a doctor must delete (action)
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Figure 4-3 CAMD
information model

all patient health data (targetRef) when the patient treatment is finished
(event), or that the "identity provider" must anonymize (action) the pa-
tient’s digital identity (targetRef) when a patient moves outside a hospital
(event). We consider privacy obligations to delete context, to decrease
context quality, and to anonymize context information instances.

Trust Management Obligation policies are used to manage the bootstrap-
ping and increase or decrease of trust values regarding different trust as-
pects for a specific entity (entityRef). One trust management obligation
policy could state that every time a doctor (entityRef) accepts to treat a
patient (event), the trust in the reliability of the "treating patient" aspect
of the specific doctor should be increased. The increase/decrease of trust
degrees is managed using the feedback mechanism we already described
in Chapter 3 of this thesis together with our aspect-specific trust man-
agement model, see Subsection 3.4.

4.1.3 Component Architecture

Figure 4-4 presents the architecture we define to support our CAMD
concept. In our CAMD architecture, the system administrator specifies
the CAMDs and the policies, and associates the policies with the CAMD.
The CAMD manager component interacts with the Context Handling
Platform by subscribing to context situations with Context Managers and
then receives situation event notifications when the situations of interest
begin and cease to hold. The CAMD manager is an specialization of the
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Ponder2 Policy Decision Point (PDP) that includes event subscription and
translation support to allow interoperability between the event formats of
the CHP and Ponder2 framework. The Policy Enforcement Points (PEPs) in
the CHP are the context manager and context provider components.

Figure 4-4
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The CAMD Manager subscribes to the Context Manager components from
the CHP in order to be notified about the events related to the context
situations of interest. We assume that the System Administrator is aware
of the supported context situations and events in the CHP, and uses this
context situation support as a tool to define the CAMD for the context-
aware service scenario under his/her administration.

When the CAMD Manager receives the notifications from the CHP, it
updates the working memory of the Ponder2 engine, updates the CAMD
GUI, and notifies the PEPs. The CAMD GUI displays for the system admin-
istrator the management domains in a hierarchical tree, which includes
the CAMD and static management domains. In the domain tree, the sys-
tem administrator can also see the entities that are part of the domains
and the policies that are specified in the system.

The system administrator in Figure 4-4 should specify and store the
CAMD and policy specifications in the CAMDs and Policies Database. The
CAMD Manager component reads the CAMDs and Policies Database and de-
ploys the policies in the respective PEPs. In Figure 4-4 the PEPs are
mapped to context managers and context information providers of the
CHP. The PEPs for trust management obligation policies are the Trust
Manager components deployed on each administrative domain.
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In our CAMD architecture we do not include all the components of
the Context Handling Platform. We do not use the Controller and Action
Resolver components because our CAMD manager does not deploy ECA
rules to trigger specific actions that could be delegated to the controller
component. The CAMD manager receives all the situation events from
the Context Managers and manages the changes in the CAMD membership
internally.

4.1.4 CAMD Specification and Information Exchanged

The specification of a CAMD consists of specifying a management do-
main, the events that should be monitored by the Ponder2 engine, and
the rules in the Ponder2 engine for adding and removing entities from
the management domain when the event notifications indicating that a
situation begins or ceases to hold are received. Listing 4-1 illustrates the
definition of the CAMD "Persons near Ricardo", the events that capture
the change in the context situation that someone identified by an identity
and name is near the entity Ricardo, and the rules that add and remove
the entities to the CAMD when the event notifications are received. The
listing also shows the creation of two simulated events when the situa-
tion NearRicardo is detected and begins to hold for the entity Maarten, and
when the situation ceases to hold. The specification of the CAMD and
the events should be done by the system administrator using the Ponder
Talk language.

Listing 4-1
Specification of the
CAMD NearRicardo
and the events and
policies for managing
the CAMD
membership

// Create the CAMD for the persons near Ricardo
root at: "camds" put: domain create.
root/camds at: "Persons_near_Ricardo" put: domain create.

// Create the event description and parameters
root/event at: "EnterTrueNearRicardo" put: (event create: #("identity" "name")).
root/event at: "EnterFalseNearRicardo" put: (event create: #("identity" "name")).

root/camds/Persons_near_Ricardo at: "camdCreate" put: (obligation create).
root/camds/Persons_near_Ricardo/camdCreate

event: root/event/EnterTrueNearRicardo;
action: [ :identity :name |

root/camds/Persons_near_Ricardo at: name put: identity].
root/camds/Persons_near_Ricardo/camdCreate active: true.

root/camds/Persons_near_Ricardo at: "camdDelete" put: (obligation create).
root/camds/Persons_near_Ricardo/camdDelete

event: root/event/EnterFalseNearRicardo;
action: [ :identity :name |

root/camds/Persons_near_Ricardo remove: name].
root/camds/Persons_near_Ricardo/camdDelete active: true.

root/event/EnterTrueNearRicardo create: #( "1" "Maarten" ).
root/event/EnterFalseNearRicardo create: #( "1" "Maarten" ).

After the CAMD is specified the system administrator can specify poli-
cies associated with the CAMD. Listing 4-2 illustrates the definition of an
authorization policy that authorizes all the entities that are members of
the CAMD root/CAMDs/PersonsNearRicardo to execute the action getIdentity
in the target entity Ricardo.
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Listing 4-2
Specification of a
policy that authorizes
all the entities near
the entity Ricardo to
access Ricardo’s
identity information

// Create the Policy to allow nearby persons access to Ricardo’s Identity
policy := authorization

subject: root/camds/Persons_near_Ricardo
action: "getIdentity"
target: root/ricardo.

policy active: true.
root/camds/Persons_near_Ricardo at: "AuthIdentity" put: policy.

The following list summarizes the dynamics of a CAMD specification,
including the entities that are involved, the interactions, and the informa-
tion exchanged by the actors and components in the CAMD architecture
described in Figure 4-4:
– Using PonderTalk, the system administrator specifies the CAMDs, the

structure of the events of interest from the CHP, the rules triggered
by the events to manage the CAMD membership, and the policies
referring to the CAMD, and stores these specifications in the CAMDs
and Policies database;

– The CAMD Manager retrieves the CAMDs and policies specification
from the CAMDs and policy database, subscribes to the CHP for the
situations’ events of interest, and deploys the policies in the PEPs;

– The CHP detects the context changes and notifies the CAMD Man-
ager about the situation events;

– The CAMDManager receives the event notifications, updates its work-
ing memory with respect to the changes in the domain’s membership,
notifies the PEPs, and updates the CAMD GUI according to these
changes.
In our architecture, we do not address synchronization and commu-

nication problems, which may occur when context situation events are
lost or when changes in context situations are generated during the spec-
ification and activation of a policy or CAMD. If the CAMD membership
changes after a specific access has been granted we do not revoke the
decision, only future requests for access will be denied.

4.2 Context-Aware Health Service Case Study

This section presents the first case study prototype implementation in
which we support system administrators in the context-based manage-
ment of QoC-aware authorizations, privacy obligations, and trust man-
agement obligation policies in a simulated context-aware health service
scenario. The context-aware health service scenario is a simulated ser-
vice and was not deployed in a real scenario. Our objective with this case
study was to evaluate the technical feasibility of our CAMD concept and
expressiveness to support the integrated specification of context-based
authorizations and obligations.
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4.2.1 Case Study Description

The objective of the context-aware health service is to improve the quality
of life of epileptic patients. Patients with epilepsy have to be under con-
stant vigilance in order to avoid dangerous situations because, during an
epileptic seizure, these patients might experience convulsions and might
hurt themselves. The context-aware health service improves the quality
of life of epileptic patients by monitoring their vital signs and detecting or
even predicting the occurrence of a seizure. When a seizure occurs or is
likely to occur, the health service notifies the patient as well as nearby and
available caregivers. Caregivers may be volunteers, usually family mem-
bers or neighbors of the patient, who agree to help the patient when a
seizure occurs. We implemented the following policies in our case study:
1. When an upcoming seizure is detected, caregivers who are nearby

and have an available status are notified and allowed access to the
precise patient’s location (QoC-aware Authorization);

2. Only caregivers who accept to help the patient are allowed access to
the patient’s health data (Authorization);

3. Caregivers who accept to help a patient have their trust value in-
creased for the availability trust aspect (trust management obliga-
tion);

4. When the seizure is over and the caregivers have completed their help
to the patient, the access authorization to the health data should be
removed and the caregivers are obliged to delete any data they have
stored about the patient (privacy obligation).

4.2.2 Prototype Implementation

In this case study, the context information and context situations were
generated using simulated context providers. Furthermore, the CHP does
not implement the algorithms for detecting epileptic seizures. These al-
gorithms are part of ongoing research, which was started in the AWARE-
NESS research project [119] by the partner Roessingh Research and De-
velopment [109].

All the context information and context situation support for the context-
aware health service was already implemented and provided to us by the
authors of the Context Handling Platform (CHP). The CAMD and policy
management support described in this section was implemented using
our specialization of the Ponder2 framework. Figure 4-5 shows the com-
ponents we implemented in this case study and the interactions between
the components.

In Figure 4-5 the CHP supports context providers regarding patient
activity, patient location, patient seizure detection, caregiver location, and caregiver
availability. The CHP supports a primitive event provider Caregiver accepts to
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help, which generates primitive events when a caregiver accepts to help a pa-
tient. The CHP also supports context managers that manage the situation
seizure, the situation "within range", and the situation "available". The
situation "within range" means that a caregiver is within a pre-defined
distance of 1000 meters from the patient, and the situation "available"
detects when the caregiver’s availability has the value "on call". In the
current implementation of the CHP, the Context Providers and Context Man-
agers components are accessible through distributed objects in Java RMI
and the Context Managers are implemented as rules in a JESS [20] rule
engine.

Figure 4-5 Prototype
screenshot
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Listing 4-3 presents the ECA rule we use in our case study to create
the situation Seizure by the Situation Seizure context manager. When there
is an epileptic alarm, a situation seizure is created and the patient and the
caregivers who are within range of the patient and who are available are
selected. This ECA rule, described in the ECA-DL language, has been
translated manually by the authors of the CHP into JESS rules and was
provided to us in their open source implementation. We included this
ECA-DL rule to illustrate how the situation seizure in the health scenario
case study is detected. For details on the ECA-DL language and all the
JESS rules defined for the situations in this scenario we refer the reader
to [39].

The CAMD Manager component in Figure 4-5 is implemented us-
ing the Policy Decision Point (PDP) from the Ponder2 framework. In
our implementation we specialized the Ponder2 PDP to support event
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Listing 4-3 ECA rule
for detecting the
Seizure situation and
selecting the patient
and nearby and
available caregivers

Scope (EpilepticPatient.*; patient) {
Upon EpilepticAlarm (patient)
Do Seizure(patient, Select (CareGiver.*; caregivers; (

isCareGiverOf (caregivers, patient) and
SituationWithinRange (patient, caregivers) and
SituationCareGiverAvailable(caregivers))

)
)

}

subscription and translation for interoperability between the CHP and
Ponder2 framework. The CAMD manager component subscribes to the
context manager and converts the events received to events of the Pon-
der2 framework. Using PonderTalk, we implemented the policies for
creating/deleting CAMDs and for deploying the respective policies of the
health scenario.

The Ponder2 implementation we used does not provide support for
remote policy enforcement points (PEP). Policies are centralized, eval-
uated, and enforced by the Ponder2 engine in the Java Virtual Machine
that is executing the Ponder2 PDP. For this reason, we did not integrate
the Ponder2 engine with the distributed context providers in the CHP.
We could only experiment with the simulated situation events from the
CHP and verify the deployment of the policies in our simulated environ-
ment. A newer version of Ponder2 released after we implemented our
prototype support remote managed objects but it was not feasible for us
to change our prototype after the new version of the Ponder2 framework
was released.

Figure 4-6 shows the interface that simulates the context information
developed by us for testing our CAMD implementation. This interface
is integrated with the CHP and generates context information changes
and primitive event notifications. The context information and primitive
events are input for the Context Manager components that detect the
specified context situations. When the CHP receives the context changes,
and detects situations user JESS rules, our CAMD manager component is
notified and possibly create/remove entities from the specified CAMDs.

Figure 4-7 presents our CAMD graphical user interface (GUI). The
GUI displays the available domains in a tree structure on the left side
and the details of each domain on the right side using tabs. For each do-
main, the tabs on the right side show the associated policies. We did not
implement in our interface a visualization or authoring interface for the
PonderTalk rules that manage the CAMD membership or policies. We
also do not provide a management domain editor in our implementation.
Previous versions of the Ponder framework [33] support a graphical do-
main editor and we expect that this will be available in future Ponder2
releases.
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Figure 4-6 Context
simulator interface
integrated with
Context Handling
Platform (CHP)

Figure 4-7 Health
scenario prototype
graphical user
interface

For illustration purposes, one of the PonderTalk policies defined in
our prototype for creating the CAMD "Imminent Seizure" from Figure 4-
7 is presented below (Listing 4-4). This PonderTalk policy creates CAMD
sub-domains under the "Imminent Seizures" domain, upon the occur-
rence of an epileptic seizure alarm (EnterTrueSeizure). In this example,
the hierarchy and the structure of the management domains follows a
pre-defined model. The system administrator is free to design the most
suitable CAMD structure to match the application scenario and the policy
requirements. .
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In our current prototype, the system administrator is responsible for
the definition of the corresponding PonderTalk rules for managing the
domain membership, and also for defining the appropriate CAMD struc-
ture considering the service scenario and the context situations of inter-
est. The definition of these PonderTalk rules requires knowledge about
the PonderTalk language 3. The CAMD structure in our case study is
composed of the patient having the seizure, the nearby caregivers, and the
caregivers who accepted to help the patient.

Listing 4-4 When
EnterTrueSeizure event
is received create the
CAMD structure

camdCreate := obligation create.
camdCreate
event: EnterTrueSeizure;
condition: [1==1];
action: [
// Event parameters
:patient :startTime :nearbyAvailableCaregivers |
//
patientName := patient getName.
camdName := "Seizure_patient_" + patientName.
camd := createDomain value: root/Health_domain/Imminent_seizures value: camdName.
//
domCaregiversAcceptedToHelp := createDomain value: camd
value: "Caregivers_that_accepted_to_help".
//
domNearbyAvailableCaregivers := createDomain value: camd
value: "Nearby_and_available_caregivers".
nearbyAvailableCaregivers do: [ :caregiver |
domNearbyAvailableCaregivers at: (caregiver getName) put: caregiver].
//
domStartTime := createDomain value: camd value: "Start_time".
domStartTime at: startTime put: startTime.
//
domPatient := createDomain value: camd value: "Patient".
domPatient at: patientName put: patient.

// CAMD policies go here
];
active: true.
root/policy at: "camdCreate" put: camdCreate.

The PonderTalk policy defined in Listing 4-5 is triggered by the event
generated by the context provider when the caregiver who is near a patient
having a seizure accepts to help. This event is a primitive event and is
not related to any specific context situation. A context situation could
be defined if this were of interest to the service developer. This policy
executes an action to increase the trust in the caregiver for the specific
trust aspect of being reliable in accepting to help a patient having a seizure.
Caregivers with high trust with respect to the availability trust aspect are
considered more trustworthy to help in the future, and a low trust value
for a caregiver might indicate that this caregiver should be replaced by a
more trustworthy person.

The PonderTalk policy defined in Listing 4-6 is triggered by the end
of the situation "seizure". This policy removes the management domain
from the hierarchy of domains, which also triggers an update to the graph-

3All the policies specified using PonderTalk for the Health Service case study are pre-
sented in the Appendix A.
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ical user interface, and triggers privacy obligations. When the domain is
removed the authorization policies are removed and all previous allowed
authorizations to access to the patient’s health data are revoked for the
caregiver. This policy also executes privacy obligations to delete all pa-
tient data that has been accessed by the caregivers during the seizure.

Listing 4-5 When
CaregiverAcceptedTo-
Help event is received
update CAMD
structure and execute
trust management
obligation

camdUpdate := obligation create.
camdUpdate
event: CaregiverAcceptedToHelp;
condition: [1==1];
action: [

// Event parameters
:patient :caregiver |

patientName := patient getName.
camdName := "Seizure_patient_" + patientName.
root print: "Updating CAMD [" + camdName + "]".
camd := root/Health_domain/Imminent_seizures resolve: camdName.

root print: " - updating caregivers that accepted to help".
domCaregiversAcceptedToHelp := camd resolve: "Caregivers_that_accepted_to_help".

caregiverName := (caregiver getName).
domCaregiversAcceptedToHelp at: caregiverName put: caregiver.

root print: "Increasing trust in caregiver: " + caregiverName.
/root/trust/trustProvider increaseTrust: caregiver.

];
active: true.
root/policy at: "camdUpdate" put: camdUpdate.

Listing 4-6 When
EnterFalseSeizure is
received delete CAMD
structure revoking
access to location and
health data, and fulfill
privacy obligations

// When CaregiverAcceptedToHelp is received delete CAMD structure
camdDelete := obligation create.
camdDelete
event: EnterFalseSeizure;
condition: [1==1];
action: [
// Event parameters
:patient |
//
patientName := patient getName.
camdName := "Seizure_patient_" + patientName.
root print: "Deleting CAMD [" + camdName + "]".
camd := root/Health_domain/Imminent_seizures resolve: camdName.
domCaregiversAcceptedToHelp := camd resolve: "Caregivers_that_accepted_to_help".
caregivers := domCaregiversAcceptedToHelp listObjects.
caregivers do: [ :value |
value deleteHealthData: (patient getName).
value deleteLocation: (patient getName).
].
camd removeAll.
root/Health_domain/Imminent_seizures remove: camdName.
];
active: true.
root/policy at: "camdDelete" put: camdDelete.

4.2.3 Discussion and Lessons Learned

Our objective with this case study was to evaluate the technical feasibil-
ity and expressiveness of our CAMD concept to support the specification
of context-based authorizations and obligations. We used the context-
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aware health service scenario to perform this evaluation. From the policy
examples and CAMD implementation of the health service scenario we
conclude that our CAMD concept is technically feasible and expressive to
allow the specification of context-based QoC-aware authorizations, pri-
vacy obligations, and trust management obligations.

Our prototype was implemented for the simulated context-aware health
service, and for this reason we can not be sure that our example policies
are realistic and correspond to the requirements if this service would be
deployed and used by real users. Our understanding of the policy manage-
ment requirements was limited to the scenario we description we chose
and the simulation we have performed using the implementation pro-
vided to us by the author of the Context Handling Platform [39]. As a
result of this case study we identified potential examples of policies that
could be defined for this service.

The policies in the case study were implemented in Ponder2, and
deployed in the Ponder2 policy engine. We did not evaluate policy en-
forcement mechanisms for the different types of policies because n im-
plementation of a policy enforcement component for Ponder2 external
to the Java Virtual Machine running the Ponder2 PDP was not available.
Because of this Ponder2 limitation, our prototype was limited to the spec-
ification and simulation of context-based policy dynamics without testing
the enforcement of these policies in the context provider components.
The enforcement of the policies in a distributed simulation impact the
performance of the system and is out of the scope of this thesis.

4.3 Colleague Radar Case Study

This section presents the second case study prototype implementation.
In this case study we provide support for users of a real context-aware
office service, called the Colleague Radar service, to specify personalized
context-based QoC-aware authorization policies. The context-aware of-
fice service was deployed at the Novay research institute in Enschede and
was being used by their employees. Our objective with this case study
is to evaluate the technical feasibility and to provide evidence that our
CAMD concept can be used with other policy enforcement frameworks
than Ponder2. The Colleague Radar service was already using the XACML
policy framework for authorization enforcement. It was part of our objec-
tives to learn about the service users’ context-based privacy requirements
and design an user interface for user-centric context-based privacy man-
agement.
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4.3.1 Case-Study Description

The Colleague Radar is a service targeted at an office environment and was
deployed for the employees of Novay in Enschede. The main objective of
the Colleague Radar service is to help the Novay employees find each
other when needed. Figure 4-8 shows the graphical user interface (GUI)
of the Colleague Radar service.

Figure 4-8 Colleague
Radar graphical user
interface

For each employee, the Colleague Radar GUI displays a list of buddies,
which is a list of colleagues of interest using icons in different colors for
each person. For each buddy, one can see his/her current location on
a 3-D map when the buddy is inside the office building, and on a 2-
D map (Google maps) when the buddy is outside the office building.
The Colleague Radar service allows employees to also see other types of
context, such as the schedule and appointments of the day and the instant
communication status (e.g., online, out to lunch, busy). The additional
context information is displayed by clicking on the corresponding icon of
the buddy and might not always be available.

4.3.2 Design of Privacy Control Support

The privacy control mechanism we designed for the Colleague Radar ser-
vice is divided into three different levels, which we named main, basic, and
advanced levels. This three-level approach is recommended by user stud-
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ies on privacy [120], according to the three different types of users: those
who have almost no privacy concerns and should have coarse-grained con-
trol; those who are pragmatic and need a medium level of privacy control;
and users who have a need for fine-grained control. Our main level allows
coarse-grained granularity of privacy control and low complexity, while
the advanced level presents the fine-grained granularity and relative high
complexity for the users to adjust their privacy. User studies also show
that users want a switch off option, to make themselves completely invisi-
ble at anytime.

The main and basic GUIs are presented in Figure 4-9, on the left and
right side, respectively. The main privacy screen is always visible for the
users of the Colleague Radar service in the service client GUI (see also
top left side of Figure 4-8) and presents options to allow everybody access
to the context information (default) or to allow only the buddies access
to the context information. We have also included in the main view:
– An invisible option available in the GUI using the Appear offline button;
– An option to reset the privacy settings and change back to the default

settings;
– A privacy preview option that shows to the user which context infor-

mation a person in the selected group is authorized to see and allows
users to visualize the effect of their privacy settings;

– An option to go to the basic privacy screen through the Options...
button.

Figure 4-9 Colleague
Radar main and basic
privacy control GUI

The basic GUI (Figure 4-9, right side) allows users to choose more
fine-grained pre-defined policy templates than in the main screen. On
the basic screen, users can select policy templates that are already context-
aware to allow buddies or colleagues access to their context depending on
the situation they or their colleagues or buddies are in. The templates
we chose for the main, basic, and advanced levels are the result of a user
survey [19] and represent the most common options mentioned by the
users of the system on which they would like to allow access to their con-
text information. From the basic view, users can also choose to access the
advanced screen using the "Options..." button.
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The advanced privacy screen (Figure 4-10) is the most fine-grained
control level for users, and is targeted at those users who are very con-
cerned with their privacy. On this screen, users define personalized pri-
vacy preferences using a natural language template structure filling in the
items of the template by selecting the appropriate context situations and
QoC level. The personalized privacy preference template is composed of
the following parameters: the context owners situation and time con-
straint (step 1), the context type and the allowed Quality of Context
(QoC) level (step 2), the group and context situation of the colleague re-
questing access to the context information (step 3). Each policy template
defines an authorization policy that permits access when all the param-
eters are matched in an authorization decision. Users are not allowed
to specify negative authorizations, which simplifies understandability and
conflict resolution because if one authorization policy evaluates to per-
mit, access is granted and no conflict with a negative authorization will
ever occur.

Figure 4-10 Colleague
Radar advanced
privacy control screen

We also provide users with a basic preference overlap conflict resolu-
tion screen (see Figure 4-11) that suggests to the user not to include a
privacy preference when there is already a preference that overlaps with
the preference that is being included. For instance, when a user has a
preference stating that "all colleagues in any situation can see my loca-
tion" and (s)he includes the preference "all colleagues inside the building
can see my location", the second preference is a sub-set of the prefer-
ence that is already defined. In this overlap case, the users is notified and
(s)he may choose to include the preference anyway or to avoid the redun-
dancy. We give this choice because users may want to specify redundant
preferences in order to clarify their reasoning.
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Figure 4-11 Policy
overlap screen

In order to help users understand their privacy preferences, we also
provide a Quiz question GUI (Figure 4-12). The idea behind the Quiz
questions is to allow users to verify if they understand their privacy pref-
erences. The system randomly generates a combination of the parameters
of the advanced privacy template and structures it in the form of a ques-
tion. The question is then presented to the user, at least once a day, on
the screen of the Colleague Radar application. The user can choose to
answer or ignore the question, and he/she can also see the number of
correct answers he/she has given. The answer is always "yes" or "no" and
is related to the possibility of some group of users being able to access
context information about the service user.

Figure 4-12 Quiz
question screen

4.3.3 Prototype Implementation

The Colleague Radar service was implemented using the Context Manage-
ment Framework [118], a framework developed by Novay, with native sup-
port for authorization policies in the eXtensible Access Control Markup Lan-
guage (XACML) standard. The support for XACML in the CMF was im-
plemented using Sun’s XACML Implementation [42], and was limited to
privacy policies defined by the system administrators without support for
(1) user-based privacy preferences personalization and (2) context-based
policies. Our objective in this case study is precisely to provide the users
of the Colleague Radar support for these two aspects.

Our CAMD information model and architecture are a specialization
of the Ponder2 policy framework and the Context Handling Platform (CHP),
and for this reason we had to implement policy mapping functionalities
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in order to use our CAMD concept in the Colleague Radar service. In ad-
dition to the mapping functionalities, we also designed a policy template
mechanism, to allow user-centric authoring of CAMD specifications. This
was necessary because no graphical policy editor was available that could
be used by unskilled service users to define their privacy preferences.

Figure 4-13 presents the architecture of the Colleague Radar service,
including the components of the CMF and of our CAMD architecture.
The components from our CAMD architecture are integrated into the
CMF framework and are presented in Figure 4-13 in the CAMDs frame-
work box. In the Colleague Radar architecture, users of the service access
the GUI to manage their profile information, to modify their privacy pref-
erences, and to visualize context information about other users. Access
requests for context information are redirected to the Context User Agent,
which is instantiated in CMF for each user and is responsible for the ac-
cess to all context information related to that user. The Context User Agent
accesses the Context Providers and retrieves the context information that has
been requested.

Figure 4-13
Architecture of the
Colleague Radar
context-aware service
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The Context User Agent is the XACML Policy Enforcement Point (PEP)
and makes context authorization decisions requests to the XACML Pol-
icy Decision Point (PDP). The XACML PDP retrieves policies that are
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applicable to the authorization decision requests from the XACML Policies
Database and evaluates the XACML policies. For each authorization deci-
sion request, the PDP replies to the PEP with an authorization decision,
which can be either Deny or Permit.

XACML policies are composed of attributes and attribute values that
are resolved through the Policy Information Point (PIP) component (Figure
4-13). We encoded CAMD as attributes in the XACML policies and mod-
ified the PIP component to establish the CAMD attribute value (a.k.a. re-
solve) with our CAMD Manager component. The CAMD attribute indicates
the CAMD membership of an entity for the specified CAMD attribute.
For example, the attribute camd:inbuilding is resolved to true if the entity is
currently a member of the respective CAMD inbuilding. The PIP compo-
nent also resolves attributes from the XACML policies querying the User
Profile and Privacy Preferences Database to verify, for instance, whether a user
is a buddy of another user.

In Figure 4-13, we also show the Policy Translator component, which is
responsible for the translation of user-authored privacy preferences and
domain policies to XACML specifications. Policies in XACML are written
using the eXtensible Markup Language and are composed of rules that
should be evaluated by the PDP. XACML policies are composed of lists
of Target, Subject, Resource, Action, and an Obligation and can be grouped
in a collection called PolicySet. The Target specifies to which authorization
request the policy is applicable, the Subject specifies which entities are re-
questing the access, and the Resource specifies to which entities the access
is being requested4.

Actions in the CMF are mapped to access to context information. For
instance, Location is an action that is mapped to the location of the em-
ployees. The Obligation in an XACML policy represents actions that must
be performed by the PEPs when the authorization decision is returned.
In CMF, the obligations in the policies are used to specify Quality of Con-
text (QoC) degradations. The Location action could be combined with an
obligation of InOutBuilding, which means that the exact location should
not be revealed by CMF but only the relative location of the employee
with respect to the office building.

Figure 4-14 shows the information model of the policy template we
use to simplify the authoring of CAMD specifications. This policy tem-
plate represents the specification of a QoC-aware authorization, and con-
tains the subject and target of the authorization, the context type and QoC
level, time and group constraints for the subject and target, and context
situation for subject and target. An example policy for this template in
natural language is: Ricardo (target) allows all (subject) his buddies (subject
group constraint) that are inside of the office building (subject situation) access to

4For a complete description of XACML, we refer the reader to [45].
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his location in/outside of the building (context and QoC level) when Ricardo himself
is also inside of the building (target situation) during office hours (time constraint).
The policy template structure is precisely the structure of our advanced
privacy control screen (see Figure 4-10). Our Policy Translation component
generates XACML policies from this policy template specification.

Figure 4-14 Model of
the policy template for
CAMD

Listing 4-7 presents the respective XACML policy encoding for the
policy that allows all colleagues of an employee that are in his/her buddies
group access to the employee’s location when the employee is inside the
office building5. This template is encoded as one of the domain policies
that are activated when the attribute DomainPolicy_4 has any value or is
present. This policy checks the group of the entity requesting access to the
context information and the CAMD membership of the context owner.

Listing 4-7 XACML
policy for checking
user group and CAMD
membership

<Policy PolicyId="DomainPolicy_4" RuleCombiningAlgId="permit-overrides">
<Description>DomainPolicy_4: Allow Buddies access if I’m in the office</Description>
<Target>
<Resources><Resource><ResourceMatch MatchId="function:string-equal">
<AttributeValue DataType="string">true</AttributeValue>
<ResourceAttributeDesignator
AttributeId="preference:ColleagueRadar:DomainPolicy_4"
MustBePresent="false" DataType="string" />

</ResourceMatch></Resource></Resources>
<Subjects><Subject><SubjectMatch MatchId="string-equal">
<AttributeValue DataType="string">Buddies</AttributeValue>
<SubjectAttributeDesignator AttributeId="subject:subject-group"
DataType="string" MustBePresent="false"/>

</SubjectMatch></Subject></Subjects>
</Target>
<Rule Effect="Permit" RuleId="DomainPolicy_4" >
<Condition FunctionId="boolean-is-in">
<AttributeValue DataType="boolean">true</AttributeValue>
<ResourceAttributeDesignator AttributeId="camd:inbuilding" DataType="boolean"/>

</Condition>
</Rule>

</Policy>

All policies in CMF are configured with a permit-overrides policy com-
bining algorithm because if any of the applicable policies in an authoriza-
tion decision returns the permit decision as a result of its evaluation, then
the resulting authorization decision should be evaluated to permit even if

5All the policies specified using XACML for the Colleague Radar case study are pre-
sented in the Appendix B.
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other policies return deny as a result of their evaluation. We defined this
combining approach because a default deny policy was specified matching
all subjects and targets and the user specified policies were simply more
specific policies allowing access. Therefore, if the user specified no policy
all the access requests are denied as a result of the default policy. This
approach is similar to a white-listing, all request are denied and specific
requests that match a permit policy are allowed.

4.3.4 Discussion and Lessons Learned

Our case study shows that using CAMDs we are able to support user-
centric management of context-based QoC-aware authorizations. The
QoC-aware authorizations are personalized for each employee using the
Colleague Radar service. We also show the general applicability of our
CAMD concept through the integration with the XACML policy model.

We based the design of our context-based policies on the results of a
user survey [19]. Considering the the results of this user survey we con-
firmed that there is a requirement for personalized context-based privacy
preferences on different levels of granularity, which shows the relevance
of our CAMD concept. The policies we specified are based on inter-
views and feedback of users and developers of the Colleague Radar service
and provide a better understanding of the privacy requirements because
it considers a real service scenario.

The Colleague Radar case study shows that context-based overlapping
policies may be defined if users are empowered with personalized privacy
preferences, and mechanisms and tools are needed to prevent redundant
specifications. It is important that the users understand their privacy pref-
erences and that they are able to verify their knowledge, preferably dur-
ing the policy authoring task, to avoid the specification of redundant or
conflicting policies. The verification of the users knowledge about their
specifications can be done using the Privacy Quiz mechanism proposed by
us.

4.4 Summary and Final Considerations

In this chapter, we introduced a new concept called Context-Aware Man-
agement Domain (CAMD). Our CAMD concept allows flexible and dy-
namic context-based policy management for context-aware service plat-
forms. We confirmed the technical feasibility of our CAMD concept through
two case studies: a context-aware health service and a context-aware of-
fice service. In our case studies we showed the that the CAMD concept
is not limited to a specific policy implementation because we success-
fully applied it in two policy framework implementations: Ponder2 and
XACML.
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One major advantage of our CAMD concept is the integrated support
for specification of context-based authorizations and obligations. We are
not aware of any other context-based policy management mechanism that
provides this support. In our case studies, we confirm the expressiveness
of our CAMD concept through examples of QoC-aware authorizations,
privacy obligations, and trust management obligations. Because this poli-
cies are associated to a CAMD, the subjects and targets are dynamically
determined considering the detection of context situations.

In the Colleague Radar case study we propose policy templates to reduce
complexity in user-centric policy authoring. Policy templates allow users
to author policies in a straightforward and simple way. We have developed
three levels of policy templates for QoC-aware authorization policies:
– A generic level for users unconcerned with privacy, with two options

to allow or deny all the access;
– An intermediate level for users concerned with privacy with ten dif-

ferent policy templates already filled in;
– An advanced level for users very concerned with privacy, which allows

fine-grained policy template specification.
We observed in the Colleague Radar case study that policy overlaps

occur if users are allowed to specify fine-grain policies. Policy overlaps
can not be detected in an efficient way at policy specification time when
CAMDs are used. Overlaps can not be detected efficiently because the
context situations associated to CAMDs are defined using arbitrary con-
ditions over context information instances. As a result, CAMDs that de-
pend on these situations might deploy overlapping policies with redun-
dant or contradictory enforcement outcomes. For example, a policy may
be specified to deny access to patient data when people are outside of the
building and allow access to doctors on duty. It is not clear if a doctor on
duty outside of the office building should be allowed access.

In our case study of the Colleague Radar service, we only allow positive
authorizations; therefore, the only damage for users in case overlapping
policies are specified is the confusion of having a redundant policy spec-
ification. For example, a policy allowing everybody access is redundant
to a policy that allows buddies access because the access to everybody is
already allowed. We were able to detect policy overlaps specified using
our templates and implemented a mechanism to inform the users about
the redundancy, letting them decide if they want to keep the redundant
policy specification. In some cases redundant policy specifications might
state more clearly for the users what is specified in their policies and in
which context situations access is authorized.

We have also observed with our case studies that, depending on the
complexity of the policies, it might be hard for users to know what policies
are in place and which information is being accessed by the other entities.
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To overcome this difficulty, we developed two tools that are promising on
this respect: the Privacy Quiz and the Privacy Preview options. In a prelimi-
nary survey, users have positively evaluated these tools [19].



Chapter5

User Survey

The goal of this thesis is to support users and providers of a context-
aware services in managing the trade-off between privacy (of context in-
formation) and context-based service adaptation. To achieve this goal our
contributions are trust selection mechanisms and a context-based policy
management concept called CAMD detailed respectively in Chapters 3
and 4 of this thesis. In this chapter, we describe the validation of these
contributions through a web-based survey.

The focus of our survey is twofold; to evaluate the usefulness, usability,
and validity aspects of our contributions, and to learn about the goals and
choices of the survey participants. More specifically, the objectives of our
survey were:
– Usability:

– Evaluate whether the survey participants understand the con-
cepts in our trust management model;

– Evaluate if the survey participants understand the different roles
in a context-aware service platform;

– Evaluate if the survey participants understand the difference with
respect to trust aspects when choosing the context providers,
identity providers, and service providers;

– Evaluate if the survey participants understand are able to pro-
vide their trust beliefs about these trust aspects for the different
providers.

– Usefulness:
– Evaluate if the survey participants would like to receive trust rec-

ommendations;
– Evaluate if the survey participants agree that personalized context-

based privacy preferences are useful.
– Validity:

– Evaluate if the survey participants agree with the recommenda-
tions provided by our trust management mechanism for context
information providers, identity providers, and service providers;
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– Learning:
– Learn about trust and privacy requirements in a context-aware

service platform in order to better understand the trust and pri-
vacy goals of the survey participants, learn which trust and pri-
vacy issues are important for them when using a context-aware
service, and get examples of context-based privacy preferences.

This chapter is further organized as follows. Section 5.1 describes our
validation method and approach. Section 5.2 details the survey structure.
Section 5.3 describes the profile of the survey participants. Section 5.4
shows the validation questions and the results of our trust management
model and mechanism. Section 5.5 presents the evaluation questions and
the results of our context-based management mechanism. Section 5.6
wraps up this chapter with a summary and final considerations.

5.1 Method and Approach

The method we follow to evaluate the usefulness, usability, and validity of theValidation method

results of this thesis is an general opinion user survey [44]. In our survey,
we introduce a context-aware service scenario and ask questions about
the choices and the trust beliefs of the survey participants with respect
to the context providers, the identity providers, and the context-aware
service providers. In the service scenario, the survey participants assume
the role of context-aware service users.

Our survey consists of a set of open and closed questions designedScope of the
validation to be self-administered through a web interface. We asked people to fill

in our survey through an email message, which explains that our survey
was about trust and privacy issues of a new service called Friend Radar.
Participants of self-administered surveys have the tendency to stop partic-
ipating in the middle of the survey (drop-off) if the survey is too long or
complex [123]. In order to keep our survey simple, short, and to avoid
long and complex explanations about terminology and concepts we:
– do not indicate explicitly in the email and in our survey that it was

about a context-aware service;
– do not include QoC aspects because our contribution in this area are

targeted at developers of context-aware services and not at end-users;
– do not include in our survey the validation of context-based manage-

ment of trust relationships.
An evaluation of all our contributions would have increased consider-

ably the complexity and size of our survey, due to the number of terms
and concepts that would have to be introduced to our survey participants.
We limit our survey to the validation of the concepts and trust manage-
ment mechanisms we propose to support users of context-aware services
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in selecting trustworthy context, identity, and service providers, and to
the evaluation of our CAMD concept for context-based policy manage-
ment through examples of authorization policies.

Because context-aware services are not yet widely available and it isValidity and statistical
significance not yet clear for us who the target population of context-aware services is,

we applied our survey to the sample population that was readily available
and convenient for us to reach. This type of sampling approach is called
non-probability sampling, and does not allow us to make generalizations
about the total population because the results would not be representa-
tive. Our survey was sent to colleagues, co-workers, research peers and
collaborators. For these reasons, our survey results are only an indication
of the usefulness, usability and validity of the contributions of this thesis
and do not support statistically valid generalizations of our conclusions.

We sent an email asking people to fill in our survey to research col-
laborators, colleagues, and to the following universities, research projects,
and research institutions mailing lists:
– Information Systems (IS) research group, Databases (DB) research

group, Distributed and Embedded Security (DIES) research group,
and Design and Analysis of Communication Systems (DACS) research
group of the Computer Science Department of the University of
Twente, Enschede, the Netherlands;

– Novay, Enschede, the Netherlands;
– AWARENESS research project;
– Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul (UFRGS), Porto Alegre,

Brazil;
– Federal University of Vitória (UFES), Vitória, Brazil.

The complete text of our survey is described in appendix C. Figure
5-1 summarizes the structure we followed in the evaluation survey. Our
survey steps were:
– Survey introduction: explains the goal and structure of our survey;
– Step 1: describes a context-aware service scenario for a service called

Friend Radar;
– Step 2 - goal and choices: asks our survey participants what is impor-

tant for them when using the Friend Radar service and their choices
of context providers for location and activity information, identity
provider, and service provider;

– Step 3 - trust beliefs: asks our survey participants to specify their
trust beliefs for the providers from step 2 with respect to the trust as-
pects of context information provisioning, privacy enforcement, and
identity provisioning. We refer to the trust beliefs in our survey as
ratings;

– Step 4 - evaluation questions: shows to our survey participants the
output of our trust management mechanism with respect to the
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choices of providers taking into account our survey participants’ goal
from step 2 and ratings from step 3. We refer to the output of our
trust mechanism as our recommendation of providers. In this step, we also
asked evaluation questions related to our trust management model
and CAMD concept;

– Save the results: expresses gratitude to our survey participants and
save their results in a file.

Figure 5-1 Survey
structure

Survey introduction

Description of scenario (Step 1)

Trust beliefs/ratings (Step 3)

Goal and choices (Step 2)

Evaluation questions (Step 4)

Trust Management Mechanism

Save the results

Survey Introduction
In the introduction of our survey, we explain to the survey participants
that our objective with this survey is to learn their choices and opin-
ions with respect to the trust and privacy issues of a service called Friend
Radar. We explain to the survey participants:
– The functionality offered by the Friend Radar service: the service runs on

your mobile phone and allows you and your friends to visualize loca-
tion and activity information about each other;

– The completion time of the survey: around 15 minutes;
– Our privacy policy with respect to the survey data: all data provided will be

kept private and will be used only for research purposes;
– The attitude we expect them to adopt when completing the survey: the Friend

Radar service is not available and we asked the survey participants to
answer the survey questions to the best of their knowledge, imagining
that they are a user of the Friend Radar service and of the technolo-
gies related to it.
We also asked the survey participants to fill in their email address,

age, gender, whether their background is in computer science/engineer-
ing, their country of residence, and whether they are familiar with the fol-
lowing technologies: smartphone or PDA, GPS navigation, wireless net-
works, MS Outlook calendar, and Skype. The objective of these questions
is to determine the profile of the survey participants.
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Step 1 - Description of the Friend Radar Service
The Friend Radar service is an adaptation of the Colleague Radar service
described in Chapter 4 of this thesis. We chose the Friend Radar ser-
vice because it was an easy way to introduce to the survey participants
the concepts and information providers involved in the provisioning of a
context-aware service. Furthermore, this service scenario is adequate to
illustrate the applicability of the models and mechanisms proposed by this
thesis.

In step, 1 we 1:
– explain to the survey participants the startup and login screens of the

service and explain they can use digital identities from different pro-
viders; we state as examples Google, Skype, and the university or company
they work for;

– explain to the survey participants that it is possible to see the loca-
tion and activity information of their friends and other people, and
that the availability of this information depends on their privacy pref-
erences and vice versa: friends can see their location or activity de-
pending on their privacy preferences settings;

– show to the survey participants the screens of the Friend Radar ser-
vice to control their privacy preferences at three different granularity
levels using groups, context situations, and personalized context sit-
uations;

– explain the privacy quiz and the privacy preview screens of the Friend
Radar service.

Step 2 - Choice of Providers
In the second step of the survey, we ask the survey participants to an-
swer five questions about the Friend Radar service. The questions are
related to their goal when using the service and their choices of location,
activity, identity, and service provider. Our objective with these questions
is to determine which providers the survey participants would choose
for the Friend Radar service. Our assumption was that different people
would choose different providers based on their goal and trust beliefs.
The questions and possibilities of choices in this step of the survey are:
– Goal when using the service: Your main goal when using the service is the

protection of your privacy or the functionality of the service provided
to you;

– Location information provider: you prefer that your location informa-
tion is determined using your GSM cell location available through
your mobile phone operator, your wireless base station location pro-
vided by your university/company, it does not matter (both sources
are fine), or you do not understand the difference;

1For details, please consult appendix C.
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– Activity information provider: you prefer that your activity information
is retrieved from your calendar (e.g., MSOutlook) available through
you university/company, your activity detected through sensors (e.g.,
accelerometers) in your mobile phone trough your mobile phone op-
erator, it does not matter (both sources are fine), or you do not un-
derstand the difference;

– Identity provider: you prefer to be identified by your university/com-
pany, your Skype account, your Google account, anyone of the iden-
tities are fine, or you do not understand the difference;

– Service provider: you prefer to use the Friend Radar service provided by
your university/company, by your mobile phone operator, by Google,
anyone of the service providers are fine, or you do not understand
the difference.

Step 3 - Trust Beliefs
In the third step, we ask the survey participants to rate their level of
agreement or disagreement with a list of ten statements related to the
Friend Radar service. The ratings correspond to the set of trust degrees we
introduce in our trust management model described in Section 3.3 of this
thesis, and the statements correspond to the different trust aspects for each
of the choices of providers introduced in Step 2 of the survey. The trust
aspects are the same we propose in our trust management model. We ask
the survey participants to provide their ratings for the following roles and
trust aspects:
– Location information providers: for the trust aspects of location informa-

tion provisioning and privacy enforcement;
– Activity information providers: for the trust aspects of activity information

provisioning and privacy enforcement;
– Identity providers: for the trust aspect of identity provisioning;
– Service providers: for the trust aspect of privacy enforcement.

The ratings were labeled and explained to the survey participants ac-
cordingly to the semantics of the mapping of trust degrees to the Subjec-
tive Logic triangle of opinions also introduced in Section 3.3 of this thesis
and repeated here in Figure 5-2.

We instructed the survey participants to interpret the ratings accord-
ing to the following semantics:
– Strongly agree: I have reasons to believe in the statement and I am

very sure. Equivalent to Very Trustworthy opinion;
– Agree: I have reasons to believe in the statement but I am not sure.

Equivalent to Trustworthy opinion;
– Don’t know: I do not have reasons to believe or disbelieve. Equivalent

to Unknown opinion;
– Disagree: I have reasons to disbelieve in the statements but I am not

sure. Equivalent to Untrustworthy opinion;
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– Strongly disagree: I have reasons to disbelieve in the statements and I
am very sure. Equivalent to Very Untrustworthy opinion;

– I do not understand this statement: the statement is not clear to me.

Figure 5-2 SL triangle
partition

Very Trustworthy

Trustworthy

Very Untrustworthy

Untrustworthy

Certain

Uncertain
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Changes about even (unknown)

Step 4 - Evaluation Questions
In step 4, we displayed to the survey participants their choices for step 2
and evaluated if the survey participants’ choices of providers were in agree-
ment with the output of our trust management mechanism. The output of our
trust management mechanism was generated using as input the survey
participants’ goals from Step 2 (privacy or service functionality) and the
ratings from Step 3. We referred to the output of our trust mechanism in
the survey as our recommendation of providers.

In this step of the survey, we were interested in evaluating the validity
of our trust management mechanism to support users of context-aware
services in selecting trustworthy service providers according to their goals.
The output of our trust management mechanism is a list of trustworthi-
ness values for context-aware service providers given as input the trust-
worthiness values for the identity provider, the context provider, and the
service provider for the trust aspects of identity provisioning, context in-
formation provisioning, and privacy enforcement. For more details, refer
to Subsection 3.6.1 of this thesis.

Figure 5-4 presents a summary of the informal reasoning behind our
trust management mechanism that was implemented in our survey. This
reasoning represents precisely the resulting trust calculation proposed in
Chapter 3 of this thesis in Figure 3-13. This figure is repeated here in
Figure 5-3. The objective of the recommendation is always to maximize
the trustworthiness of the selected service providers.

The reasoning of our trust management mechanism depends on the
selected goal of the user: privacy meaning a Privacy-Focused User, or the
functionality of the service meaning a (Service-Focused User). The recom-
mendation based on our trust management mechanism is the following:
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Figure 5-3 Resulting
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– If the goal of the survey participant is privacy, and the combination
of the trust degrees (ratings) for the privacy enforcement trust aspect
is unknown, trustworthy, or very trustworthy, the trust management
mechanism recommends the MORE trustworthy identity and context
providers together with the more trustworthy service providers for
the privacy enforcement trust aspect. This strategy maximizes the
trustworthiness of context and identities considering that privacy is
protected;

– If the goal of the survey participant is privacy, and the combination
of the trust degrees (ratings) for the privacy enforcement trust as-
pect is untrustworthy, or very untrustworthy, the trust management
mechanism recommends the LESS trustworthy identity and context
providers together with the more trustworthy (or less untrustwor-
thy) service providers for the privacy enforcement trust aspect. This
strategy minimizes the trustworthiness of context and identities con-
sidering that privacy is NOT protected;

– If the goal of the survey participant is the functionality of the service
the trust management mechanism recommends the MORE trustwor-
thy identity and context providers together with the more trustwor-
thy service provider for the privacy enforcement trust aspect. This
strategy maximizes the trustworthiness of context and maximizes the
privacy protection.
We applied our mechanism to cover all the possible choices of provi-

ders according to the ratings provided by the survey participants in step
3, taking into account the survey participants’ goal from step 2. This
allowed us to compare the output of our trust management mechanism
to the survey participants’ choices for all the possible choices of activity
information providers, context providers, identity providers, and service
providers. Furthermore, it allowed us to assess individually which of their
choices of providers is in agreement with the recommendation of our
trust management mechanism.
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Figure 5-4 Reasoning
of trust management
mechanism in user
survey
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After displaying the output of our trust management mechanism, we
explained to the survey participants which of their choices of providers
were in accordance with the output of our trust mechanism and we ex-
plained why our trust management mechanism made the recommenda-
tion. For the choices of the survey participants with respect to the provi-
ders that were not in accordance with the output of our trust mechanism,
we gave the participant the option to change his/her mind and agree with
our recommendation. Based on this reasoning we could cluster the survey
participants into three groups:
1. The choices of the survey participant were in agreement with the recommenda-

tion of our trust management mechanism;
2. The choices of the survey participant were not in agreement with the recom-

mendation of our trust management mechanism and he/she agreed to change
his/her choices to agree with the recommendation after reading the explanation
of the recommendation;

3. The choices of the survey participant were not in agreement with our trust
mechanism and the survey participant did not accept to change his/her choices.
In step 4, we provide the survey participants the opportunity to ex-

plain in open-ended questions why they decided to accept or not accept
the output of our trust management mechanism. Furthermore, we also
asked them 20 questions related to the evaluation of the usefulness and
usability of the trust management mechanism and the context-based pri-
vacy mechanism described in the Friend Radar service in Step 1. In the
evaluation of the context-based privacy mechanism the survey partici-
pants were only able to provide their opinion about what they understood
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of the context-based privacy mechanism based on a graphical representa-
tion and a short description of the mechanism functionality. This part of
the survey was not interactive and the participants were not able to use or
experience the privacy mechanisms.

Saving The Results
After completing step 4, the survey participants saw a message of gratitude
for their collaboration and their answers were saved for analysis.

5.2 Analysis of Survey Results

In this section, we present an analysis of our survey results. We do not
include all the survey data we collected. The complete set of data we col-
lected and analyzed is presented in Appendix B. The following list sum-
marizes the profiles of the 60 survey participants:
– 145 people accessed the survey introduction, 113 step 1, 89 step 2,

85 step 3, 84 step 4, and 60 the final step, which is a 53% drop-off
rate;

– The average time needed to complete the survey was 22 minutes;
– 38 of the survey participants identified themselves through their email

address (64 %);
– 48 were males (80 %);
– 82% were in the age range of 20 to 40 years old, one person was less

than 20 years old, and the remainder were more than 40 years old;
– 95% were from a computer science/engineering background;
– 75% resided in the Netherlands;
– 97% answered that they understand how the Friend Radar service

works.

5.2.1 Trust Management Model and Mechanism

In this subsection, we present the evaluation questions and results of our
survey with respect to our trust management model and mechanism for
the recommendation of trustworthy providers.

Choices of Goals and Providers
Our evaluation questions with respect to the choices of the survey partic-
ipants in Step 2 were:
– For how many people are the goals of privacy or the functionality of

the service more important?
– How many people choose, do not care about, or do not understand

the roles of location information provider, activity information pro-
vider, digital identity provider, and service provider?
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– Do people find it difficult to choose the providers?
– Which other goals, in addition to privacy and functionality of the

service, do people have in mind?
Our survey results show that 75% of the people think that privacy

is more important, while the rest of the people (25 %) think that the
functionality of the service is more important. About 50% of the people
do not care about the provider of their location information, 25% do
not care about the activity information provider, and about 20% of the
people do not care about the identity provider and service provider they
are going to use. A very small percentage of the people (less than 5%) did
not understand the difference between the location, identity, and service
provider roles. Our conclusion from these numbers is that almost all the
survey participants could understand the roles in a context-aware service
platform.

From Figure 5-5 we conclude that for the majority of survey par-
ticipants (65%), it was not difficult to choose the location information
providers, activity information providers, identity providers, and service
providers.

Figure 5-5 Pie chart
showing how many of
the survey participants
found it difficult to
choose the providers

The survey results show that a great majority of the survey participants
(84%) think that goals other than privacy or functionality of the service
are important. Our user survey included one open-ended question ask-
ing the survey participants to specify which other goals they believe are
important. From the answers to these questions, we confirmed that our
trust model is not complete with respect to the goals of context-aware
service users and could be extended to cover more goals. The answers for
this question were:
– Cost of the service free or provided at low costs. This goal was indi-

cated by 10 survey participants;
– Battery usage;
– User friendliness and ease of use;
– Usefulness and added value in terms of time saving;
– Increase of fun;
– Accuracy, availability, reliability, scalability, quality of service;
– Possibility to get rid of the service. We believe the survey participant

values the possibility of stop using the service;
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– Accessibility, coverage of the area, which friends are visible (i.e., what
do my friends use), not limiting the Friend Radar to a mobile phone
and providing it also on the Web;

– Integration with other services, e.g., social networks, twitter, mi-
croblogging; leaving a message at a certain location, for example, if
a buddy hits that spot, or is close by, a message pops up "You must
see this museum, it is awesome"; updating status of the user on the
web;

– Context-aware recommendation services: would function both as a
value aggregator, if able to provide useful recommendations to users,
and as an additional revenue generator to the providers (should be
done carefully in order to avoid overwhelming the users with useless
marketing). We believe an example is a restaurant recommendation
service that recommends restaurants based on the user profile, loca-
tion, and time of the day;

– Compatibility with all phone models;
– Safety, e.g., not revealing that my house is empty;
– Control, plausible denial, and embarrassment, e.g., don’t want friends

to know I don’t exercise.

Ratings or Trust Beliefs
In step 3 of our survey, we asked the survey participants to state their
trust beliefs, which we referred to in the survey as ratings. Our evaluation
questions with respect to the trust beliefs of the survey participants in
step 2 were:
– How many people understand the trust aspects of location informa-

tion provisioning, activity information provisioning, identity provi-
sioning, and privacy preferences enforcement?

– How many people find it difficult to provide their trust beliefs about
the providers?

– Howmany people would like to receive trust recommendations about
the providers?
From our survey results we conclude that the great majority of the

users (more than 95%) understood the trust aspects and were able to
provide ratings about them. Only 11% of the survey participants did not
understand the ratings related to the provisioning of identities and less
than 5% did not understand one of the other trust ratings related to the
provisioning of activity information or the provisioning of location infor-
mation in Step 3 by selection the option I do not understand this statement.
However, when asked explicitly in Step 4 if they understood the ratings,
only 50% of the people confirmed they understood, and 25% were not
sure. We believe this result shows that users intuitively are able to rate
providers for the different trust aspects but can not clearly explain the
meaning of their ratings.
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Our survey results also show that 25% of the survey participants found
it difficult to rate the providers and 70% of the people would like to
receive recommendations about the trust belief ratings from other people.
This indicates that to our survey participants, trust recommendations are
a desired feature of trust management models.

Recommendation of Providers
In step 4 of our survey, we compared the output of our trust management
mechanism with the survey participants’ choices in step 2. In the survey
we refer to the output of our trust management mechanism as our rec-
ommendation of location provider, activity provider, identity provider, and
service provider. We used the goal from step 2 and the trust ratings of
the survey participants from step 3 as input for our trust management
mechanism.

The survey participants could read their choices, see the recommen-
dation, and read the reasoning behind the recommendation of our trust
management mechanism. For each choice by the survey participant that
did not correspond to the recommendation, the survey participant could
choose to accept our recommendation and change his/her mind.

Our evaluation questions with respect to the usability, usefulness, and
validity of our trust management mechanism were:
– How many people agree with the recommendation of our trust man-

agement mechanism with respect to the choice of location, activity,
identity, and service provider?

– Why do people agree or disagree with the recommendation of our
trust management mechanism?

– Howmany people understand the reasoning of our trust management
mechanism?

– How many people think the recommendation of our trust manage-
ment mechanism is useful?

– How many people would accept automatic selection of providers?
Figure 5-6 shows for how many of the survey participants the loca-

tion provider they chose was in agreement with the recommendation of
our trust management mechanism. 87% of the survey participants either
agreed or decided to agree with the recommendation of our trust man-
agement mechanism with respect to the location information provider.
Excluding those survey participants who did not care about the location
provider (28 people), 40% of the survey participants chose exactly the
location provider recommended by our trust management mechanism.

Figure 5-7 shows for how many of the survey participants the ac-
tivity provider they chose was in agreement with the recommendation of
our trust management mechanism. 82% of the survey participants ei-
ther agreed or decided to agree with the recommendation of our trust
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management mechanism with respect to the activity information provi-
der. Excluding those survey participants who did not care about the ac-
tivity provider (15 people), 57% of the survey participants chose exactly
the activity provider recommended by our trust management mechanism.

Figure 5-6 Pie chart
showing for how many
of the survey
participants the
location provider they
chose was in
agreement with the
recommendation of
our trust management
mechanism

Figure 5-7 Pie chart
showing for how many
of the survey
participants the
activity provider they
chose was in
agreement with the
recommendation of
our trust management
mechanism

Figure 5-8 shows for how many of the survey participants the iden-
tity provider they chose was in agreement with the recommendation of
our trust management mechanism. 89% of the survey participants ei-
ther agreed or decided to agree with the recommendation of our trust
management mechanism with respect to the identity provider. Excluding
those survey participants who did not care about the identity provider
(13 people), 67% of the survey participants chose exactly the identity
provider recommended by our trust management mechanism.

Figure 5-8 Pie chart
showing for how many
of the survey
participants the
identity provider they
chose was in
agreement with the
recommendation of
our trust management
mechanism

Figure 5-9 shows for how many of the survey participants the ser-
vice provider they chose was in agreement with the recommendation of
our trust management mechanism. 82% of the survey participants ei-
ther agreed or decided to agree with the recommendation of our trust
management mechanism with respect to the service provider. Excluding
those survey participants who did not care about the identity provider (11
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people), 64% of the survey participants chose exactly the service provider
recommended by our trust management mechanism.

Figure 5-9 Pie chart
showing for how many
of the survey
participants the
service provider they
chose was in
agreement with the
recommendation of
our trust management
mechanism

Our user survey included one open-ended question, asking the sur-
vey participants why they agree or disagree with our recommendation of
providers. The reasons for disagreement were misunderstandings related
to the trustworthiness values of the information providers and privacy
issues. The survey participants were confused by the fact that our mech-
anism does not evaluate the quality level of the activity and location in-
formation but only the trustworthiness aspects. Furthermore, the survey
participants were concerned with privacy issues related to other people
being able to see their location and activity information, and not with the
privacy issues related to the handling of their activity and location infor-
mation by the context information and service providers. Some people
also re-evaluated their ratings based on the recommendation of our trust
management mechanism.

People who did not agree with the output of our trust management
mechanism stated that:
– It’s Friend Radar, I do not use my company as an identity provider

because I would like to keep my company separate from my friends.
Would it have been Colleague Radar, then I would have chosen my
company as an identity provider;

– Didn’t realize that my answers were such that I believe that my mobile
phone operator is more trustworthy than Google. I think they are
equally trustworthy, so I stick with my choice;

– I have some misunderstanding regarding the term trustworthy;
– If you can present more evidence that the recommended provider is

better, I have no problem to change it. Otherwise it does not matter
who is the provider;

– Are you trustworthy? In other words, why should I believe you, on
what evidence is your recommendation based?
People who agreed with the output of our trust management mecha-

nism stated that:
– You are the expert; I am a beginner. So I accept your recommenda-

tion;
– Since some answers were not consistent, I trust your recommenda-

tion in detecting that.
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When asked explicitly if they understood the recommendation of our
trust management mechanism 72% of the survey participants answered
that they understood the recommendation of our trust management mech-
anism, 54% answered that they thought the recommendation was useful,
and 57% answered that they would not accept automatic selection of pro-
viders.

Our user survey included two closed questions and two open-ended
questions asking the survey participants if they agree with the reasoning
of our trust management mechanism when privacy is more important for
them than the functionality of the service. Considering the responses
for the open-ended questions, we believe that the two questions were
ambiguous and not well explained, because the survey participants mostly
answered that they could not understand these questions. For this reason,
we excluded these four questions from our survey results2.

5.2.2 Context-Based Privacy Management

Our evaluation questions with respect to the validity of our context-based
privacy management, privacy preview, and privacy quiz mechanisms were:
– How many users find it necessary to have context-based privacy pref-

erences?
– How many users find it necessary to specify their own context-based

privacy preferences?
– In what situations would people like to specify their personalized

context-based privacy preferences?
– Do people find the mechanisms of privacy preview and privacy quiz

useful?
From the survey results we conclude that for 70% of the survey par-

ticipants, static groups of people (e.g. manually defined list of friends)
are not enough to specify their privacy preferences, 77% of the people
think their privacy preferences are different depending on their context
situation, and 72% believe they would like to personalize their privacy
preferences considering their context situation. Our user survey included
one open-ended question asking the survey participants to provide ex-
amples of situations they would like to allow access to their location and
activity information according to personalized privacy preferences. The
following context-based privacy preferences examples were reported by
the survey participants:
– At home, sports events, public spot somewhere, during weekends;
– Let my family know where I am;
– My wife permanent access to my location;
– Inform my wife when traveling home from work;

2The excluded questions are 6, 7, 8 and 9, see Appendix C, Step 4.
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– When meeting friends downtown for drinks, Saturday evening when
I am out in the city center;

– Close by friends when we are both in an unusual place (e.g., both on
holidays in Paris);

– During vacations/traveling/trips (has my plane landed yet), traveling
together in groups with several cars, flying somewhere together, in a
train;

– When I am in a lecture during weekdays allow access to my location
to my friends and family;

– Inform all the parents of the hockey team I am coaching where we
are on the trip home so they know when we are expected back to
pick up the kids;

– If I am chronically ill or otherwise need medical attention out of the
hospital I can imagine that I would allow medical personnel to know
my location. They would have to improve their privacy awareness
though;

– Emergencies, for example, when I am in a train crash;
– Special situation, for example when I am on a trip with colleagues;
– At work, conference, in a meeting, in the classroom;
– I am at work and I have a meeting with some colleague;
– Only work-related, e.g., to colleagues and my secretary during work-

ing hours;
– Allow for all colleagues my working hours activities;
– Access to my location is always allowed to my colleagues during work

hours;
– To my boss and colleagues during working hours when I am actually

sitting at my desk;
– In the office to let my colleagues know whether I am available for a

short meeting or not;
– Traffic jams (so people can see why I am late for an appointment);
– If I were working doing delivery of products;
– At a conference to find friends/colleagues.

In our survey, we took the opportunity to ask two questions about
the privacy preview and privacy quiz mechanisms described in Chapter 4.
These mechanisms are not major contributions of our work. However,
they are innovative concepts that potentially can be used in future imple-
mentations of privacy control mechanisms. Our results show that 97% of
the survey participants thought that the privacy preview is useful and 70%
thought that the privacy quiz is useful. One of the survey participants an-
swered in the open-ended questions that the privacy quiz should pop up
at regular intervals, to make sure that the user of the service agrees with
his/her privacy preferences.
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5.3 Summary and Final Considerations

In this chapter, we evaluate whether the survey participants understood
the concepts in our trust model with aspect-specific trust relationships
and whether their choices of providers and their trust beliefs validate the
recommendation of our trust mechanism. Except for the work done by
Antifakos et al. [5], which investigates if the usability of a context-aware
service increases when the system displays a confidence value for situation
detection to the service users, we are not aware of any other user study in
the area of trust management for context-aware service platforms.

Due to the nature of our survey we are not able to draw statistically
valid conclusions with respect to our sub-goals. However, we can get an
indication of the usefulness, usability, and validity of the contributions of
this thesis from our survey participants’ point of view. The following list
summarizes our results:
– Most of the participants (75%) thought that privacy is more impor-

tant than the functionality of the service;
– Around 95% of the survey participants understood: (a) the different

roles in a context-aware service platform and understood the differ-
ence when choosing the context provider, identity provider, and ser-
vice provider; (b) the different trust aspects and were able to provide
their trust beliefs regarding these aspects with respect to the different
providers. This result gives an indication that our trust management
model is usable from a user perspective because it includes concepts
that could be understood;

– For 85% of the survey participants, the recommendation of provi-
ders from our trust management mechanism based on their goal and
trust beliefs was in agreement with their choices. This result indicates
that the reasoning of our trust management mechanism is in accor-
dance with the reasoning of the survey participants and validates our
mechanism for the Friend Radar context-aware service scenario;

– Around 70% of the survey participants thought that static groups are
not enough and they need personalized context-based privacy sup-
port to manage their privacy preferences. This result confirms the
relevance of our mechanism to support context-based personalized
policy management.
The open-ended questions in our survey provided rich feedback about

future extensions that could be added to our trust management model and
mechanisms, and to our context-based trust and privacy management ap-
proach. Through the open-ended questions we were able to learn exam-
ples of goals, other than privacy and functionality of the service, that the
users have when using a context-aware service, and examples of context-
based privacy preferences and situations that the users are interested on.
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Examples of trust aspects that could be added are cost, acessibility, cover-
age, integration/compatibility with other services and devices, and safety.
Examples of context-based policies include preferences for sport and free
time activities, close family members, friends, and health emergency situ-
ations.

Asking the users might be different than actually observing their be-
havior when using a context-aware service. Other trust and privacy user
studies show that users do not behave in the way they state they would
in a given situation [90]. We acknowledge that firmer indications on the
usefulness, usability, and validity of our research can only be obtained
by building and deploying a context-aware system such as Friend Radar;
however, such work was beyond the scope of this thesis.
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Chapter6

Conclusions

This chapter summarizes the contributions of this thesis together with a
critical analysis of these contributions. The critical analysis of the con-
tributions leads to the identification of open issues that require further
investigation. This chapter is further structured as follows. Section 6.1
summarizes our major research contributions. Section 6.2 describes fu-
ture work.

6.1 Major Research Contributions

The major research contributions of this thesis are selection mechanisms
and a new approach for context-based policy management to support ser-
vice users and service providers in managing the trade-off between privacy
protection and context-based service adaptation. The user survey we con-
ducted also contributes with increased knowledge about the trust and
privacy management requirements of context-aware service platforms,
which helps to better understand the problems addressed by this thesis.
The following list describes our major contributions depicted in Figure
6-1. The arrows in the figure depict how the stakeholders and the con-
tributions are related to each other and to the new models and concepts
proposed by us.
1. Trust-based Selection of Service Providers: a trust-based se-

lection mechanism that support users of context-aware services in
selecting trustworthy entities to interact with. Our mechanisms use
as input the users’ goals and trust beliefs focusing on trust aspects
related to identity provisioning, context information provisioning,
privacy enforcement, and context-aware service provisioning. This
mechanism is novel and original because we identify trust relation-
ships, design a trust management model, and propose a trust man-
agement mechanism that address the aspect-specific trust dependen-
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Figure 6-1 Research
contributions of this
thesis
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cies between the different stakeholders in an overall trustworthiness
evaluation of a context-aware service considering the trade-off ad-
dressed by this thesis;

2. Trust-based Selection of Context Providers: a trust-based se-
lection mechanism that support context-aware service providers in
selecting trustworthy context information providers considering a
particular trustworthiness value, context owner, and QoC level. A
minor contribution is our QoC model, which does not include trust-
worthiness as an attribute of the context information. Trustworthi-
ness is defined in our trust management model as a trust aspect of
the context provider with respect to its capabilities of providing con-
text information. This mechanism is novel and original because it
clearly distinguishes trustworthiness from the other QoC attributes
and show in practice how to combine trust management and QoC
models;

3. Context-based Policy Management: a policy management con-
cept called Context-Aware Management Domain (CAMD) that uses
context information as input for the policy management task and
supports users and system administrators in the specification of per-
sonalized context-based QoC-aware authorizations, privacy obliga-
tions, and trust management obligation policies. This contribution
is novel and original because we are the first to provide a generic
framework for context-based policies that allows integrated man-
agement of context-based authorizations and obligations. With our
CAMD concept we are able to express context-based policies with
temporal constraints because we consider in our model the concept
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of context situations. At the best of our knowledge there is no other
policy languages that provides this expressiveness.
The following subsections detail our contributions and discuss the val-

idation aspects including the user survey we conducted.

6.1.1 Trust-based Selection of Service Providers

Our trust management model supports the quantification of trust, taking
uncertainty into account, for each of the different trust aspects we have
identified in the analysis of our target context-aware service platform.
Our trust model addresses trust aspects related to identity provision-
ing, privacy enforcement, context information provisioning, and context-
aware service provisioning. Existing trust models address at most one of
these trust aspects in isolation, and are therefore unable to handle the de-
pendencies we have identified in the evaluation of a context-aware service
provider trustworthiness. With our trust management model we are able
to calculate an overall trustworthiness of a context-aware service provider
which considers the trustworthiness of all entities the service providers
depends on into account.

We have identified the dependencies between these trust aspects and
proposed a mechanism to combine the trust values related to the differ-
ent trust aspects in order to evaluate the resulting trust users have in a
context-aware service provider. We address two different resulting trust
evaluation approaches considering the user goals of privacy enforcement
and service provisioning. These two user goals are related to the trade-off
between privacy protection and context-based service adaptation.

Our trust model is extensible because additional trust aspects can be
added and trust assessment mechanisms considering other goals can be
specified using the concepts we propose in our trust management model.
New trust assessment mechanisms benefit from the trust quantification
considering uncertainty and Subjective Logic operators that are part of
our trust management model.

We showed that our trust management model is technically feasible
and demonstrated through our case study, proof-of-concept prototype,
and user survey how to assist context-aware service users in selecting
trustworthy context-aware service providers, context information pro-
viders, and identity providers. Our user survey contributes to knowledge
improvement with respect to trust and privacy goals and to identify other
requirements of context-aware service users. With our user survey we
confirm the trade-off we address in this thesis and also learned additional
user goals and trust aspects that are relevant for users. Our survey results
give strong indications that our trust management model and mechanism
are usable and useful. Most of the survey participants understood and
agreed with the trust concepts we support in our model, and agreed with
the output and reasoning of our trust management mechanisms.
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6.1.2 Trust-based Selection of Context Providers

The QoC model proposed by this thesis is based on state-of-the-art QoC
models and contributes to a better understanding of these models using as
a reference quality concepts and vocabulary defined in a ISO standard for
metrology. Our QoC model clearly distinguishes the QoC concepts and
directly benefits developers of context-aware service platforms because
it shows the difference between the QoC concepts and how they can be
applied in practice.

We also showed how to apply our QoC model in practice in a trust
management mechanism to support context-aware service providers in
managing QoC and trustworthiness values. The objective of our mech-
anism is to support the selection of trustworthy context providers and
consequently to increase the reliability capability of service providers for
context-based service adaptation. We demonstrated the technical feasi-
bility of our QoC management model through a case study and proof-of-
concept prototype implementation that shows how our trust model and
mechanisms can be used to define QoC attributes, to manage the trust-
worthiness values, and to select context providers that return numeric
values of ambient temperature.

6.1.3 Context-based Policy Management

The novel concept of CAMDs introduced by this thesis allows generic
and dynamic context-based policy management for context-aware service
platforms. In comparison to existing context-based policy management
solutions, CAMDs are more flexible because they are not limited to a
specific policy management area such as access control, trust manage-
ment obligations, or privacy obligations. Furthermore, the CAMD con-
cept provides an abstraction for specifying obligation policies based on
context situation events, which is not currently supported by any context-
based policy management solution we are aware of in the state of the art.
We demonstrated the technical feasibility of our CAMD concept through
two case studies and prototype implementations using the Ponder2 and
XACML policy languages to manage authorization and obligations.

Based on our case studies we proved that our CAMD concept is tech-
nically feasible and expressive to support the specification of personalized
context-based QoC-aware authorizations, privacy obligations, and trust
management obligation policies. We also showed that our CAMD concept
is generic and can be applied in policy management frameworks other
than Ponder2 because we have successfully applied our CAMD concept
in a case study using an XACML implementation. In our case studies we
learned innovative ideas to support users of a context-aware service plat-
form in reviewing their privacy preferences by means of a privacy preview
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and privacy quiz mechanism. Our user survey shows that personalized
context-based privacy preferences are required and that the survey par-
ticipants were able to understand how authorization policies regarding
their context information could be managed using a CAMD.

6.2 Future Research

One possible direction is to specialize our CAMD mechanism to supportContext-based
management of user
goals, quality of
context, and trust
recommendations

policies related to user goals, Quality of Context, and the trust recom-
mendation process. Context could be used to dynamically adapt the user
goals because in certain context situations users may change their goal
when they need better context-based service adaptation (e.g., to send an
ambulance to their current trustworthy location). Context could also be
included in our trust mechanisms because a context provider might be
able to provide a better QoC level depending on the context situation;
for instance, a GPS receiver only works when used in an open environ-
ment. Context situations can be used to determine suitable target entities
to request recommendations from, which we believe could allow anony-
mous and still useful exchange of trust recommendations. These types
of policies are challenging because they require a complex and expressive
conceptual model. Users of the context-aware services need to under-
stand these concepts in order to allow user-based personalization of these
type of policies.

Another area for future research is the investigation of practical ap-Concrete metrics and
mechanism for
obtaining trust belief
values

proaches to obtain trust belief values for the different trust aspects. In
our examples, case studies, and prototype implementations, we arbitrar-
ily defined initial trust values for each trust aspect in order to illustrate
the usefulness of our trust model and mechanisms. Examples of con-
crete metrics for trust calculation include reputation mechanisms, trust
values that map context conditions to a specific trust value, statistical ap-
proaches to allow the inference of trust values from analysis of past expe-
riences, and strong trust support using hardware mechanisms such as the
Trusted Computing Platform (TCP). The challenge in the specification of
concrete metrics is the validation of the trust values and a meaningful in-
terpretation of the trust value semantics for different entities when trust
recommendations are exchanged.

In our QoC management mechanism, we propose using feedbackTrustworthiness
feedback mechanisms from the context-aware service users to manage the trustworthiness val-

ues for the context providers. A possible future research direction is to
verify whether users are more likely to report negative experiences than
positive ones. It is possible that users are more likely to provide neg-
ative experiences because people usually do not complain when things
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are working well. If this assumption is true, the feedback mechanism
proposed by this thesis should be adapted to increase the trust values of
the context information providers every time context information is pro-
vided, instead of increasing the trust values only when positive feedback
is received.

In the case study of the Colleague Radar service, we implemented aOverlap analysis in
context-based
policies

mechanism for detecting overlap in context-based authorization policies.
The problem with overlaps is that the service users might specify contra-
dicting or redundant policies. For example, a policy that allows everybody
access to a person’s location information is contradictory to a policy deny-
ing access to the person’s location to their co-workers. The challenge is in
the detection of policy contradictions and in the specification of languages
to allow specification of contradiction resolution strategies, for example,
using defeasible reasoning.

For context-based policies, the detection of overlapping policies and
contradicting actions is even more challenging because overlap in context
situations might be detected only at execution time. One example is a
policy that denies access to a patient’s location information to everybody
who is outside of a hospital, and another policy that allows access to the
patient’s location information to doctors. When doctors are outside of
the hospital, should access be allowed or denied? The main problem we
foresee is the specification of adequate runtime mechanisms to identify
and address conflicting actions of overlapping context-based policies.

The trust management model and mechanisms proposed in this the-Generic goal-based
trust management
mechanisms for
service-oriented
architectures

sis are specific for context-aware service platforms, and take into ac-
count the specific sets of goals of the service users and service providers.
For Service-Oriented Architectures (SOAs) in general, other stakeholder
goals, policies, and trust requirements are needed. Despite the general
application of our contributions, we envision that a generalization of our
trust management mechanism using rules that could be easily adapted for
different service scenarios and business compositions would be of great
value. Some of these extensions are already proposed by us in work de-
veloped after this thesis [76].
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Health Service PonderTalk Policies

Listing A-1 Bootstrap
CAMD Manager

// Import the managed object code
domain := root load: "Domain".
event := root load: "EventTemplate".
authorization := root load: "AuthorisationPolicy".
obligation := root load: "ObligationPolicy".

// Create the default domain structure
root
at: "event" put: domain create;
at: "policy" put: domain create;
at: "factory" put: domain create.

// Add factories to domain
root/factory
at: "domain" put: domain;
at: "event" put: event;
at: "obligation" put: obligation;
at: "authorization" put: authorization.

Listing A-2 Bootstrap
health service
managed objects and
domains

// Create variables
domain := root/factory/domain.
event := root/factory/event.
authorization := root/factory/authorization.
obligation := root/factory/obligation.
policies := root/policy.

patient := root load: "health.Patient".
caregiver := root load: "health.Caregiver".
doctor := root load: "health.Doctor".

root/factory
at: "patient" put: patient;
at: "caregiver" put: caregiver;
at: "doctor" put: doctor.

// Basic health domain structure
root at: "Health_domain" put: domain create.
root/Health_domain
at: "Patients" put: domain create;
at: "Caregivers" put: domain create;
at: "Doctors" put: domain create;
at: "Imminent_seizures" put: domain create.
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Listing A-3 Define
health service events
received from CHP

// Define events
EnterTrueSeizure :=

event create: #( "patient" "startTime" "nearbyAvailableCaregivers" ).
EnterFalseSeizure :=

event create: #( "patient" ).
CaregiverAcceptedToHelp := event create: #( "patient" "caregiver" ).
root/event
at: "EnterTrueSeizure" put: EnterTrueSeizure;
at: "EnterFalseSeizure" put: EnterFalseSeizure;
at: "CaregiverAcceptedToHelp" put: CaregiverAcceptedToHelp.

Listing A-4 Helper
function to create a
domain by name and
return reference

createDomain := [ :target :name |
target at: name put: (domain create).
target resolve: name.
].

Listing A-5 When
EnterTrueSeizure event
is received create the
CAMD structure

camdCreate := obligation create.
camdCreate
event: EnterTrueSeizure;
condition: [1==1];
action: [

// Event parameters
:patient :startTime :nearbyAvailableCaregivers |

patientName := patient getName.
camdName := "Seizure_patient_" + patientName.
root print: "Creating CAMD [" + camdName + "]".
camd := createDomain value: root/Health_domain/Imminent_seizures
value: camdName.

root print: " - adding policies domain".
policies := createDomain value: camd value: "Policies".

root print: " - adding caregivers that accepted to help".
domCaregiversAcceptedToHelp := createDomain value: camd
value: "Caregivers_that_accepted_to_help".

root print: " - adding nearby and available caregivers".
domNearbyAvailableCaregivers := createDomain value: camd
value: "Nearby_and_available_caregivers".
nearbyAvailableCaregivers do: [ :caregiver |
domNearbyAvailableCaregivers at: (caregiver getName) put: caregiver

].

root print: " - Adding start time".
domStartTime := createDomain value: camd value: "Start_time".
domStartTime at: startTime put: startTime.

root print: " - Adding patient".
domPatient := createDomain value: camd value: "Patient".
domPatient at: patientName put: patient.

// CAMD policies go here, see next listing

];
active: true.
root/policy at: "camdCreate" put: camdCreate.
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Listing A-6 Associate
QoC-aware
authorization policies
with a CAMD

// Allow access to patient location at city level
// QoC-aware authorization
// Subject Focus
auth1 := authorization

subject: domNearbyAvailableCaregivers
action: "getLocation:" target: domPatient
focus: "s".
auth1 reqcondition: [:qoc | qoc == "CityLevel"].
auth1 active: true.
policies at: "auth1" put: auth1.
// Target Focus
auth2 := authorization

subject: domNearbyAvailableCaregivers
action: "getLocation:" target: domPatient
focus: "t".
auth2 reqcondition: [:qoc | qoc == "CityLevel"].
auth2 active: true.
policies at: "auth2" put: auth2.

// Allow access to patient location at street level
// QoC-aware authorization
// Subject Focus
auth3 := authorization

subject: domCaregiversAcceptedToHelp
action: "getLocation:" target: domPatient
focus: "s".
auth3 reqcondition: [:qoc | qoc == "StreetLevel"].
auth3 active: true.
policies at: "auth3" put: auth3.
// Target Focus
auth4 := authorization

subject: domCaregiversAcceptedToHelp
action: "getLocation:" target: domPatient
focus: "t".
auth4 reqcondition: [:qoc | qoc == "StreetLevel"].
auth4 active: true.
policies at: "auth4" put: auth4.

// Allow access to patient health data
// Authorization
// Subject Focus
auth5 := authorization

subject: domCaregiversAcceptedToHelp
action: "getHealthData" target: domPatient
focus: "s".
auth5 reqcondition: [1==1].
auth5 active: true.
policies at: "auth5" put: auth5.
// Target Focus
auth6 := authorization

subject: domCaregiversAcceptedToHelp
action: "getHealthData" target: domPatient
focus: "t".
auth6 reqcondition: [1==1].
auth6 active: true.
policies at: "auth6" put: auth6.
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Listing A-7 When
CaregiverAcceptedTo-
Help event is received
update CAMD
structure and execute
trust management
obligation

camdUpdate := obligation create.
camdUpdate
event: CaregiverAcceptedToHelp;
condition: [1==1];
action: [

// Event parameters
:patient :caregiver |

patientName := patient getName.
camdName := "Seizure_patient_" + patientName.
root print: "Updating CAMD [" + camdName + "]".
camd := root/Health_domain/Imminent_seizures resolve: camdName.

root print: " - updating caregivers that accepted to help".
domCaregiversAcceptedToHelp := camd resolve: "Caregivers_that_accepted_to_help".

caregiverName := (caregiver getName).
domCaregiversAcceptedToHelp at: caregiverName put: caregiver.

root print: "Increasing trust in caregiver: " + caregiverName.
/root/trust/trustProvider increaseTrust: caregiver.

];
active: true.
root/policy at: "camdUpdate" put: camdUpdate.

Listing A-8 When
EnterFalseSeizure is
received delete CAMD
structure revoking
access to location and
health data, and fulfill
privacy obligations

camdDelete := obligation create.
camdDelete
event: EnterFalseSeizure;
condition: [1==1];
action: [

// Event parameters
:patient |

patientName := patient getName.
camdName := "Seizure_patient_" + patientName.
root print: "Deleting CAMD [" + camdName + "]".
camd := root/Health_domain/Imminent_seizures resolve: camdName.

domCaregiversAcceptedToHelp := camd resolve: "Caregivers_that_accepted_to_help".

caregivers := domCaregiversAcceptedToHelp listObjects.
caregivers do: [ :value |
value deleteHealthData: (patient getName).
value deleteLocation: (patient getName).
].

(camd resolve: "Policies/auth1") active: false.
(camd resolve: "Policies/auth2") active: false.
(camd resolve: "Policies/auth3") active: false.
(camd resolve: "Policies/auth4") active: false.
(camd resolve: "Policies/auth5") active: false.
(camd resolve: "Policies/auth6") active: false.

camd removeAll.

root/Health_domain/Imminent_seizures remove: camdName.
];
active: true.
root/policy at: "camdDelete" put: camdDelete.
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Listing A-9 Create
health simulated
scenario and generate
events to test CAMD
deployment

patient := root/factory/patient.
caregiver := root/factory/caregiver.
doctor := root/factory/doctor.

// Patients
root/Health_domain/Patients
at: "Ricardo_Neisse" put: (patient create: "Ricardo Neisse").

// Caregivers
root/Health_domain/Caregivers
at: "Maarten_Wegdam" put: (caregiver create: "Maarten Wegdam");
at: "Marten_van_Sinderen" put: (caregiver create: "Marten van Sinderen").

ricardo := root/Health_domain/Patients/Ricardo_Neisse.
maarten := root/Health_domain/Caregivers/Maarten_Wegdam.
marten := root/Health_domain/Caregivers/Marten_van_Sinderen.

event := root/event/EnterTrueSeizure.
event create: #( ricardo "2011-09-15 15:00" #( maarten marten )).

event := root/event/CaregiverAcceptedToHelp.
event create: #( ricardo maarten ).

event := root/event/EnterFalseSeizure.
event create: #( ricardo ).
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AppendixB

Office Service XACML Policies

In order to increase the readability of the XML policies the Uniform Re-
source Name (URN) urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0 and urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:2.0
have been replaced by the shorter versions u1 and u2.

Listing B-1 The outer
policy set that
contains all XACML
policies

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<PolicySet xmlns="u2:policy:schema:cd-01"

PolicyCombiningAlgId="u1:policy-combining-algorithm:first-applicable"
PolicySetId="DomainPolicy">
<Description>Top-level PolicySet</Description>
<Target/>

<!-- All policies go here -->

</PolicySet>

Listing B-2 Default
policy that deny
access in case none
of the other policies
permit access

<Policy PolicyId="DenyEverybodyElse"
RuleCombiningAlgId="u1:rule-combining-algorithm:first-applicable">
<Target/>
<Rule Effect="Deny" RuleId="DenyEverybodyElse"/>

</Policy>
</PolicySet>
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Listing B-3 Policy that
prohibits all actions if
the user privacy
preference Appear
offline is selected

<Policy PolicyId="CR_INVISIBLE"
RuleCombiningAlgId="u1:rule-combining-algorithm:first-applicable">
<Description>I closed my eyes, nobody can see me!</Description>
<Target>
<Resources>
<Resource>
<ResourceMatch

MatchId="u1:function:string-equal">
<AttributeValue
DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string">true</AttributeValue>

<ResourceAttributeDesignator
AttributeId="urn:cmf:resource:preference:ColleagueRadar:CR_INVISIBLE"
MustBePresent="false"
DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>

</ResourceMatch>
</Resource>

</Resources>
</Target>
<Rule
Effect="Deny"
RuleId="CR_INVISIBLE"/>

</Policy>

Listing B-4 Policy that
checks if subject and
resource id/domain
are the same, allowing
an entity access to its
own context
information

<Policy PolicyId="AllowOwner"
RuleCombiningAlgId="u1:rule-combining-algorithm:first-applicable">
<Target/>
<Rule
Effect="Permit"
RuleId="AllowOwner">
<Condition
FunctionId="u1:function:and">
<Apply
FunctionId="u1:function:string-equal">
<Apply

FunctionId="u1:function:string-one-and-only">
<ResourceAttributeDesignator
AttributeId="u1:resource:resource-id"
MustBePresent="false"
DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>

</Apply>
<Apply

FunctionId="u1:function:string-one-and-only">
<SubjectAttributeDesignator
AttributeId="u1:subject:subject-id"
MustBePresent="false"
DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>

</Apply>
</Apply>
<Apply
FunctionId="u1:function:string-equal">
<Apply

FunctionId="u1:function:string-one-and-only">
<ResourceAttributeDesignator
AttributeId="urn:cmf:resource:resource-domain"
MustBePresent="false"
DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>

</Apply>
<Apply

FunctionId="u1:function:string-one-and-only">
<SubjectAttributeDesignator
AttributeId="urn:cmf:subject:subject-domain"
MustBePresent="false"
DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>

</Apply>
</Apply>

</Condition>
</Rule>

</Policy>
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Listing B-5 Policy that
allow access for all
subjects if the first
domain policy of the
main privacy control
GUI Everybody can
see me is selected

<Policy PolicyId="DomainPolicy_1"
RuleCombiningAlgId="u1:rule-combining-algorithm:first-applicable">
<Description>Everybody is allowed to see me</Description>
<Target>
<Resources>
<Resource>
<ResourceMatch

MatchId="u1:function:string-equal">
<AttributeValue
DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string">true</AttributeValue>

<ResourceAttributeDesignator
AttributeId="urn:cmf:resource:preference:ColleagueRadar:DomainPolicy_1"
MustBePresent="false"
DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>

</ResourceMatch>
</Resource>

</Resources>
</Target>
<Rule
Effect="Permit"
RuleId="DomainPolicy_1"/>

</Policy>

Listing B-6 Policy that
allow access only to
buddies if the second
domain policy of the
main privacy control
GUI Only buddies can
see me is selected

<Policy PolicyId="DomainPolicy_2"
RuleCombiningAlgId="u1:rule-combining-algorithm:first-applicable">
<Description>Only buddies are allowed to see me</Description>
<Target>
<Resources>
<Resource>
<ResourceMatch

MatchId="u1:function:string-equal">
<AttributeValue
DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string">true</AttributeValue>

<ResourceAttributeDesignator
AttributeId="urn:cmf:resource:preference:ColleagueRadar:DomainPolicy_2"
MustBePresent="false"
DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>

</ResourceMatch>
</Resource>

</Resources>
<Subjects>
<Subject>
<SubjectMatch

MatchId="u1:function:string-equal">
<AttributeValue
DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string">Buddies</AttributeValue>

<SubjectAttributeDesignator
AttributeId="urn:cmf:subject:subject-group"
DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
MustBePresent="false"/>

</SubjectMatch>
</Subject>

</Subjects>
</Target>
<Rule
Effect="Permit"
RuleId="DomainPolicy_2"/>

</Policy>
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Listing B-7 Policy that
allow access to all
context information to
everybody when
resource is in the
CAMD inside the
building and only if
this option is selected
in the basic privacy
GUI

<Policy PolicyId="DomainPolicy_3"
RuleCombiningAlgId="u1:rule-combining-algorithm:permit-overrides">
<Description>DomainPolicy_3: Allow everybody access; if I’m in the
office</Description>

<Target>
<Resources>
<Resource>
<ResourceMatch

MatchId="u1:function:string-equal">
<AttributeValue
DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string">true</AttributeValue>

<ResourceAttributeDesignator
AttributeId="urn:cmf:resource:preference:ColleagueRadar:DomainPolicy_3"
MustBePresent="false"
DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>

</ResourceMatch>
</Resource>

</Resources>
</Target>
<Rule
Effect="Permit"
RuleId="DomainPolicy_3">
<Condition
FunctionId="u1:function:boolean-is-in">
<AttributeValue
DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#boolean">true</AttributeValue>

<ResourceAttributeDesignator
AttributeId="urn:cmf:resource:camd:inbuilding"
DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#boolean"/>

</Condition>
</Rule>

</Policy>
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Listing B-8 Policy that
allow access to all
context information to
buddies when
resource is in the
CAMD inside the
building and only if
this option is selected
in the basic privacy
GUI

<Policy PolicyId="DomainPolicy_4"
RuleCombiningAlgId="u1:rule-combining-algorithm:permit-overrides">
<Description>DomainPolicy_4: Allow Buddies access; if I’m in the
office</Description>

<Target>
<Resources>
<Resource>
<ResourceMatch

MatchId="u1:function:string-equal">
<AttributeValue
DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string">true</AttributeValue>

<ResourceAttributeDesignator
AttributeId="urn:cmf:resource:preference:ColleagueRadar:DomainPolicy_4"
MustBePresent="false"
DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>

</ResourceMatch>
</Resource>

</Resources>
<Subjects>
<Subject>
<SubjectMatch

MatchId="u1:function:string-equal">
<AttributeValue
DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string">Buddies</AttributeValue>

<SubjectAttributeDesignator
AttributeId="urn:cmf:subject:subject-group"
DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
MustBePresent="false"/>

</SubjectMatch>
</Subject>

</Subjects>
</Target>
<Rule
Effect="Permit"
RuleId="DomainPolicy_4">
<Condition
FunctionId="u1:function:boolean-is-in">
<AttributeValue
DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#boolean">true</AttributeValue>

<ResourceAttributeDesignator
AttributeId="urn:cmf:resource:camd:inbuilding"
DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#boolean"/>

</Condition>
</Rule>

</Policy>
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Listing B-9 Policy that
allow everybody
access to all context
information if the user
(resource) is not
inside of the building
during office hours
(from 09:00 until
17:00) and this option
is selected by the user
in the basic privacy
GUI

<Policy PolicyId="DomainPolicy_5"
RuleCombiningAlgId="u1:rule-combining-algorithm:permit-overrides">
<Description>DomainPolicy_5: Allow Everybody access; if I’m outside
the office; during office hours</Description>

<Target>
<Resources>
<Resource>
<ResourceMatch

MatchId="u1:function:string-equal">
<AttributeValue
DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string">true</AttributeValue>

<ResourceAttributeDesignator
AttributeId="urn:cmf:resource:preference:ColleagueRadar:DomainPolicy_5"
MustBePresent="false"
DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>

</ResourceMatch>
</Resource>

</Resources>
</Target>
<Rule
Effect="Permit"
RuleId="DomainPolicy_5">
<Condition
FunctionId="u1:function:and">
<Apply
FunctionId="u1:function:and">
<Apply

FunctionId="u1:function:time-greater-than-or-equal">
<Apply
FunctionId="u1:function:time-one-and-only">
<EnvironmentAttributeDesignator
AttributeId="u1:environment:current-time"
DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#time"/>

</Apply>
<AttributeValue
DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#time">09:00:00</AttributeValue>

</Apply>
<Apply

FunctionId="u1:function:time-less-than-or-equal">
<Apply
FunctionId="u1:function:time-one-and-only">
<EnvironmentAttributeDesignator
AttributeId="u1:environment:current-time"
DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#time"/>

</Apply>
<AttributeValue
DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#time">17:00:00</AttributeValue>

</Apply>
</Apply>
<Apply
FunctionId="u1:function:boolean-is-in">
<AttributeValue

DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#boolean">false</AttributeValue>
<ResourceAttributeDesignator

AttributeId="urn:cmf:resource:camd:inbuilding"
DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#boolean"/>

</Apply>
</Condition>

</Rule>
</Policy>
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Listing B-10 Policy
that allow buddies
access to all context
information if the user
(resource) is not
inside of the building
during office hours
(from 09:00 until
17:00) and this option
is selected by the user
in the basic privacy
GUI

<Policy PolicyId="DomainPolicy_6"
RuleCombiningAlgId="u1:rule-combining-algorithm:permit-overrides">
<Description>DomainPolicy_6: Allow Buddies access; if I’m outside
the office; during office hours</Description>

<Target>
<Resources>
<Resource>
<ResourceMatch

MatchId="u1:function:string-equal">
<AttributeValue
DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string">true</AttributeValue>

<ResourceAttributeDesignator
AttributeId="urn:cmf:resource:preference:ColleagueRadar:DomainPolicy_6"
MustBePresent="false"
DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>

</ResourceMatch>
</Resource>

</Resources>
<Subjects>
<Subject>
<SubjectMatch

MatchId="u1:function:string-equal">
<AttributeValue
DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string">Buddies</AttributeValue>

<SubjectAttributeDesignator
AttributeId="urn:cmf:subject:subject-group"
DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
MustBePresent="false"/>

</SubjectMatch>
</Subject>

</Subjects>
</Target>
<Rule
Effect="Permit"
RuleId="DomainPolicy_6">
<Condition
FunctionId="u1:function:and">
<Apply
FunctionId="u1:function:and">
<Apply

FunctionId="u1:function:time-greater-than-or-equal">
<Apply
FunctionId="u1:function:time-one-and-only">
<EnvironmentAttributeDesignator
AttributeId="u1:environment:current-time"
DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#time"/>

</Apply>
<AttributeValue
DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#time">09:00:00</AttributeValue>

</Apply>
<Apply

FunctionId="u1:function:time-less-than-or-equal">
<Apply
FunctionId="u1:function:time-one-and-only">
<EnvironmentAttributeDesignator
AttributeId="u1:environment:current-time"
DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#time"/>

</Apply>
<AttributeValue
DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#time">17:00:00</AttributeValue>

</Apply>
</Apply>
<Apply
FunctionId="u1:function:boolean-is-in">
<AttributeValue

DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#boolean">false</AttributeValue>
<ResourceAttributeDesignator

AttributeId="urn:cmf:resource:camd:inbuilding"
DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#boolean"/>

</Apply>
</Condition>

</Rule>
</Policy>
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Listing B-11 Policy
that allow everybody
access to all context
information if the user
(resource) is not
inside of the building
outside office hours
(NOT from 09:00 until
17:00) and this option
is selected by the user
in the basic privacy
GUI

<Policy PolicyId="DomainPolicy_7"
RuleCombiningAlgId="u1:rule-combining-algorithm:permit-overrides">
<Description>DomainPolicy_7: Allow Everybody access; if I’m outside
the office; during non office hours</Description>

<Target>
<Resources>
<Resource>
<ResourceMatch

MatchId="u1:function:string-equal">
<AttributeValue
DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string">true</AttributeValue>

<ResourceAttributeDesignator
AttributeId="urn:cmf:resource:preference:ColleagueRadar:DomainPolicy_7"
MustBePresent="false"
DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>

</ResourceMatch>
</Resource>

</Resources>
</Target>
<Rule
Effect="Permit"
RuleId="DomainPolicy_7">
<Condition
FunctionId="u1:function:and">
<Apply
FunctionId="u1:function:not">
<Apply

FunctionId="u1:function:and">
<Apply
FunctionId="u1:function:time-greater-than-or-equal">
<Apply
FunctionId="u1:function:time-one-and-only">
<EnvironmentAttributeDesignator

AttributeId="u1:environment:current-time"
DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#time"/>

</Apply>
<AttributeValue
DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#time">09:00:00</AttributeValue>

</Apply>
<Apply
FunctionId="u1:function:time-less-than-or-equal">
<Apply
FunctionId="u1:function:time-one-and-only">
<EnvironmentAttributeDesignator

AttributeId="u1:environment:current-time"
DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#time"/>

</Apply>
<AttributeValue
DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#time">17:00:00</AttributeValue>

</Apply>
</Apply>

</Apply>
<Apply
FunctionId="u1:function:boolean-is-in">
<AttributeValue

DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#boolean">false</AttributeValue>
<ResourceAttributeDesignator

AttributeId="urn:cmf:resource:camd:inbuilding"
DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#boolean"/>

</Apply>
</Condition>

</Rule>
</Policy>
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Listing B-12 Policy
that allow budies
access to all context
information if the user
(resource) is not
inside of the building
outside office hours
(NOT from 09:00 until
17:00) and this option
is selected by the user
in the basic privacy
GUI

<Policy PolicyId="DomainPolicy_8"
RuleCombiningAlgId="u1:rule-combining-algorithm:permit-overrides">
<Description>DomainPolicy_8: Allow Buddies access; if I’m outside
the office; during non office hours</Description>

<Target>
<Resources>
<Resource>
<ResourceMatch MatchId="u1:function:string-equal">

<AttributeValue
DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string">true</AttributeValue>

<ResourceAttributeDesignator
AttributeId="urn:cmf:resource:preference:ColleagueRadar:DomainPolicy_8"
MustBePresent="false"
DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>

</ResourceMatch>
</Resource>

</Resources>
<Subjects>
<Subject>
<SubjectMatch MatchId="u1:function:string-equal">

<AttributeValue
DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string">Buddies</AttributeValue>

<SubjectAttributeDesignator AttributeId="urn:cmf:subject:subject-group"
DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
MustBePresent="false"/>

</SubjectMatch>
</Subject>

</Subjects>
</Target>
<Rule Effect="Permit" RuleId="DomainPolicy_7">
<Condition
FunctionId="u1:function:and">
<Apply FunctionId="u1:function:not">
<Apply FunctionId="u1:function:and">

<Apply FunctionId="u1:function:time-greater-than-or-equal">
<Apply FunctionId="u1:function:time-one-and-only">
<EnvironmentAttributeDesignator

AttributeId="u1:environment:current-time"
DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#time"/>

</Apply>
<AttributeValue
DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#time">09:00:00</AttributeValue>

</Apply>
<Apply
FunctionId="u1:function:time-less-than-or-equal">
<Apply
FunctionId="u1:function:time-one-and-only">
<EnvironmentAttributeDesignator

AttributeId="u1:environment:current-time"
DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#time"/>

</Apply>
<AttributeValue
DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#time">17:00:00</AttributeValue>

</Apply>
</Apply>

</Apply>
<Apply
FunctionId="u1:function:boolean-is-in">
<AttributeValue

DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#boolean">false</AttributeValue>
<ResourceAttributeDesignator

AttributeId="urn:cmf:resource:camd:inbuilding"
DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#boolean"/>

</Apply>
</Condition>

</Rule>
</Policy>
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Listing B-13 Example
template policy for
advanced privacy
control screen.
Access to user
(resource) location
(QoC = floor of the
building) is allowed to
buddies (subject)

<Policy PolicyId="UserPolicy_8"
RuleCombiningAlgId="u1:rule-combining-algorithm:permit-overrides">
<Description>When I’m outside the building access to my location (floor
of the building) is allowed to my buddies</Description>

<PolicyDefaults>
<XPathVersion>http://www.w3.org/TR/1999/Rec-xpath-19991116</XPathVersion>

</PolicyDefaults>
<Target>
<Subjects>
<Subject>
<SubjectMatch

MatchId="u1:function:string-equal">
<AttributeValue
DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string">Buddies</AttributeValue>

<SubjectAttributeDesignator
AttributeId="urn:cmf:subject:subject-group"
DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>

</SubjectMatch>
</Subject>

</Subjects>
<Resources>
<Resource>
<ResourceMatch MatchId="u1:function:string-equal">

<AttributeValue
DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string">bob@ti.nl</AttributeValue>

<ResourceAttributeDesignator AttributeId="u1:resource:resource-id"
DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>

</ResourceMatch>
</Resource>

</Resources>
<Actions>
<Action>
<ResourceMatch MatchId="u1:function:string-equal">

<AttributeValue DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string">
http://amigo/owl/ContextTransport.owl#CombinedUserLocation

</AttributeValue>
<ActionAttributeDesignator AttributeId="u1:action:action-id"
DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>

</ResourceMatch>
</Action>

</Actions>
</Target>
<Rule RuleId="RuleId" Effect="Permit">
<Description></Description>
<Target>
<Subjects><AnySubject/></Subjects>
<Resources><AnyResource/></Resources>
<Actions><AnyAction/></Actions>

</Target>
<Condition FunctionId="u1:function:boolean-equal">
<Apply FunctionId="u1:function:boolean-one-and-only">
<ResourceAttributeDesignator AttributeId="urn:cmf:resource:camd:outside"

DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#boolean"/>
</Apply>
<AttributeValue
DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#boolean">true</AttributeValue>

</Condition>
</Rule>
<Obligations>
<Obligation
ObligationId =
"http://amigo/owl/ContextTransport.owl#CombinedUserLocation"

FulfillOn="Permit">
<AttributeAssignment AttributeId="urn:awareness:names:cmf:qoc:1.0:precision"
DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#integer">2</AttributeAssignment>

</Obligation>
</Obligations>

</Policy>
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User Survey about the Friend
Radar Service

Introduction
The objective of this survey is to learn your choices and opinions with
respect to the trust and privacy issues of a service called Friend Radar.
The Friend Radar service runs on your mobile phone and allows you
and your friends to visualize location and activity information about each
other.

The completion time of this survey is around 15 minutes and all the
data provided by you will be kept private and will be used only for research
purposes.

The survey has 4 main steps:
1. In the first step we present a detailed description of the Friend Radar

service to help you understand what the Friend Radar service offers
to you;

2. In the second step we ask you to answer 5 questions about the Friend
Radar service, for instance, what is important for you when using the
service;

3. In the third step we ask you to rate your level of agreement or dis-
agreement with a list of 10 statements related to the Friend Radar
service;

4. In the fourth step we evaluate your choices and ask you to answer
around 20 final questions about the Friend Radar service.
IMPORTANT: Because the Friend Radar service is not yet available, please an-

swer the questions to your best knowledge imagining that you are a user of this
service and of the technologies related to it. Please do not use the browser’s back
button; if you want to restart the survey close the window/tab and open the address
of the survey again.

Before we begin please fill in the following fields:
– E-mail: (optional) (If you provide your email we will send you a sum-

mary of our research results)
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– University/company: (optional)
– Age:
– Gender: Male Female
– Are you from a computer science/engineering or similar background:

Yes No
– What is your country of residence?
– Select from the list the technologies you are familiar with: (optional)

Smartphone or PDA, GPS navigation, Wireless networks, Outlook
calendar, Skype.

Step 1 - Detailed Description of the Friend Radar Service
The Friend Radar service allows your friends and other people to see
location and activity information about you. You specify who should be
authorized to access your location and on your mobile phone.

This screen is displayed to you when you start the Friend Radar service
on your mobile phone (Figure C-1 left). After the service has started you
are required to select your identity provider and fill in your username and
password, which represent your digital identity. The Friend Radar accepts
digital identities provided by Google, Skype, or the university or company
you work for (Figure C-2 right).

Figure C-1 Start-up
screen and your
digital identity

You are offline Login

Login information

Username:

Password:

▼Select your identity provider

After you are authenticated by your identity provider the Friend Radar
service presents a list of your friends and options to visualize their current
location or activity (Figure C-2 left). If you choose to visualize the loca-
tion you see the map with your friends’ location. If you prefer you can
see the location and activity of other people by checking the option Show
everybody. The information you will be able to see depends on the other
people’s privacy preferences (Figure C-2 center). If you choose to visual-
ize the activity you see a list with your friends’ present activity (Figure C-2
right).
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Figure C-2 Your
friends’ lists, your
friends’ locations, and
your friends’ activities

Offline

OnlineEduardo

Laura

Maarten

Marten 

Rodrigo

You are online Appear offline

Your privacyYour friends

You are online Appear offline

Your privacyYour friends

+ -

Location ActivityView:

You are online Appear offline

Your privacyYour friends

Exercising

Working

Location ActivityView:

In the Friend Radar service you can specify who is authorized to ac-
cess your information through your privacy preferences. You can allow
everybody that is using the Friend Radar service access to your location
or activity or only to your friends. If you prefer to specify in more de-
tails you can access more privacy options. You can also check what other
people can see about you or take a privacy quiz (Figure C-3 left). You
can select from a list of options when your friends or other users of the
Friend Radar service are allowed to access your location and activity. This
list allows you to specify in which situation other people can see your
information. If you can not find in this list the privacy preference that
you would like to set you can add a new one (Figure C-3 center). When
adding a new privacy preference you can specify when your friends or
other people can see your location and activity information. For instance,
you can specify that your friends can only see your location and activity
when you are exercising in the evening if they are also exercising (Figure
C-3 right).

The privacy quiz allows you to check if you understand your privacy
preferences by answering questions related to who is authorized to access
your location and activity information (Figure C-4 left). The Friend Radar
service summarizes for you when your friends and other people can see
your location and activity information (Figure C-4 right).

Step 2 - Your Choices
Please answer the questions below with respect to the Friend Radar ser-
vice:
1. When using the Friend Radar service, what is more important for

you?
– The protection of my privacy: I want my privacy to be protected

even if my friends might not see my precise location and activity
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Figure C-3 Your
privacy, more privacy
options, and add new
privacy preference

You are online Appear offline

Your friends Your privacy

More privacy options...

Everybody  can see my 
location and activity

Only my friends can see my 
location and activity

Take a privacy Quiz!

What can people see?

You are online Appear offline

Your friends Your privacy

Advanced Close

Access to my location is 
always allowed to my 
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when I’m exercising

Access to my activity is 
allowed to everybody

You are online Appear offline

Your privacy

exercisingWhen I am
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…access to my location
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Add Close

Your friends

Figure C-4 Take a
privacy quiz and what
can people see about
you?
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Privacy Quiz:

Can your friends see your location 

when you are exercising?

You are online Appear offline

Your friends Your privacy

Close

What can people see about me?

Your friends can see your 

activity when you are 

exercising

Your friends can see your 

location all the time

– The functionality of the service provided: I want my friends to
be able to see my precise location/activity even if my privacy
might not be protected

2. When using the Friend Radar service, assuming that your location
information could be retrieved from the sources below, from which
source would you prefer that your location is retrieved?
– Your location derived from the GSM cell you are connected to

provided by your mobile phone operator
– Your location derived from the wireless base station you are con-

nected to provided by your university/company
– It does not matter for me, both sources are fine
– I do not understand the difference

3. When using the Friend Radar service, assuming that your activity
information could be retrieved from the sources below, from which
source would you prefer that your activity is retrieved?
– Your activity derived from your calendar (e.g. Outlook) provided

by your university/company
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– Your activity detected through sensors (e.g. accelerometer) in
your mobile phone provided by your mobile phone operator

– It does not matter for me, both sources are fine
– I do not understand the difference

4. When using the Friend Radar service, you are required to present
a digital identity. Assuming that you own valid identities from the
following identity providers, which one of the digital identities would
you prefer to use?
– Identity provided by your university/company
– Identity provided by Skype
– Identity provided by Google
– It does not matter for me, all identities are fine
– I do not understand the difference

5. Independently from the source of your location and activity, the
Friend Radar service is available from different service providers.
Which one of these service providers would you prefer to use?
– Friend Radar service provided by your university/company
– Friend Radar service provided by your mobile phone operator
– Friend Radar service provided by Google
– It does not matter for me, all service providers are fine
– I do not understand the difference

Step 3 - Your ratings
Please read the statements bellow and select one of the options that best
represent your opinion about what is stated. You should interpret the
options as follow:
– Strongly agree: I have reasons to believe in the statement and I am

very sure;
– Agree: I have reasons to believe in the statement but I am not sure;
– Don’t know: I do not have reasons to believe or disbelieve;
– Disagree: I have reasons to disbelieve in the statements but I am not

sure;
– Strongly disagree: I have reasons to disbelieve in the statements and I

am very sure;
– I do not understand this statement: the statement is not clear to me.

Statements:
1. Do you believe that your mobile phone operator is trustworthy to

provide your location derived from the GSM cell you are connected
to?

2. Do you believe that your mobile phone operator is trustworthy to
enforce your privacy preferences?

3. Do you believe that your university/company is trustworthy to pro-
vide your location derived from the wireless base station you are con-
nected to?
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4. Do you believe that your university/company is trustworthy to en-
force your privacy preferences?

5. Do you believe that your university/company is trustworthy to pro-
vide your activity derived from your calendar (e.g. Outlook)?

6. Do you believe that your mobile phone operator is trustworthy to
provide your activity detected through sensors (e.g. accelerometer)
in your mobile phone?

7. Do you believe that Google is trustworthy to enforce your privacy
preferences?

8. Do you believe that your university/company is trustworthy to iden-
tify you through your account information?

9. Do you believe that Skype is trustworthy to identify you through your
account information?

10. Do you believe that Google is trustworthy to identify you through
your account information?

Step 4 - Evaluation of your choices and ratings
Your choices in Step 2 were:
– <answer to item 1 Step 2> the protection of my privacy / the func-

tionality of the service provided
– Your location provided by: <answer to item 2 Step 2>
– Your activity provided by: <answer to item 3 Step 2>
– Digital identity provided by <answer to item 4 Step 2>
– The Friend Radar service provided by <answer to item 5 Step 2>

Custom text according to the ratings from Step 3:
1. The protection of my privacy and privacy enforcement trust is unknown

or trustworthy: because privacy is more important for you, and you
trust that your privacy preferences will be enforced, we recommend
you choose MORE trustworthy location, activity, and identity provi-
ders when using the Friend Radar service

2. The protection of my privacy and privacy enforcement trust is untrust-
worthy: because privacy is more important for you, and you DO
NOT TRUST that your privacy preferences will be enforced, we rec-
ommend you choose LESS trustworthy location, activity, and identity
providers when using the Friend Radar service

3. The functionality of the service provided: because the functionality of the
Friend Radar service is more important for you, we recommend you
choose MORE trustworthy location, activity, and identity providers
when using this service
Below is our recommendation of choices with respect to the Friend

Radar service taking into account your ratings from Step 3. A check-
mark (Figure C-5) indicates that our recommendation is in agreement
with what you have chosen, while a cross (Figure C-5) indicates that our
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recommendation is different from what you have chosen. A smile (Figure
C-5) indicates that, according to your choices, you do not care about or
you do not understand this item.
– <location information provider>

– To provide your location because you believe that they/it are/is
MORE trustworthy to enforce your privacy preferences and to
provide location information about you than the other entities

– To provide your location because you believe that they/it are/is
MORE trustworthy to enforce your privacy preferences and LESS
trustworthy to provide location information about you than the
other entities

– <activity information provider>
– To provide your activity because you believe that they/it are/is

MORE trustworthy to enforce your privacy preferences and to
provide activity information about you than the other entities

– To provide your location because you believe that they/it are/is
MORE trustworthy to enforce your privacy preferences and LESS
trustworthy to provide activity information about you than the
other entities

– <identity provider>
– To identify you because you believe that this entity is MORE

trustworthy to identify you through your account information
– To identify you because you believe that this entity is LESS trust-

worthy to identify you through your account information
– <service provider>

– To provide the Friend Radar service because you believe that they
are MORE trustworthy to enforce your privacy preferences than
the other entities

Figure C-5 Icons

Please answer the following questions (Definitely yes / Yes / Don’t
know / No / Definitely no):
1. <If result of trust management mechanism according to ratings in

Step 3 does not match choices of the users from Step 2> Your
choices do not match our recommendation. After reading our rec-
ommendation, would you change your choices according to it? Please
select for which providers below you would accept our recommen-
dation: (optional)
– Location provider
– Activity provider
– Identity provider
– Service provider
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2. Why have you decided to change your choices and accept our recom-
mendation or not to change your choices? Could you explain your
reasons? (optional)

3. Do you understand how the Friend Radar service works?
4. Do you understand our recommendation with respect to the choices

of location, activity, identity, and service providers?
5. Was the recommendation with respect to the choices of location,

activity, identity, and service providers useful?
6. Do you agree that if you do not trust the location, activity, and ser-

vice providers to enforce your privacy preferences, and your goal
is to protect your privacy, you should choose the LESS trustworthy
identity provider and the LESS trustworthy activity and location pro-
viders?

7. If you answered no or definitely no to the last question, could you
explain your reasons for the answer? (optional)

8. Do you agree that if your goal is the functionality of the service you
should choose the MORE trustworthy location and activity provi-
ders to provide location and activity information about you and the
MORE trustworthy identity provider to identify you?

9. If you answered no or definitely no to the last question, could you
explain your reasons for the answer? (optional)

10. Was it difficult to choose the location, activity, identity, and service
providers for the Friend Radar service in Step 2?

11. Would you accept location, activity, identity, and service providers
for the Friend Radar service to be automatically chosen for you con-
sidering what you believe is important when using this service, for
example, your privacy or the functionality of the service?

12. Was it difficult to rate the location, activity, identity, and service pro-
viders for the Friend Radar service in Step 3?

13. Would you agree to receive recommendations from other people for
the ratings of the location, activity, identity, and service providers for
the Friend Radar service?

14. Do you think you completely understand the ratings from Step 3?
15. For the Friend Radar service, do you think goals other than privacy or

service adaptation are important (e.g. cost of the service, availability,
etc.)?

16. Could you provide us with examples of goals you believe should be
considered when using the Friend Radar service? (optional)

17. Do you think only two privacy preferences for friends and everybody
else are enough for you?

18. Do you think your privacy preferences are different depending on
your situation as presented in the figure below?
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19. Do you think you would like to personalize your privacy preferences
based on your situation, your friends’ situation, and the time of the
day as presented in the figure below?

20. Could you describe examples of situations where you would like to
allow access to your location and activity information? (optional)

21. Do you think the mechanism of privacy quiz is useful to help you
verify if you understand your privacy preferences?

22. Do you think it is useful to see a summary of your privacy preferences
as presented in the figure below?

23. Please write down any further consideration about this survey: (op-
tional)

Final Message
Thank you for your collaboration!

As soon as we have our results published you will be informed by e-
mail.
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AppendixD

Results of User Survey about the
Friend Radar Service

D.1 Survey Participants Profile

The charts presented in this section summarize the data we collected in
our survey with respect to the profile of the participants.

Figure D-1 Pie chart
summarizing the
survey participants’
country of residence

Figure D-2 Gender of
the survey participants

Figure D-3 Survey
participants who are
from a computer
science/engineering
background
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Figure D-4 Pie chart
showing the most
popular institutions for
the survey participants

Figure D-5 Pie chart
showing the most
popular technologies
the survey participants
are familiar with

Figure D-6 Pie chart
showing the most
popular answer of the
survey participants
when they were asked
if they understand how
the Friend Radar
Service works

D.2 Goals and Choices of Providers

The charts presented in this section summarize the data we collected in
our survey with respect to the goals and choices of providers.

Figure D-7 Pie chart
showing the most
popular goals for the
survey participants

Figure D-8 Pie chart
showing the most
popular location
information providers
for the survey
participants
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Figure D-9 Pie chart
showing the most
popular activity
information providers
for the survey
participants

Figure D-10 Pie chart
showing the most
popular identity
providers for the
survey participants

Figure D-11 Pie chart
showing the most
popular service
providers for the
survey participants

Figure D-12 Pie chart
showing how many of
the survey participants
think that goals other
than privacy or
functionality of the
service are important

D.3 Ratings or Trust Beliefs

The charts presented in this section summarize the data we collected in
our survey with respect to the trust beliefs of the survey participants for
Google, their mobile phone operator, their university or company, Skype,
as well as usability and usefulness questions related to the survey partici-
pants’ trust beliefs.
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D.3.1 Google

Figure D-13 Pie chart
showing how many of
the survey participants
trust Google to
provide their digital
identity

Figure D-14 Pie chart
showing how many of
the survey participants
trust Google to
enforce their privacy
preferences

D.3.2 Mobile Phone Operator

Figure D-15 Pie chart
showing how many of
the survey participants
trust their mobile
phone operator to
provide their location
information

Figure D-16 Pie chart
showing how many of
the survey participants
trust their mobile
phone operator to
provide their activity
information

Figure D-17 Pie chart
showing how many of
the survey participants
trust their mobile
phone operator to
enforce their privacy
preferences
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D.3.3 University or Company

Figure D-18 Pie chart
showing how many of
the survey participants
trust their university or
company to provide
their location
information

Figure D-19 Pie chart
showing how many of
the survey participants
trust their university or
company to provide
their activity
information

Figure D-20 Pie chart
showing how many of
the survey participants
trust their university or
company to enforce
their privacy
preferences

Figure D-21 Pie chart
showing how many of
the survey participants
trust their university or
company to provide
their digital identity

D.3.4 Skype

Figure D-22 Pie chart
showing how many of
the survey participants
trust Skype to provide
their digital identity
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D.3.5 Usability and Usefulness

Figure D-23 Pie chart
showing how many of
the survey participants
would like to receive
recommendations
about the ratings

Figure D-24 Pie chart
showing how many of
the survey participants
understand the ratings

Figure D-25 Pie chart
showing how many of
the survey participants
find it difficult to rate
the providers

D.4 Validity of Trust Management Mechanism

The charts presented in this section summarize the data we collected in
our survey with respect to the validity of our trust management mecha-
nism.

Figure D-26 Pie chart
showing for how many
of the survey
participants the
location provider they
chose was in
agreement with the
recommendation of
our trust management
mechanism
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Figure D-27 Pie chart
showing for how many
of the survey
participants the
activity provider they
chose was in
agreement with the
recommendation of
our trust management
mechanism

Figure D-28 Pie chart
showing for how many
of the survey
participants the
identity provider they
chose was in
agreement with the
recommendation of
our trust management
mechanism

Figure D-29 Pie chart
showing for how many
of the survey
participants the
service provider they
chose was in
agreement with the
recommendation of
our trust management
mechanism

Figure D-30 Pie chart
showing how many of
the survey participants
understand the
recommendation of
our trust management
mechanism

Figure D-31 Pie chart
showing how many of
the survey participants
think the
recommendation of
our trust management
mechanism is useful
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Figure D-32 Pie chart
showing how many of
the survey participants
would accept
automatic selection of
providers

D.5 Context-Based Privacy Management

The charts presented in this section summarize the data we collected in
our survey with respect to usability and usefulness of our context-based
privacy management framework.

Figure D-33 Pie chart
showing how many of
the survey participants
think that static
groups for friends and
everybody else are not
enough to specify
their privacy
preferences

Figure D-34 Pie chart
showing how many of
the survey participants
think that their privacy
preferences are
different depending on
their context situation

Figure D-35 Pie chart
showing how many of
the survey participants
think that they need
personalized
context-based privacy
preferences

Figure D-36 Pie chart
showing how many of
the survey participants
think that the privacy
preview mechanism is
useful
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Figure D-37 Pie chart
showing how many of
the survey participants
think that the privacy
quiz mechanism is
useful
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     In a context-aware service platform, service 
providers adapt their services to the current 
situation of the service users using context 
information retrieved from context information 
providers. In such a service provisioning 
platform, important trust and privacy issues 
arise, because different entities responsible for 
different tasks have to collaborate in the provi-
sioning of the services. Context information is 
privacy sensitive by nature, making the 
communication and processing of this 
information a potential privacy threat.
     The main goal of this thesis is to learn how 
to support users and providers of context-
aware services in managing the trade-off 
between privacy protection and context-based 
service adaptation. More and more precise 
context information retrieved from trustworthy 
context information providers allows context-
aware service provider to adapt their services 
more reliably. However, more and more precise 
context information also means a higher risk 
for the service users in case of a privacy 
violation.
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